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You get System 5, The OC 
801105 Pack, HashBoot, The 

Apple II Enhancement Guide; 
the video and complete. 
documentation for only 

System 6 wiCIC 
System -6  Manual  only........ 12_95 
System 6 Video only  ..... .  29,95 
Bonus Pack only  ........ 

SYSTEM G BONUS 
"Quality Computers' 

System 6 Bonus Pack...the 
most cost-effective way to 

add value and fun to 
your Apple HGs." 

—The Apple Works Educator 

VIDEO. Our 1-hour video lakes you from 
installation of System 6 to moving through 

the Finder with speed and agility. 

Fonts. Using the same font for ev-
erything is very un-cool, so our 
Bonus Pack includes over 30 dis-

play and text !Cote. 

Desk 
Accessories. dust to 
give you more tp choose 

train, were giving you 
several handy desk acces-

sories including: Enhanced 
Calculator_ Scrapbook, Games, and 
more. 

pralal”,Wi 

30•day money back guarantee 

guilty Comptes 1-84777.3642  war 	
1111 	r 

Bonus Pack 
FlaskBoot. What is taster than a 
speeding disk drive? A RAM disk. 
rlashBool lels you autornalically set up 
a super-fast, super-convenient RAM 
disk. 

The Apple Il Enhancement 
Guide. This handy little book is 
packed with information to help 
you upgrade your Apple IL It 
covers RAM, hard drives, accel-
erators, the Finder, and more. 

Clip Art. Were throwing In over 
100 beautiful clip art images, per-
fect for desktop publishing or hy-
permedia applications. 

Clip Sounds. Because the 11GS's 
sound capacity is so great, were also 
including over 50 digitized sound 
files. Some are classics while some 
are the newest on the market. They go 
great in HyperStudio and other sound 
programs, or you can have music play-
ing in the background while you work. 

Icons. Over 50 lun, useful bans. 

System 6 
StyleWriter printer support 

Macintosh, Apple DOS 3 3, and 
Apple Pascal disk support . 

A completely redesigned Frnder- 
raster. friendl ier, and more power- 

ful than ever before. 
The Finder can be set to avoid 

grinding your 515' drives . 
When the computer asks you to 

insert a disk it needs, you he 
longer have to hit. Return--the 

computer detects it aulomatically. 
The screen no longer switehes to 
text mode and bash to graphics 
when launching some Desktdp 

programs. 
New music tools and applica- 
tions to allow new programs 

to sound even bEttler . 

Media-control toolset 
and desk accessory to 
loW easier Integration of 

video with your multim 
dia presentatidn S. 

Universal Access lea- 
Nresfor physically 
handicapped users. 
More mars for pro- 
grammers to write 
great programs. 

Simpler and raster 
hard drive 

installation 

documG erenettation. 



YES I  I  want in on the secret! And I want the FREE Bonus Disk, too! •  Send my RISK-FREE issue of the subscription I've checked 
below. If I like what I see, ru pay the amount shown for my 3-month trial 
subscription, which includes my first issue. and then Ill receive my Special 
Bonus Disk—FREE, just for subscribing. 

1  DISKWORLD for the Macintosh 
a months $29.95—about $1.50 a program! 
SOFTDISK* for the Apple II 
3 months $19.95—about $1 a program! 
SOFTDISK G-S* for the Apple IIGs 
3 months $29.95—about $2.50 a program! 

Name 	  

Address 	  

City 	 State 	Zip 

Phone # 	) 	  
°Apple Ma owners can try both SOFTDISK & SOFTDISK 0-SETSR-FREE. They're entirely 
different, and with our combo rate, you ran then get both for only $59.96—about 11 a program! 
MAIL TO: Softdisk Publishing P.O. Box 30008+ Shreveport, LA 71130-0008o 1-800-831-2694 

IN073 

Please check disk format: 
iU  3.5" 	U  5.25" 

Thal Glibr available in 
13. a. ONLY: if outside.  

call 1-3M-221-87lis 
fur inforrnatoan. 
10 Jaya fur delivery. 

GET IN ON THE 

IN BEST-KEPT SECRET 
IN THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY! 

It's not a magazine! It's not a book 
or video! It's a software subscription! 

Circle 291 on Reeder Service Card. 

Now you can get in on the secret 
that's rocking the software industry—
software subscriptions for your Mac°, 
Apple lift, or IIGER And you can try 
out en issue RISK-FREE! 

With a software subscription you'll 
get. an  exciting issue packed with pro-
grams each and every month far less 
than $2 a program! 

You'll get fun games, puzzles and 
educational programs to make the most 
of your time off.. _functional utilities to 
help you get i:he most from your com-
puter, .practical programs to help you 
manage your money ..useful programs 
to manage your time...and graphics to 
put more oomph into your ideas! 

Each issue of DISKINORLIY 
and SOFTDISK' contain 5 to 7 orig-
inal programs, 3 to 4 programs for 
SOFTDISK G-S"`, AND tech support 
is FREE with our 1-800 hotline! 

GET IN ON THE SECRET. 
TRY A RISK-FREE ISSUE! 

Don't take our word for it—why 
not try an issue RISK-FREE and see 
for yourself! 

Call 1-800-831-2694 now or send 
in the coupon below to try an issue 
RISK-FREE Review your first issue. 

If you're not completely satisfied, for 
any reason, return our bill marked 
"cancel" and you'll owe nothing! 
Either way, the first issue is yours 
to keep FREE! 

PLUS,  GET A FREE GIFT! 
We're so sure that you'll love your: 

new software subscription that well 
send you a Special Bonus Disk with 
your paid subscription. It's yours 
FREE just for subscribing. 

So get in on the secret! Try 
DISKWORLD SOFTDISK or 
SOFTDISK G-S now RISK-FREE! 

1-800c4 
 NOW 

i-2694 
OR MAIL IN THE COUPON BELOW 

SQFTDISK 
PUBLISHING 

P.O. Box 30008 
Shreveport, LA 71130-0008 

&pion lloquirrownim 	Di.digno4.1. A thrintivil :nag or Nu' 
model Marinteak, 1111B menlary.. SIALiiik: Apple Lk_ ITe.. Th .+, 
51, Ea  rTilamicedY er rAior 125 carwatdr; allr; 615' dick 
&hen; &  Silt  inirmary i 1.4X. inrmor. rrtarnmiA*11.. Softdia CS -
An  Apple  tiar a 	Ellek drive OCI.  IMS  nainuryry, rk lherd tiriVe.& 

mdM11511 	ffinstametlea 



CALL FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG  1-800-111-3642 =  =  i41111=7r 
Quality Computers 

ENNA NCIND EDUCATION 

HAM COMPUTERS 
A O S T N H M 

ismanArA 
(Co sign Your Own Home 5435 
Sproul 44.95 
ADOBE 
Premier 	299.95 
MOW 
Gallery Me= 	129.95 
lnrellidraw 	 124;95 
Page/Aker 	49935 
PersoR31 Pres-5 	149.95 
5uoetP3ini 	23995 

APPLE 
At Ease 	 4535 
Maceregeh RCENcharme 84.95 
True Type Font Pack 79.95 
AAHAYdIE 
Amara Maier PlUe 	86.95 
fledge Maker 	seas 
Laeef Award lie.kor 	129.95 
alittliO3O r 
Mar Dark 	 29.95 
After Dark Buedk 	49.35 
More Mar Dark 	24.95 
SU- Trek Screen 5arir 35.95 
MCI PREDDLTIORS 
arm Session 	46.95 
Super slack, Session 	75.95 
BRILL99561121 
Algebra 	 5935 
BannarManla 	29.95 
Calculus 	 5935 
Carmen Am. Past 	20.35 
Carmen Time 	2596 
Carmen USA 	3935 
Carmen World 	29.93 
Geometry 	 59.35 
Kid Pix 	 3435 
Kid Poi Companion 	24.95 
MacGlabe 	 3435 
MacUSA 	 2935 
Physic's 	 5925 
Praynturn 	29.95 
Spoluror 	 2395 
The Pere Shop 	3415 

CE SanWARE 
CaierzafrAltim 3.0 	14.95 
CURS 
CALL MR ACA9EMIC PRICING 
Claris CAD 	19925 
ClatisWorler 2.0 	12$95 
FiloMaker PTO 	19925 
itperCard 2.1 	199.95 
MacDraw 11 	129.95 
Ma➢ raw Aro 	299.95 
Matfaint 	 59.95 
MacPrefeci Pm 	179.95 
ReoWrile 0 	6935 
COMPO-TVIDON 
Des9ealion Mars 	95.95 
Grade Gulch 	54.95 
.1%1102%1:WEN 	15.95 
Stopping Stones 	3455 
Stapes 	36.95 
OATIVE 
Mectlek PlesPC 	119 95 
Maclink Tranetaton 10525 

UMW 
Algeblaster Plus , 	3635 
Earit■Ouesl 	3605 
Ecology 	 3685 
Headline Ham 	36.95 
Katies Farm 	19.95 
KldWorks 2 	34 96 
Math Bilasler Mystify 	29.96 
Math Bleslar Rue 	3635 
McGee 	 1396 
NtGea AS RIO Fair 	19.95 
Nigers World 	3E95 
Time TfeR¢ 	 39-95 
Year Pewee Trainer 36.95 
OR. 17 ran =mow 
Me In leuticiand 	5595 
DS MOW 
KidART 	 79.95 

10010 
ICRITYPE 
WOW 
Riches*. 
reilale's Men House 
AVM OENERATION 
Au- 1)90941er 
OrskDocutei 
ME DEVELOPMENT 
Gross Mzstur 1.12 

CROSS MASTER 
Cm-set/Irate' Is Me 
defiffilive prergam 

fur LrehtEry 9951itie 
artreesetial pixies too 
word Waits  'roe at use 

arid Ilmaialny Manny 
restore  Its  tedious  soak 
essooleded wnh beektrm 

crussword punks 

$4495 

-I V I  'D  3  d 
MEAT WAVE 
pegimaLs 8 Frarhiona 
IthisMele 
welt Time II 
NurnberMare 
Rearlingivlam 
MAE .RESNA 
Swamp Gas 
DIEM 
A -trr.s.PC 
Entry Level Sc1tt 
SnlIAT 
SIANoda 
Universal SoItPC 
ItiWr MARV L 
FolderBolt 

-n  
rn 

CT 

r 
PLML6MITI EAST 2.1.9 

TI  l  Tuilleaturatt CIMItOp 
po011shor allows yea It' 

crNte pl pIessiord• 
eg docIrrkents in MR. 

ijlay LAE ele ragmen' 
t;  II  [-in layout loots In 

re-p084ion. ma 
oranuic 

einmerris oil  Itte page 

$2995  
I  V  I i2 3  d S 

L4111191C  E MI/N.077On 
L-051 Tlibe 

UMW COMM r 
Math Rabbit 
Midnight Resm: 
Outnumbered 

Reader Rabbit 	34.95 
Raoliboune 	 1495 
The Wrelno Center 	49.95 
AVG 
Alen 	 119.95 
Snootier 	 119.95 
MAM 
Sim Ant 	 36.95 
Sim City 	 9635 
aim Earth 	 4235 
Sim Lire 	 44.95 
MEW 
Easy Geier Paint 	Sae 
Georroric holler 	4795 
Number Munchers 	29.95 
Oregon Tree 	29.95 
Super Munchers 	2955 
LISA GeoGraph 	29.95 
Wore Munchers 	1935 
ART 
Mkrosoll Were 6.0 29995 
Flight Simuiasor 4425 
DMIMPLAY 
Ace CheeGEiva 	54.95 
Ace Reporter 	54.96 
AW =CAP E 
Crossword Magic 4.0 	29.95 
d2ANOE CNERRY 
Talking 

Dinosaur Reader 	4935 
Max Classrpore 	48.95 
Mee Reader 	18.95 

PELICAN 
Early Garner Inr 

Young chmmr 	1195 

PRIM I PSr9FTSeriE 
Gelerear Cicater 1,In 	49.06 
Qaturr CEWPWEAS 
Alphelarl salary Disks 

fur lee pis 	19.95 
WENT 
Auto DOODIet 	54.95 

SOFTWA RE 701211110110 
Chessmeeler 2109 	29.95 
Mavis Floacun Tyoing 	3295 
U.S Alan 	 4436 
eVorle Allas 	4435 
5170INTIEC 
Norton Dtitltiue 	99.95 
SyrnarLeo Arlivirus 	69-95 
7 ECK TE 
Classfeteseer 	79.95 
nawieteditf 
Nesse it! Easy la 	11935 
ram mina 
rhesion5. Ntwons 	Cell 
Rode The Pad 1G ay 	49.55 
fM'I Inutirer 	119.95 
Jack lb& Beanabak 4E95 
TimeLEnor 49.95 
MORN 
State Mare 	32.95 

warm 
1-laods-On Math I. 	3535 
Harida-On Maur II 	45.95 
HyperCard Prefects 

ter Teachers 	2295 
math aorta 
Science Cep Art 	22.95 
IffEll TREADS 
Se rkyuear's 

Reading Roam 	34.95 
WORDPERFECT 
We roPelel 	29995 

GAMES 
King's Dent V 
	

4295 
Monopoly 
	

29.95 
PGA Tour Gorr 
	

39.95 
Red Well 
	

42.95 
sere:law 
	

29.95 
Spectra 
Sung here 
	34..55 

3695 
29.95 Terris 
2495 Wetkis 

J 

w 
a_ 

U

• 

LI 
a_ 

19.95 
32.95 
32.95 
49.95 
33.95 

29.55 

1't 

n 

r 

BeagleWorks 
7 integrated programs 
One low price 
Tbe_re are lots 	integrated programs 
around, but only EleaDietiVOrriS ix trUly  
integrated. With it's unique In -Context 
Ecliling feature, you can edit each ele-
ment in a document mirtflUtif ever leav-
ing the OUCarnentl EfeagleWerki owes 
you: Waft Processor • Database • 
SureadSheet • Gurnmurilcahons • Draw 
• Paint • Chart 

Since we introduced Entrance over 9 years ago, It 
has grown from a simple•yet-wonclerful newslet-
ter into one of the most respected and widely-
read educational technology publications In 
America, Every Issue of Enhance contains the 
kind of information Lire computer-using educa-

tor needs to make an impact in the classroom-tike 
now lo write wIrinIng grants, multimedia applications, telecommuni-

cations, and product reviews and announcements tar Apple 11, Macintosh, and EOM. It 
Is written by a nationwide network of educators, the yourself, who want to moll their 
students through computer technology. 

Enhance also Includes our catalog - full of all the hardware and software you 
need far your Apple 11. Macintosh, or 10M. 

Duality Computers has been publishing Enhance far over 8 years. Its free to afl CD 
customers, Or you can call for your free subscription today! 

'We enjoy reading Enhance and look forward to receiving It. It is well written, under-
Modal:Ile, pertinent, and a great source or Information.' -Everett Foust 

'Thank you for providing the opportunity for schools like ours to have a chance at get-
ting some of the technology that can bring our computer prOgrurn Into the 91)'s." 
-Sandy Kowalczuk. Key School, Annapolis, MD 

P E C: 1 A  L 

59.95 
12415 
29995 
19435 
19435 

7595 
SPECIAL 

II  NMI sit ! 

29.95 
29 95 

49.95 
49.55 

44.95 

29 95 

3435 
34.95 
34.95 

Get ENHANCE free! 
Join the hundreds of thousands who have enjoyed Enhance for over 5 years. Get your 

free subscription todeyt (Foreign subscribers add $26 U.S. funds) 

Name 	  

Address 	  

City 	 State 	71p 	 

Phone (_ )• 	  

Up and mall trx COMM COMPUTERS, Enhance. P Q Sax 349, St. Clair Shores, Mk 48060 
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FEAT I. HES 

Internet: Connecting to a Universe of Information 
by Cynthia E. Field, Ph.D. 	 36 
The "data superhighway" of the future is a reality today. For Fun, 
for business, for research, the Internet is your entree to thousands 
of databases around the globe. A modem, a, telecom program, and 
a local phone call are all you need to explore new worlds on line. 

Memory to the Max 
by Garry Howard 	 42 
Three new RAM boards for the Apple tic's give you the power 
you need to run today's silicon-hungry programs. 

DEPARTMENTS 

Letters 	 8 

What's New 
Good Things in Small Packages • SalutI • New -Product Focus 	10 

Applee Clinic 
"Mousing Around": F.astward Ho! ■ Right an Track • Hard Slots 

Drivin.  • Just Your Type • Color Bind, 	 16 

Reviews: Apple II 
Cinnamon Bear's Outer Space Adventure & Undersea Adventure 	20 
Cram., admit it —of course you still love teddy bears. The fuzzy 
hero of two new language-skills programs from McCarthy 
McCormack is a sure-fire hit with kids, teachers, and parents alike. 

Bullseye 'TrueType Font Collection • Ultrakey 2.0 

COLUMNS 
Grapevine • Joe Kohn 	 17 
On-line hints, tips, argument, chat, and gossip. 

 

11.1111111.111 	; 
NMI ME MO Ell MG 

• 	L.J 

The Apple II Report • Card S. HoLtherg, Ph.D 	 24 
Hot off the press: quick reviews a recently released software. 

Shareware Solutions ■ Joe Kohn 	........................... 	.............. ..48 
"GS Fun & Games": Don't risk a sunburn this summer —why not 
spend your time safely indoors, basking in the phosphor glow of 
your GS? While your compurerless friends .  just head for the beach. 
you'll be traveling to faraway worlds your buddies can't even imagine. 
Here are eight shareware picks to beat the summertime blues. 

News & New Products 
retit and 	All the beasts of the forest — 

aid the tundra. the deseit, and the jungle, too — come together 
in The Software.Toolworks' new GLI-R()N1. The Animals!. 
F:xplore the riches of one of the world's great zoological parks 
right from your 014111 Mac screen 	 28 
Reviews 
The Lost Tribe • jam Session • Intellftalk 	 32 

PAGE 32 
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Disk II 
$39-95 

UniDisk 
$59.95 

5 inch 
Disk Controller Card 
For Apple 11, Ili- & Ile 
5 Year Warranty 

GS MOUSE 559.00 

GS TRACKBALL S69.00 

PRO TERM $78.50 

DESIGN 

ART DIRECTOR 
ASSISTANT ART DIRECTOR 

ITTNALIKRAH MANAGER 

rut Fiddler 
Distne ti. litem 
Doreen Means 

PRODUCTION 

PRODUCTION DIRECTOR &arca& 

ADVERTISING 

20 Meg (IDE) 
with Controller 	$289.00 

40 Meg (IDE) 
with Controller 	$339.00 

MPD 4 Meg GS CARD 
Fully DMA Compatible 

I Meg 	  $99.00 
2 Meg 	 $139.00 
4 Meg 	 $219.00 

SUPER EXPANDER 
More Memory for APPLEWORKS 

IIe He 
256K 	 $62.00 $93.00 
512K 	 $74.00 $105.00 

Meg., 	 $98.00 $129.00 

Extended 80 Column Card 
With 6.4K for Apple Ile 

100%' Appieworks 
Compatible 

5 Year Warranty 

SUPER SERIAL CARD 
100% Apple Compatible 

5 Year Warranty 	 $54.95 

Graphics Printer Card w/Cable 
For Apple 11+ & Ile 

Parallel 
$48.95 

Parallel Text Only   $36.95 

CPM Card 	  $36.95 
Ile Numeric Keypad 	 $34.95 
lIc Numeric Keypad 	 $39.95 

II+ OWNERS 
16K Card 	  $36.95 
128K Card 	  $64.95 
80 Column Card 	 $49.95 
Plus Works 	  $49.00 

5 Year Warranty 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

40 Meg (SCSI) . . 	$259.00 
85 Meg (SCSI) 	 $369.00 
120 Meg (SCSI) 	$439.00 
Apple H.S. SCSI Card . . . 	$109.95 

Ile Mouse & Card $109.00 

Cooling Fan for Apple 11+ & Ile 
With Surge Surpressor 	 $29.95 

Cooling Fan 
For 

Apple DIGS 

SERIAL/PARALLEL CONVERTER 
1k 	 $49.00 
GS 	 $59.00 

G$ Power Supply 
7 Amp 

7 Amp. Pwr. Supply 
IL 	& Ile 

$55.00 

Cables From 	 $9.95 
Ile to Modem 	Ilc to Modem 
Ile to IMG l 	lk to IMG II 
He to IMG II 	Others 

Talk & Data Kits 
SCSI Cables 

SWITCH BOXES 
DIN 8 A/B 	  $24.95 
DIN 8 A/13/C/D 	 $29.95 
DR 25 A/B 	  $24.95 
DR 25 AJB/C/D 	 $34.95 
Parallel A/B 	  $24.95 
Parallel A/ R./ 	D 	 $34.95 

9 a.m. To 4 p.m. 
M.S.T . 

Mon - 
University & School P.O. 

Accepted 
29%iimucciiirs riurgr 

relwraidikau 

* * HARD DRIVES * * 
For the Apple He 	l 	For the Apple JIGS 

We carry only the 
Highest Quality products for 

your Apple. 
That's why we are 

the LARGEST 
and 

the BEST! 

No 
Noise 

Interference 

Replacement 
Ile Keyboard 

%DAM 

	

VISA & MASTERCARD - NO EXTRA CHARG E 	DEALER PRICING 

	

Shipping Most Items $6.00 / Drives $8.00 / 	$4.50 

MEMORY PLUS DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
7902 East Pierce Street 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85257 
(602) 820-8819 

FAX (602) 968-3211 
Serving Apple Users Since 1983 

Circle 245 on A coder Service Cord. 

Paul rook 

Wiliam P, Keened) 
Eileen T. Terrill 
Paul Slat 
Janet Cote 
Cynthia F. Field 
Carol S. Iinizberg 
ae Lim 

PROSIDENDGROUP PUBLISHER 

EDTR1R 1N MIFF 
ENECITIVE 

SENIOR EDITOR 
SPEI3AL-PRODIJCIS MgAGEK 

CONSULTING EDITOR 
(DN111101Nt:EDITORS 

CIRCULATION 

DIRECrOR OF °MATIONS 
AN D CIRCULATION Wpm Law 

Sllifilk-COPY SALES DIRECTOR George dark 
(915)9 7 8 33U1  

CIRCULlillON MANAGER Lank K. SUM1PIRS 

FLIFILLIFIT1,111ANACF.R Rini F. Smith 
FULFILLMENT ASSISTANT Jill Vinod 

CUSIOMERSERVIII 0001289.0615 

MARKETING SERVICES/PROMOTION 

DIRECTOR OF NIARRETIN, Peg Brtnrn 
MARKETING AssisTINT Rita Rivard 

WUNDER Wayne Green 

MPD 5 14" DISK DRIVES FOR 
1 Year Warranty 
Parts & Labor 

100% Compatible 

Super Quiet 

Cable & Adaptor 
Included 

Apple II , GS, E, C, C+, + 
Mac LC with Ile Emulation 

LASER 128's 

Daisy Chain Port Included 

AMR 3W' Disk Drive 
For Apple 11c+ & IIGS 

A+ MOURNING 

NATIONALADVERTISI NG DIRECTOR 

SALES REPRESENTATIVE 

ADVERTISING COORDINATOR 

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 

Sakai L Fibith 
ISOM 4414403 
Reim Gasper 
(Slit} 441440 
diary Hurtwcll 
ROI 4414405 
LiQ Densaytaron 

teCirigeit lomat a Tonto m Americs Odin.  Far infsrmainti 
on shining a ppropriale -Ann, all Q11111113 Conipiger krvicei 
at NO) 2274364. 

*Mt 
MTN 

riCikeA+ (EN tilqa4-61b7). IDCFahrzgion,Iipotliskstrautt4. by A+ 
hiblishing, a subsidiary of %moth' CanmuMatios sa dis . bion of IDG 
Curanonianang RD Elm St. lVdifil...411. Inset!: iii115I Walt 
Scans t orsstagr paid Petvrlion.4, NH. adaddilicatlasing Ives 
raradianseeeeklaa nail Teheran% Timber 9590452110kt( rat ,' 
DS Air V7.9714 tilt sreJ,14:1 Fanike iirden ZEN ir ps aid 
in us. rha down cal a US. lank. One year stir Cando $3'7:97 iptxr 
includes CST #12614840, Maim 557.97, foreign safe mail $47 97. 
loteip air mil MN. tizignalIF &timed 115,  Inerntiffut Circulation 
&Opium Narcoses;  Sand address changs to ru(iderr.A + :ink-spina 
Stnius. Bolt 56M, Bottler, CO 102241318 Gad Cada] 
ofoldtessteinCirdsMi- , P.U. BA 1051, Fan Erie, Onmio I2A )1411 Entire . 

 conterocupyrighil9g5 A+ Mishit. No pan efihhlI 1 Gmapunicnims 
indkarinn may hr trprimed nr repraeliirM wiihran Firs .  
arisen permission Fetus die publiihrr. All prpgram5 are pglisbed For 
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51rminsky: Site or Spring 
Voyager CO Audio Steri 
1erwager Wan Sack 

SOFTWARE TOOLIVOINES 
Time Table of History. 

Science d Innovation 
On 

World Atlas a2.1 

CD-ROMS 
(-2 

THE 	-4 
G-R0111  Nett26._ 
Dams Item lop mamitatturars, 
over 100 re ad y-ta.run programs, 
clip art. fords, OtrinitTime 
movies and morel  $095 

MAAS 

Mr AN Pink hob? 
Okla Hooks are a now medium far learning They 
provide for improved endersiandind and ore read-
ers ireteroni [ri each a way that they are In total can-
Vol at taut( mown barring opulence. [Souls Botha 
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AesztsFablu 
A Long Hard Day On Trio Ranch 
Cratlerallz 
Heather - Hits lior Piet Wino Run 
Moving awes Ms 4 Stanch Acne 
Mad Puddle 
Nighl Ektola x-Mss 
Paper Bap Princess 
Start Pomp For Rotten Kids 
Tale al Bereamiii Bunny 
• Tile 01 Peter Rater 

Tell-Tale Man 
norms Snowsuit. 

ALIN  Pack barani 

RREERiliSUIED 
Arthi irs THaCheT Trhuhle 	 44.95 
Just GrAtinia I Mr 	 34.95 

Gaymil al W Ku 
1992 Dainttess Muni medal Disk of Records 39.95 
SOP Days In CoCee Islam 	 4295 
Comities Muliimsdla 	 529 95 
dictionary of The Lilting World 	166.45 
Science & Pitch Itecfure 	 49.95 
Scums M2b-Fra 	 49.05 
TEE SWAMP cillaulr 

Slay Bight OIOUSO 
Amanda Relies t 2,3. 4 
Bosebalfa Greats! Hits 
EtottJapan 
Ludwig Ven Beethoven: 9dt Symphony 
Mr -tart Dissonant ausrta1 
Schubert 'Tie trout Chow 

ORANGE CREW4Y 
20.0.00 Luagos Under -11w Sea 
Ado or Plnurcchlo 
Beauty & The Beast 
Jungle Wan 
&poster SCWIGs 
SwAS Family liothrtson 
Talkkrp Vosnieleles 
Tenting SChoolhousu 
Tithe Traveler 
WWI I In Tee WIllrnas 

W10904 RER AMA 
Ckrrant: Pint ell of Vlonny 
Paean Storm 
Funfly 
lila gaps Anirnals 
Lk Maps Wm* willaskaonsa 
Life Maps Orgamc Diversity 
Mark: Ruin 
Sports Illumtramu Almannc 
The Orchestra 
The View From Edith 

WAYZATA 
1923 Vitamin World Foci 3odk 
CO Fun House 
Frani Rap Naves 
Geller, Of Orson 
Music Madnues 
Newsbytes 
cdmin In ktutIOn 
Space Tunes Art 

517IER TITLES 
Journey Man Naiad 
New Grolk Encyclopedia 
Spacrtsnip Warlock 
Van/etre', }Whit & 

Other ChIldron Dass.-ce 
Websarte gat him Coilegane 

Publish•M. 
Easy 

MANAIN117 EASY 2.1.9 
CDROM 

Tnh tug-foattran osektos medlar 
4111:1W6. you to ureate ptulartadcoal- 

lovkIng duet melt Ln rib urea. . 

lion am ping Punk' Pal II-111 laytut Sash 
19 ovorim re-goaition. and rifelffl text 

yru 9rrp-Irw elemerns on tar page, 

lneludet non, 3,1391 din are  gnarl 
and 100 leaks 

*2995  

34.45 
34:95 
39.95 
34.96 
34_95 
34.95 
29.95 
34_95 
39,95 
34.95 
39.95 
30,95 
34.05 

329.95 

39.95 
39.95 
44.95 
69.05 
56.S5 
3165 
30_95 

e9.96 
5935 
52.96 

59 95 
49.95 
59.95 

a4.95 
04.95 
59.06 
59:96 
69.8i5 
54.96 
59.95 
52.96 

119.26 
BC95 

29.95 
24.35 
2196 
29.95 
29.35 
Z91a5 
49.5 
44.95 
59.86 
5995 

29.96 
29.96 

14915 
79.95 
70.45 
99.96 

159.95 
Ingle 

74.95 
2'29.96 

9195 

59.9s 
179.95 

IF ■ TY ■ 
The Official New Print Shop Handbook 
P1ann100 & Managing Auplotellt Networks  ...19.95 
The MacIntos9 BHA la/Practice Disk 
The System 7 Book 22 96 
Using Microwil Works 3 for the Mac 	14.99 
Hands-On ClarlsWorks 	.............. 	... ....... 	..... .............. 	29.95 
using C larisWo Its 	 ..... 	22 95 
ClerlsWorks for Teachers 
The Official KM Pi.k Activity 	..... 	..... 	.......... ......... 	... .... _13.95 
Welcome To... CO-ROM 	 . 	„ 	.  	1995 
Mac Multmedla Madness-With CD-ROM & Disk ...... 	......... -....- 	39.95 

CALL FOR  YOUR  RfutiTaramr41-800-111-3642 
SIGN UP FOR ENHANCE 

Bringing Teachers & Technology Together 
SCHOOL F. 9 
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C I N  G EDUCATION 
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APPLIED 
ENGINEERING 
RamWorkslli 1 MEG. 	179 95 
2-RAM Ultra 3258K 	189.95 

DISK DRIVES 
APPLE 
35" 10111) lie/IIGS) 

	
349,95 

Curitrollef 
	

149.95 
APPLIED ENGINEERING 
AE 35 
	

229.95 
At 525' 
	

179.95 

PRINTERS 
APPLE 
I mageWriter II 

PANASONIC 
Panasonic 1180i 
Panasonic 1123 

PRINTER 
INTERFACES 
APPLIED ENGINEERING 
Paralol Pro 
	

79.95 
Senor Pro 
	

89.95 
ORANGE MICRO 
Grappler Ras 
	

89.95 
SEGOBITUIL SYSTEMS 
0:Talk LTC 	 89.95 
xnrc 
Supellieriter 924 	6495 

MODEMS 
GOMM COMPUTERS 
0-Modem 2400 	8195 
0-Faxliiideem GS 	209.95 
APPLE I SPECIAL! 
0-Modem 2400. Cable, 
and Point-to-Point 	139.95 
MACINTOSH SPECIAL! 
0-Modem 2400. Cable, 
and MicroPhorie 	149.95 
SUPRA 
SupraFAXModem v.32 BIS 

14,490 bd. (Mac) 	379.95 
SapraModem v.32 9600 27995 

MONITORS 
MONOCHROME 
12" Amber 
	

129.95 
MAGNAVOX 
Magnavox 1109 
	

299.95 
Custom Cable (SS) 

	
19.95 

INPUT DEVICES 
APPLE 
ApoieMouse ere 	119.95 

Cif PRODUCTS 
Roller Manse 	 89.95 
Mach Ill Joystick 	2095 
KENSINGTON SPECIAL! 
Turbo Mouse 3.0 	79.95 

KEYBOARDS 
IBM-Style Keyboard 	79.95 
Apple ADO Keyboard 

Regular 	 129.95 
Extended 	199.95 

IMUTECII 
Mousefulan 	 84 95 

MESE 
Quickie 3.0 (Ile, IIGS) 
SPECIAL! 
CluMellnWords Combo 249.95 

SOUND & 
GRAPHICS 
APPLE 
Wee Overlay Card 
DIGITAL MSAMII 
CoreputerEyes lie 
ComputerEyes tIGS 
MIA 
Koala Drawing Pad 
°PAWS 
MIDI Translator 
STREET ELECTRONICS 
Echo II 

APPLE 
Ile Enhancement Kt 	59.95 
APPUBY ENGINEERING 
Power Supply lie/11+ 	79.95 
KENSINSTUN 
System Sauer GS 	29,91 
Anti-eiare Filler 	14.05 
Dust Cover 	 9.95 
Universal Printer Stand 	4.95 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Cables 	 1rom14.95 
Extended 80 Col, Card 	19.95 
SwItchboxes 	horn 1935 
Keyboard Skies 	19.95 
3.5" Oiekertes (10) 	7 as 
5.25" Diskettes (10) 
Mouse Pad 	 495 
Phone Net Connectors 	19.95 
0-Bun 	 59.95 
RITE OWL 
IIGS Battery tat 	14-95 
ROGOW 
linageWriter Black 	2.95 
I rnagaWrIter 4-C 	5.95 
I maw/Writer ColOr 	4.95 
Heat Trenster Black 	5.45 
Heat Transfer 4-C 	14.95 
Panasonic 1150/1090 	2.95 
SAIL 
Nn Skit Clock 	 39 95 

rEcoroever 
Zip GS 8/16 	 195.95 
Lp Ile 8191H: 	139.95 

HYPERMEDIA 
ROGER WAGNER 
HyperStudlu 3.1 	99.95 

K-Command: 	35,95 
NIAMEY COMPUTERS 
Clip Art GS Val. 1.2 or 3 19.05 
Clip Sounds GS 19.95 
How a 9111 Becomes 

a Law 	 19.95 
Slurp ul CleJ.tion 	19.85 

WP/DB/SS 
BEAGLE BROS. 
Bea gleWrile 
	

48.95 
BeaglaWrite DAs 
	

9,95 
EleagletNrIte Piet Mgr 
	

9.95 
BeagleWrIte Fort Palm 

	
9.95 

BeagieWrIte GS 
	

59.95 

CL UUS 
Get mg Agleigarks an Q 
AppieWptlis GS upgrades 

from QC 
ApplaWarks 3 L 	1119.9 

3.0 Upgrade 	79.95 
AppleWorts GS 1.1 	199.95 

1 1 Upgrade 	99.95 
WESTCOBE 
inwards (OCR) 	7995 
Pointless 	 49.95 

44.95 

199.95 
99.95 

SEVEN HILLS 
Shoe Boy. 	 39.95 
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 
Your Money Mutters GS 79.95 

TELECOMM 
REYNC 
PIDTERM 3.0 
	

79.95 
School Pack 
	

279.95 
BEAGLE BROS 
Point to Point 
	

59.95 

EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE 
ORANGE CHERRY - 
TALKING SCHOOLNUUSL 
Talking Numbers GS 	39 95 
TalkingAlpha Chimp GS 39.95 
Talking Animals 	39.95 
Talking AliGS GS 	39.95 
Melina USA Step GS 	39.95 
Talking Speller GS 	3195 
Talking Money GS 	39.95 
Talking Reading Railroad 39.95 
THE LEMUR= COMPANY 
Reader Penile 	24.95 
Talking Reader Rabbit GS 34.95 
Math Rabbit 24.95 
Chikhon's Writing & 

Publishing Center 	34.95 
MODEDGMIO 
Carmen World 	25.95 

IIGS version 	29.95 
Carmen USA. Europa. 

Time, or World Gs 	29.95 
Carmen America's Past 29.95 
The Rap norn 	24.95 
Katie's Farm or McGee 	24.95 
The Treehonce 	29.95 
IN 	READER 
Sticky Beal Numbers 	24.95 
Talking Sticky Bear ABC's 25.95 
Sticky Bear Typing 	29,95 
Sticky Bear Math 	24.95 
Sticky Bear Mam Tutor 	29.95 
Sticky Bear Reading 	24.95 
IIMCC 
Calendar Crafter GS 	29.95 
Humber Munchers 	24.95 
Word Munchers 	24.95 
Oregon Trail 	 24.95 
USA GeoGraph GS 	39.95 

NRONERBLINO 
19995 	Bank Street Mar Plus 49.95 

99,95 

49.95 

109.95 

BUSINESS & 
FINANCE 

	

459.95 	 QUOIT 
Owo 

	

199.95 	 AtUILINITA 
249.95 

ACCESSORIES 	
tissinessWorka Bundle 
13usirteSSWorks Peirce 

449.95 

9995 
199.95 

POWER FOR PERFORMANCE 

14300:M-3642 
Ph. 313-774-7200 Tech. Support 10am-8pin ET 313-774-7740 

24-hour Fax 313-774-M 24-hour 685 313-774-2652 

20200 Nine Mile Rd. • P.0. Box 655 • St Clair Shores, MI 48080 
Giro* 136 an Reader Service Card 

"You are a credit 
to the mai order 

dr0  	
Quality Computers rm  

Intne-George  R. James 
vernWit 

Nsl‘awut°,,,■pe 
(kiwi 

1 	 ' 

WITH EVERY ORDER 

Since we introduced Enhance over 6 years 
ago, It has grown from a Simple-yet-won-
derful newsletter Into one of the most 
respected and widely-read educational 
technology publications in America 
Every issue of Enhance contains the 

kind Ot Information the computer-using edu-
cator needs to make an impact in the classroom-like 

how to write winning grants, multimedia applications, telecom-
munications, and product reviews and announcements for Apple II, 

Macintosh, and IBM. It is written by a nationwide network of educators, like yourself, 
who want to reach their students through computer technology . 

Enhance also includes our catalog - full of all the hardware and software you need 
for your Apple II, Macintosh, or IBM. 

Quality Computers has been publishing Enhance for over 6 years. Its tree to all QC cus-
tomers, or you can call for your free subscription today! 

"We enjoy reading Enhance and took forward to receiving it It is well written, under-
standable, pertinent. and a great source or information." --Eyelet Foust 

"Thank you for providing the opportunity for schOOls like ours to have a chance at getting 
some of the technology that can bring our computer program into the 90's." 
--Sandy KowalczuPc Key School, Annapolis. MD 

Get ENHANCE free! 
Join the hundreds of thousands who have enjoyed Enhance for over 5 years. Get your 

free subscription today! (Foreign subscribers add S20 U.S. funds) 

Name 	  

Address 	  

City 	  State 	 Zip 	  

Phone ( 

L 	Clip and mall to: QUALITY comptrus, Enhance. P.O. Sax 565 Sl Clair Shores MI 48080 



      

Quality Computers 
POWER FOR PERFORMANCE 

—GailBraddock 

WitAvaoc SaxAloixs 
for Nyc kelle10 

1 Meg. 
2 Meg 	 1391  
4 Meg 	 .219* 
1)-RAM II Km. omega:wig-19r 

1995 256K (8) 
256K x 4 (2) 	  
1  Meg. it 

19'5 	1 Meg. ..... 
	 .4 	2 Meg.— 

4 Meg. 	1W 

4100-777-3642 
We will meet or beat any nationally advertised price* 

I School P.O.'s accepted by phone. fax or mail 

School Editions ,  Lab Packs* Networks • Site Licenses 
ClTCIa 131€ on Ile•ter- Service Card. 

Ile 
Snap the 0-HAM lie into your Apple Ile, and you'll 
create a whole new computing experience. Pro - 
grams load taster—and completely. A lot less disk 
swapping. A lot more productivity. All of Apple- 
Works. plus your TimeOut applications will 
ConiNetel• load Into RAM. That moans you can 

Grincentrate an working—not walling for disk deems. Plus 
with a huge 1 MEG. Ireasuer trove of RAM, you can create huge doc-

uments, evil not ancounte r a single 'Our of Memory" message 

The 0-RAM Ile fits snugoly Into your ilo's amatory slot_ and comes with diagnostic software, 
a 5-year warranty, a 30-day money back guarantee, and is 100% software compatible. 

ASK ABOUT 
QUANTITY 

DISCOUNTS ON 
Q-RAM CARDS 

highly recommend 
your company to 
other educators." 

Thu 0-RAM GS is an economical 
Way to add up to 4 MEG of memory 
to yOUr Apple I tos. It's fully ciernpali-
Ale vvith all Apple has hardware and 
software— Including the tics RAM 
Disk and DMA peripherals like the 
Apple 11 High Speed SCSI Card_ And Ifs se serail that It 
fits In your shirt pocket_ 

When you install the 0-RAM GS life becomes lust a 
little eaeler. Programs load completely trite mem-
ory at startup, eliminating disk swapping_ Out-of-
memory error messages disappear. You'll have 
memory to spare—rnernory to load desk 
accessories, or to set up a RAM disk. 

Q-RAM GS 

1  The Q Drive eliminates disk swapping 
and helps you work twice as fast! 

Thousands of drives later, Opens still are genial:Me 0 Drive for 
performance and value. in010er/A-1- gekre it a four-and-a-

- 	half-star rating. Our customers are using words like 
"arming" and 'fantastic" to describe the way 

the 0 Drive has changed their computing. 

The 0 Drive features a fast, Tellable 
Ouanturn mechanism using the latest 
technology, including auto-parking 
heads, a voice-coil actuator, and a track buffer. And since the 0 
Drive uses the Industry-standard SCSI Interface, you get complete compatibility vvith your cur-
rent computer system—and your next, whether it's an Apple II, MaCIMOSh, or IBM. 

The 0 Drive's plain-English manual covers more than instal-
lation and setup. It even tells you how to manage your 
mass storage effectively. From GS/OS and ProQOS to 
backups and maintenance. all there, including a glos-
sary of hard drive jargon. And no hard d dee is easier In 
set up and use--install a card, connect two cables, 
and turn on the power. The 0 Dave automatically con- 

figures itseff to match your computer. and the latest 
system software Is already installed. 

ATL I111/. /. 
Are you Interested in upgrading to  C.' 

...- System but afraid of compatibility prob- 
lems? Switch Hitter i5 your solution, allowing yore to 	 — 

keep System 5 on your hard drive when you add System 6! A aim- 

111.1: I
fliff0 

And remember, you're dealing with 
Quality Computers. the hard drive 
leader. The 0 Onto conies with a 20• 
day money-back guarantee and a one-
year limited warranty. A great dr iat 
and great support, at a great price--
that's the 0 Drive Hnd out why it's 
the best Apple hard drive value—test 
drive one today' 

Installation is simple. You can expand a Q-RAM GS by snapping In 
standard SIMMs—we avail include the =essay diagnostic software for your 
Peace of mind. And since the 0-RAM GS uses SIMMs. your memory Investment won't go to 
waste.. 

Of course, since you're dealing with Quality Computers, you get an unconditional 3O-day 
rnenaytack guarantee and a five-year warranty And the price is the best news of all—a 2 

MEG 0-RAM GS costs about the 
same or even less than other lies 
memory cards In a 1 MEG configu-
relioni 

Pius, with the 4 MEG 11-RAM SS, 
you get FlashBoot FREE! Flash-
Beet lets you quickly save and 
load a sitper-fast, sup er-c onve-
elent RAM disk, 

pie keyboard commend selects the desired System version at boot 	if  
time. Additionaily. Switch Hitter lets 
you change your !ICS's System 
Spend and Startup Slot at hoot lime 
and sten up a IV or 5.25" disk, all 
without having to wait Toe your hard 
drive to boot into the Finder. 42 Meg. 	02995  

65 Meg. 	 39r 
121 Meg 	  
110 Meg 	 sir 
44 Meg. RentevaWe 	 
Apple lI H.S. SCSI Card 	109's 
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CLEAN IT UP! 

1  ENJOYED READING YOUR APRIL 
1993 issue of iriCider/A+, until I got to 
Paul Staff's "Quick and Dirty" Stattus 

Report (p. 64). The more I read it, the 
angrier and more frustrated I got. 

Not only was it about computer 
pornography, but it included a long list 
of where it can be purchased. Porno-
graphy isn't a victimless crime — 100 
percent of the men convicted of sex 
offenses, including rape, use porno-
graphy. Catch that? One hundred percent! 

Now I know that not all people who 
use pornography are sex offenders. But 
why glorify such a social ill, especially in 
a family magazine? 

Another thing that frustrated me to 
no end was the implication that 'every-
one" is doing it. Well, believe me, loud 
and clear: No, everyone is not doing it! 
Please, for the sake of family values, stay 
away from glorifying social ills. Leave it 
to the pornographic magazines to do 
their own advertising. 

Mark H. Ford 
Beverly, NJ 

LETTERS 

We regret your anger and frustration, 
Mark — but you missed the column's point 
by a wide margin Mr. Stan clearly laments 
the fact that pornography finds its way into 
almost every new medium. And he offers a 
long list of multimedia products — not 
pornographic, but alternatives to porno-
graphy — that adhere to even the loftiest 
definition of family entertainment and 
enrichment values, Be assured that we do not 
review pornographic products, nor do we 
accept advertising for them. —W.X. 

CONVERTED 

Wan OUR RECENrTLY PURCHASED 
Performs 600CD we received 
an offer for a free six-month 

subscription to either Macworld or 
inCider/At. Because your magazine is 
reputedly written for the beginner, we 
selected inekiert.A +. 

Needless to say, I was chagrined to 
read in your May issue that we shouldn't 
"expect much Mac coverage" in your 
magazine. That's especially troubling 
because your logo on the front cover 
reads inCider/A+: Apple 11/Mac. If you 
don't intend to really cover the Mac, 
why include it in your logo? 

I've also heard that you're publishing 
a new Macintosh magazine called 
MacComputing and that it's similar to 
inCider/A+. Can I switch my subscription 
to that new publication when it becomes 
available? 

D. Asti: 
Livingston, NJ 

Done. You and other readers like you 
who have recently requested a free trial 
subscription to iriCider!A+ will automati-
cally receive MacComputing, beginning 
with the first issue (September), which will be 
mailed to you an early August. At the same 
time, well continue to cover the Macintosh 
in inCider/A+ because many readers own  

both Apple machines and want information 
about them, but also want in-depth articles 
about their Apple M. 	 — eds. 

DATAQUEST REQUEST 

'

TEACH SEVENTH-GRADE GEO-
graphy and have been using the 
MECC DataQuest series of data- 

bases (The World Community, Latin 
America, and Asia) on 18 Apple Ile 
computers quite happily for five years. 
The information is dated now, however, 
and MECC no longer sells the program. 
I'm looking for updated data or a 
replacement program. Any help from 
your readers? 

Harris M. Thomas 
Box 210223 
Auks Bay, AK 99821 

NEW APPLE II 
wHAT LUCK! WE CAME ACROSS 

inCiderIA+ by accident in a book-
store and bought it on the spot, 

Your April issue starts a feature series 
that deals with our exact situation: Our 
neighbor just gave us an Apple Ile 
because she couldn't trade it in for a 
new PC. Fortunately she'd kept all the 
instruction manuals, plus PFS Write, 
VisiCaie, and several children's games. 

You can't imagine our delight when 
we read the article by Tony Diaz and 
Paul Statt ("II Essentials: Hardware," 
p. 50) on enhancing our very first com-
puter. It also taught us beginners what a 
lot of the terms mean. And we can't wait 
for the May issue dealing with applica-
tions for the Apple II ("Il Essentials: 
Software," p. 36). Thanks! 

Sandra J. Wall 
Cab-Wotan, UT 

See also "If Essentials: AppleWorks" (tune 
1993, p. 38) for some basic tips on running 
this popular integrated package. — eds. 

S • inCider/A+ • ..July 1993 





SALLIT! 
ids think of !Luce  as some-

thing to drink, while elec-

tronics buffs use the word 

as a slang term fur eled ,i' 

tricity. Thanks to the 

Computer Learning Founds; 

n s latest fund-raising program 

for schools, both definitions apply. 

The nonprofit educational foundation 

has formed a partnership with Tetra' 

Pak Inc., a leading manufacturer ❑  at 

asepttr. packaging for beverage pro 

ucts. The result is trie Computer 
Learning Dollars program. 

Sally Bowman Alden, executive' 

director of the Computer Learning 

Foundation, explains that when 

students save Tetra Erik syrnhole 

from juice products made by Hi-C. 

Cadbury, Hershey, Johanna. 

McCams. Minute Maid. Nestle. 

Ocean Spray, Yoohoo. and SO other 

eligible brands, schools earn credits 

toward technology products included 

in a Computer Learning Foundation—

approved catalogue. The catalogue is 
expected to be available next month. 

Among the premiums schools can 

acquire through the program ors 

computer peripherals, video-based 

media, and software products. 

including spec-Jal school editions. 

lab packs. and network versions. 

With shrinking education budgets 

throughout the country, we're very 

excited to have Tetra Pak join our 

efforts to help schools acquire the 

technology.products they need." 

Says Bowman Alden. The program is 

being piloted in Massachusetts, 

New Jersey. and North Carolina for 

the 1993-94 school year. Principals. 
In public and private schools in those 
states will receive participation kits 

next month. For more information 

about Computer Learning Dollars or 

to request a free copy of the founda-

tion's annual publication, Computer,  
Learning. which describes the 

group's other programs, contact 

the Computer Learning Foundation 
et Dept. E93-T1, P. ❑ . Box 60007, 
Palo Alto, CA 94306.0007. (4151 

327-3347, Fax (4151 327-3349. 

K 

The Laser PC4 lightweight portable computer makes working on the road a little easier. 

WH4T'S NEW 
BY CYNTHIA E. FIELD, PH.D. • CONSULTING EDITOR 

GOOD THINGS IN SMALL PACKAGES 
Um] can take ergonomics one step 

further now with the Laser PC4. No, 
it's not a wrist rest or one of those chairs 
that makes you look as though you're in 
traction. The PC4 is a lightweight, disk-
Less notebook computer you can carry 
easily to school, camp, and maybe even 
to the beach (if you're a hopeless worka-
holic). With the PC4's built-in word 
processor-plus-spell checker, database, 
and spreadsheet, you can prepare many of 
the same types of documents you already 
create with AppleWorks 

In fact, you can connect the PC4 to any 
Apple 11 or compatible computer and 
transfer files to and from AppleWorks 
3.0 with the new patch program Bridge-
It. After you install it (a simple, one-time 
procedure), you can transfer files 
between the PC4 and an Apple II by 
invoking an option in AppleWorks' Other 
Activities menu. According to Andrew 
Kramer, president of Perfect Solutions 
Software and the exclusive distributor of 
the Laser PC4, the market for these 
devices is huge," with countless school 
systems already placing PC4s in their 
media centers. 

The PC4 sports a full-sized keyboard 
and a four-line, 40-character LCD 
(livid-crystal diSpddy) screen. The computer 
comes with 32K. of RAM (random-access 
memory) — enough to hold 15 typed 
pages. Longwinded writers can expand 
the notebook's capacity to 128K. 
Although it's not a PCMCLA (Personal 
Computer Memory Card International 
Association) slot, the PC4's one expansion 
port can accommodate an add-on the-
saurus module. 

Two features help make the PC4 a 
great equalizer. First, it can transfer files 
between IBM-compatible and Macintosh 
computers as well as Apple ITs. Second, 
the Laser PC4 is surprisingly affordable. 
The PC4's IBM version costs $199; the 
Mac version, which supports printing on 
the ImageWriter II. is $219. Bridge-It 
software for AppleWorks 3.0 is $35. The 
same computer works with all three plat-
forms; only the cabling differs from 
system to system. For more information, 
contact Perfect Solutions Software, 
12657 Coral Breeze Drive, West Palm 
Beach, FL 33414, (800) 726-7086, (407) 
790-1070, fax (407) 790-0108. 
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Recnarkaloke 'Technologies announces a 
breakthrough product which now 
deliversi\ppIeWorks power on on IBM 

pack 

PC or copatible. SuperWorks lets 
orks users step up to a PC with 

Apple\Norks files, utilizing an Apple 
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WHT'S NEW 

• 
DUMPER CROP 

IT  he Apple II world never 

i  stands still. This month's 

product hervest Includes a 

new version of  Help Our 

Earth!,  designed lor students 

in kindergarten through grade 

3. Lest year on Earth Day 

Monarch Software released a 

version of the program for 

4th through 9th graders. 

Beth versions let teachers 

• . egrate ecology, process 

writing, literature, and video 

into a language-arts or 

science curriculum. both 

products work with the 

AppleWorks word preee.ssor 

Students can work Indieldually 

or collaboratively, publishing 

poems, stories. plays, 

juu•na.ls. letters, and essays 

about ecology. 

Monarch's new release 

ince/des ten ecology based 

Thee, a colorful Derek, and a 

video you can use as spring-

boards for expressive  writing, 

plus a  reproducible Instructor's  

,Mile featuring an extensive 

bibliography Help Our Earth' is 

priced at $149 for a six-pack 

license, $249 for a site/net-

work iicenee District licensee 

are also atailable For a free 

45-day trial , contact Monarch 

Software. P 0, Box 147. 112 

Frusum street- Flusurn. WA 

96623,16001647-7997. 

(509) 493-1395. For more 

information. circle number 350 

on the Reader Service card 

HYPERPLANET 

M other  Earth seems to 

be popular with 

Optilearn Inc.. as well  Our 

Environment,  an Interactive 

videodisc program for 

Hyper-Studio and the Apple 

Hee. features five modules; 

Chief  Seattle's   

Warning. 

Motion 

 Sequences . 

Visual  Glossary 

and Panorama 

(with 11,000 

still images), 

Geography 

Access.  and 

presentation  

Maker. The pro-

gram addresses 

global issues such as popula-

tion growth, food security, 

species extinction. renewable 

energy resources, changing 

climate, urban challenges, 

and industrial development. 

The Our Environment 

videodisc is $395; accompa -

nying HyperStuchn Stacks are 

$95. You can purchase sepa-

rate teacher and student 

manuals For $30 and $15, 

respectively The complete 

package is priced  at $495. 

For more information. contact 

Optilearn at 15  Park Ridge 

Drive, Suite  200  Stevens 

Point.  WI 54481.1715.1344- 

E060.  or  circle number  351 

on the Reader Service card 

FAMILY TIES 

W hat  some people refer 

to as 'roots" Robert 

M.  Merrill cells "genealogical 

recreation," Merrill recently  

released version 4,0 of his 

inexpensive Apple II genealo-

gist's program.  Family Tree 

Merrill says the program is in 

use In all 50 states and many 

foreign countries, as well The 

latest version incorporates 

four- and eve-generation lay-

out capability, auternatle 

chart numbering, and °pike -ell 

inclusion of birth, marriage, 

and death information with 

each name in descendant 

charts. Family Tree 4.0 now 

includes complete implemen-

tation of GEOCOM,  a format. 

that lets you share genealogy 

files with PC and Mac programs 

supporting that standard. 

Family Tree is priced at 

$49.96 (plus $2.50 shipping). 

Registered users may 

upgrade to version 4 0 for 

$10 plus $25 ❑ shipping If 

voile like to shake  a Few nuts 

out of your family tree. 

contact Robert  M.  Merrill, 

5180 Via Real A25, Carpin-

teria. CA 93013-2963, (905) 

604-3366. or R MERRILL2 

on GEnie. For more informa-

tion, circle number 352 on 

the Reader Service card. 

• 
DELTA DRAWING UPDATE 

Power  Industries LP has 

 released version 4.3 of 

the company's popular Apple 

II graphics learning program 

Delta Drawing Today 

According to company presi-

dent Jeffrey Borenstem, 

simple menus make the soft-

ware easier to use and let 

students load and save draw-

ings easily. Other enhance-

ments include impreyed  15- 
color printing and an expanded 

picture gallery Greeted by the 

noted children's artist Ed 

Emberley. Instructions are 

provided for exporting draw-

ings to reeler programs such 

as TimeOut SuperFants 

Publish Ill 4, end Print Shop 

Companion lime The single-

user version of Delta Drawing 

Today 4.3 is $69.95 A ten-

disk lab pack casts $210. 

Network versions for 25 and 

50  users  are $365  and 

$595, respectively. 

Registered users may 

upgrade eo the latest version 

for a special price of $19 now 

through July 31, 1993 

Users who purchased the 

product after December 1. 

1992,  can receive  the 

upgrade  free by  calling the 

company at (80O) 395-5005. 

fior additional information. 

contact Power Industries LP, 

37 Walnut Street, Wellesley 

Hills, MA 02181. (617) 235-

7733, fax (8171235-0084, 

or circle number 353 on the 

Reeder Service card. 

PERFECT TEN 

E nhancing  your Apple 11 

computer curriculum for 

the 1993. 94 school year will 

be a lot easier thanks to 

MECC's latest crop of Apple 

11 products  Amazing 

Arithmetrieks  (grades  5 

tnrougn  121 provides math 

instruction against a carnival 

backdrop,  Arizona Mix 

!grades 5 tnrough 9) gives 

social-studies students 

the opportunity to exercise 

problem-solving skills and 
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develop an appreciation for 

cultural diversity as they 

participate in a geology simu-

lation.  Crypt°Guest  (grades 

3 through 93 challenges 

students to become code 

busters as they learn to enci-

pher and decipher messages. 

In  Dog Sled Ambassadors 

(grades 5 to adult), students 

set out from Saringia 

International Park to visit 

Alaskan villages, where they 

accept cultural artifacts from 

the elders. On the trail 

students must cope with bed 

weather, accidents. injury, 

and illness.  Dueling Digits 

(grades 3 through 61 helps 

students understand place 

value and number concepts, 

white  Eerieville Library  [grades 

4 and 5.1 invites students to 

explore a haunted library 

(watch out for polter-

geists] in search of 

stories, fablea, jokes, 

weather oulletins. end 

other cracuments. 

Kids should get a 

real charge nut of 

Electrifying 

Adventures  (grades 3 

through 6 and junior 

high] as they string 

lights to illuminate their 

way through a cavernous 

maze or use electrical devices 

to overcome harriers. Playing 

the game, students learn 

about series and parallel 

circuits. voltage, and switches. 

Meanwhile.  On Stage  (grades 

K through 2] helps young story-

tellers bring their ideas to life 

as they create animated 

stories by selecting the who, 

what, where, and when of 

each play. 

In  Pizza to Go  [grades 3 
through 6] students use 

simple and compound 

machines, including levers, 

pulleys, and gear wheels, to 

thwart the Pizza Pests, a 

gang of thieves. Kids conduct 

a neighborhood garage sale in 

Treasures for Sale  (grades 3 

through 81). where they 

perform market research 

and explore the use of adver-

tising as a form of persuasive 

writing. 

Each of these new MECC 

products is priced at 559, 

Site licensee and a special 

school membership program 

are available. For more infor-

mation or to request a free 

catalog, contact MECC at 

5160 Summit Drive North, 

Minneapolis, MN 55430 -

4003. (800) 985-MECO. 

[6121 569-1500. or circle 

number 354 on the Reader 

Service card. 

• 
WORD'S WORTH 

A unique  word•processing 

program designed to 

recognize specific language 

problems is now being offered 

by Hartley Courseware. 

According to Hartley spokes-

woman Telaina M Eriksen, 

Write This Way 

($99.953 includes a 

word processor, spelling 

and capitalization checker, 

built-in dictionary, grammar 

checker ((with Leacher• 

controlled grammar options), 

and a user dictionary. 

Designed for students in 

grades 4 through 12, the 

program is especially helpful 

for learning-disabled and 

hearing-impaired students 

and others trying to over-

come barriers such as 

dyslexia and dysgraphia. 

Teachers can configure the 

program to reflect each 

student's needs. 

An instructor's manual 

includes suggested activities 

and a wealth of reproducible 

lesson sheets, To learn more 

about Write This Way, 

cannot Hartley Courseware, 

133 Bridge Street. (Dimon-

dale, MI 49821, MD) 247-

1394, fax (517] 946-9451, 

or circle number 355 on the 

Reader Service card. 

■ 
REACHING OUT 

a even Hills Software 

 has released 

Spectrum.  a graphics-

oased telecommunica-
tions program for the 

Apple 1165. The program 

supports baud rates 

from 5 ❑ to 38.400 and 

many flle-transfer 

protocols. including 

Zmodem and Compu-

Serve 9 ,- A powerful yet 

easy-to-use S cripting 

language lets you tailor 

Spectrum for individual needs. 

You can use the program to 

emulate a bulletin board or 

set up the program to send 

and receive electronic mail 

automatically. A text editor  

supporting ASCII [American  

Standard Code for 

Information  Interchange] 

Teach, and AppleWorke 3.0 

file formats is built in. 

Spectrum requires System 

6.0, 1 megabyte of RAM. one 

3.5-inch disk drive (hard drive 

recommended]. and a modem. 

The program is fully compati-

ble with  The Manager,  the 

company's multitasking 

CR/OS extension. 

Spectrum carries a 

suggested retail price of 

$129.95. Owners of any 

commercial telecommunica-

tions program can trade up 

to Spectrum for $50 plus 

53.50 shipping, now through 

July 31, 1993. After July 31, 

the upgrade price increases 

to $6 ❑ plus $3.50 shipping 

Contact Seven Hills Software 

at [91114] 575-0556. (904] 

575-9415, fax [904]575- 

2015, or on America Online. 

AoplaLink, and GEnis at 

SEVENHILLS or at 

753 ❑❑ .1743 on CompuServe. 

For more information, circle 

number 358 on the Reader 

Service card. 

• 
STYLE AND SUBSTANCE 

itchen Sink Software is 

rk,  the exclusive publisher of 

OrriniPrint,  a powerful Apple-

Works 3.0 printer enhance-

ment costing 549.95, with 

school site licenses priced at 

only $99.95. After installing 

OnnniPrint, you can easily 

Incorporate its commands 

Into Ap p I eWarks documents 
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APPLE II 
	

la  APPLEIIC 

co print text, including stylish 

fonts. mousetext, foreign-

ianguage characters, and 

mathematical symbols. or to 

add graphics clip art to your 

work. OrriniPrint requires 

AppleVVorks 3. ❑ and supports 

ImegeWriter printers (Image-

Writer II recommended/ 

To [earn more about spruc-

ing up your work with Orrini-

Print, contact Kitchen Sink 

Software, 903 Knebworth 

Court, Westerville, OH 

43061, [614]891-2111, 

[6001235-5502 ['orders), or 

circle number 357 an the 

Reader Service card 

EASY AS 11,13,C 

p capers ADCs is an 

 animated program that 

introduces children to the 

alphabet and encouraget 

them to read. Developed with 

Bauclville's Take I Animation 

and Programmers Teel Kit 

Peepers ABCs runs on any 

B4K Apple II computer. (A 

special GS version is also in 

the works.] The program Is 

recommended for students in 

preschool through grade 3 

and costs $29.95, 

For more information, contact 

Pictorial Ballads, 6071 Cortez 

Drive. Huntington Beach, CA 

92847. (714) 891-0839. or 

circle number 358 on the 

Reader Service card. 

•  gl 
WE GOT HARDWARE 

equantial Systems, a 

a/longtime Apple II 

supporter. recently 

announced a flurry of new 

hardware enhancements. 

▪ LTD (594.95) is a 

LocalTelk option card that 

lets you integrate an Image-

Writer II printer into an 

AppleTalk network 

MogaBUFF [31179 95] is a 

high-performance, network-

compatible, internal printer-

buffer card for the Image-

Writer II. With a 1-megabyte 

capacity, its ideal for Apple 

Its users or anyone who 

needs to create end print 

lengthy documents 

D-System GS ts a Fully 

automatic,. intelligent printer-

sharing system capable of 

interfacing up to eight 

computers to a single printer 

or plotter. The unit features 

eight 113-423 serial ports 

with mini-GINO connectors 

and one Centronics-type 

parallel port, 

Meanwhile. Sequential 

Sys-terns' CI-talk:1m is a 

stand-alone printer 

buffer/server for AppleTalk 

networks that include several 

ImageWriter printers. With 

Q-Calk:iws thera - s no need to 

install a LocalFalk option card 

in each ImegeWrite• II on the 

network. 

To learn more about these 

latest Apple II enhancements 

{you can use them with Macs, 

as well), contact Sequential 

Systems, 1200 Diamond 

Circle, Lafayette. CD 60026, 

(600) 759-4546 (sales], 

(BOO] 999-1717 (customer 

service), fax (303) BE5-0933, 

or circle number 359 on the 

Reader Service card. 

SCIENCE MATTERS 

F &con Software recently 

 released its 1593 

Chemistry Catalog Featuring 

programs to supplement high 

school and college instruc-

tion. The company's 

Introduction to General 

Chemistry and Introduction 

to Organic Chemistry run on 

4BK Apple I! computers. For 

more information about the 

company's offerings, contact 

Falcon Software, Sox 200, 

Wentworth, NH 03282 

(603] 764-5788. or Circle 

number 36 ❑ on the Reader 

Service card. 

0 
PICTURE THIS 

s addleback Graphics 

recently released a new 

Apple Its version of My Paint 

349.951 Among other new 

features, version 2.0 includes 

digitized sounds and an 

Alphabe Fun!  coloring honk on 

disk. Other disk-based color-

ing books are available et 

$19.95 each, including Majelis 

Characters (with phonics-

based reading-system charac-

ters). Numbers, Shapes and 

Fun [for early learning) Mother 

Goose Favorites [with popular 

storybook characters]. The 

Star kids (for positive rein-

forcement]. Dinosaurs of the 

World (with giant "thunder 

lizards"). and Panther Dream, 

based on the environmental 

book of the same title by 

Grateful plead guitarist Bob 

Weir and Wendy Weir To learn 

more contact Saddleback 

Graphics. 12812 Garden Grove 

Boulevard, Unit P. Garden 

Grove, CA 92643, (714) 741-

7093, fax 1714) 741-7095. or 

circle number 351 on the 

Reader Service card. 

Lr 
HIGH RESOLUTIOAI 

U ammonia 2.1. Vitesse's 

updated collection of 

printer drivers for the Apple 

11Gs, is evailable now. The 

uaokage includes drivers for 

Epson LD (and compatible 

24-pin) printers, an improved 

driver for the ImegeWriter 11, 

and drivers for the NEC 

PinWriter, most laser print-

ers, and several Hewlett-

Packard (HP] printers. The 

latest version features newly 

added drivers For Hewlett-

Packard DeskJet and 

DeskWriter models 5000 and 

5500. Harmonies suggested 

retail price is $59.95. 

Registered users who 

purchased Harmonic after 

March 1. 19D3, will receive a 

free upgrade 

automatically. 

Other regis-

tered users of 

Harmonic 2.0 

or higher may 

upgrade to 

version 2.1 For 

$14.95 plus 

$3.5❑ shipping 

(5-7.50 ship-

ping outside 

the U S. and 

Canada). 

The company also announced 

a separate package with printer 

drivers for HP printers only. 

Vitesse's HP Printer-Driver 

Pack costs 529 95. Perfect-

Imago. the company's 

ImageWriter II driver only, is 

also available for $29.95. 

Vitesse has also released 

the first mail:1r revision to 

Salvation-Bakkug, a hard- disk 

drive backup utility for the 

Apple IIGS. Version 2.0's 

features include optional 

compression algorithms that 

significantly reduce the 

number of disks required by 
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up to SO percent support for 

low- and high-density 3.5-inch 

drives, compatibility with 

SCSI tape-backup drives. 

recognition and backup Of 

HFS (Mac) disks, and 

improved macro support. 

The suggested retell price 

for Salvation-Bakkup 2.0 is 

$59.95. Reaistered users 

can acquire the upgrade for 

$39.95 plus shipping from 

Quality Computers or directly 

from Vitm- se If you purchased 

the product on or after March 

1, 1993, you'll receive a free 

upgrade automatically when 

you register. For more infor-

mation, contact the company 

at 13909 Amer Road, Suite 

2A, P.O. Box 929, La Puente, 

CA 91747-0929, MOM 777-

7344, ta T 81 313-1273, fax 

[o 1 ell 913-1273, or circle 362 

on the Headier Service card. 

• 
MATCH GAME 

W ings for Learning's 

latest release. 

<in  COMMON> Words S 

Things.  challenges students 

in grades 6 and above. to 

figure out which Dialects go 

together based on common 

traits. For instance, you d 

match 1.21/4_01ig with Zeus, 

Poseidon, lips-tie?  and 

not with 	 atr,..q BiDe.  
C..vatimaL4, Nicaragua>  

Besides Greek gods and 

Central American countries, 

in COMMON> games fea-

ture other categories. includ-

ing words that begin with a 

particular letter or prefix, syn-

onyms, and rhyming words. 

in COMMON Words & 

Things costs $65 from Wings 

for Learning/ Sunburst 

Communications, 101 

Cestlatcin Street. 

Pleasantville, NY 10570, 

(800) 321-7511. For 

more information, circle 

number 363 on the 

Reader Service card 

TYPECASTING 
isrueType font users should 

I contact the M. D. Hunt 

Company to learn more about 

its new  TrueType Information 

Center: Volume 11  Company 

spokesman Michael D. Hunt 

says the printed reference 

guide is targeted for use by 

Apple 1165 desktop publishers 

in homes and schools. The 

loose-leaf manual displays hun-

dreds of freeware, shareware. 

and public-domain TrueType 

fonts in its 50-plus pages. 

TrueType Information 

Canter Volume 1 costs  

$17 95 with three-ring 

binder, $13.95 without. 

Shipping is 54 You can also 

purchase disks containing the 

TrueType fonts displayed in 

the manual far as little as 

$2.50 each. A complete set 

of 39 3.5-inch disks with 

more than 300 fonts is 

$97 50 plus 54 shipping. For 

more information, contact 

M. ❑ . Hunt at 1006 South 

Philadelphia, Anaheim. CA 

92605. (714) 956-5363. or 

circle number 364 on the 

Reader Service card. 
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By CYNTHIA E. FIELD, Ph.D. 

EASTWARD HO 

IHAVE TWO QUESTIONS ABOUT 

AppleWorks 3.0. Is there a screen saver 

available For it Also, is there an 

enhancement that will let me use the 

mouse with AppleWorks 3.C1? Where are 

those Beagle Bros when you need them? 

Dolores Greenberg 
La Habra Heights, CA 

While Beagle Bros may have disappeared, 

Dolores, their programs live on in Michigan, 

home of Quality Computers, the authorized 

distributor for Beagle Bros products. Time-

Out UltraMacros will, among countless 

-other things, let you use the mouse with 

AppleWorks 3.0. And TimeOut GeskT001s 

II features several ApplaWorks enhance-

ments, including the screen saver you're 

looking for. Both are independent products; 

you don't need one to use the other.  

APPLEWORKS EXTRAS 
Time:tut DeskTools 11. $32.95 

TimeOut utcrabtaeros. $40.5 5 

CuuliLy Computers 

2R21:143 Nine Mile Road 

St, Clair Shores, MI 490813-0065 

COCO) 777.3042 saw-Eatzievice 

Calal 774 .-7740 te-chnicar support 

Cal 3) 774-7200 

[313) 774-2S W3 fax  

APPLE CLIMC 

RIGHT ON TRACK 

I 'M A QUADRIPLEGIC WITH LIMITED 

use of my arms. Using a mouse appli-

cation on my GS is almost impossible. 

Are there any peripherals that can help 

me use my computer More effectively? 

1 currently use a mouthStick and can also 

use a joystick. 

Gary Tanner 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Canada 

Believe it or not, Gary, the peripheral you 

may need is already at hand, Included with 

Apple Ilse System 6 is a special suite of 

enhancements for disahIed users called 

Special Aids: Easy Access. The collection 

includes Sticky Keys and Meuse Keys, 

Sticky Keys makes it easy to work with 

commands involving any of the four modifier 

keys: Shift, Open Apple, Option, or Control. 

For Instance, let's say you want to print a 

document: Sticky Keys lets you press the 

open-apple key and then E instead of press-

ing those two keys at the same time, 

Needless to say, Sticky Kays is a neat 

tool for people who use special input 

accessories such as a mouthstick, as Well 

as for others who have difficulty typing 

with both hands simultaneously. Very young 

computer users can probably benefit from 

Sticky Keys and Mouse Keys, as well 

While Sticky Keys lets you enter key-

board commands more easily, Mouse Keys 

turns the GS' numeric keypad into a 

stationary mouse. As you can see from the 

Figure. Mouse Keys lets you use the key-
pad to move the cursor and select items. 

accompanying Figure, you use the numeric 

keypad's number keys to move the mouse 

cursor in various directions. 

You make small moves by pressing a key 

several times; you hold down a key to move 

the mouse a greeter distance. The 5 key 

works like the mouse butt ❑ n. After you 

move the cursor to a disk icon, for example, 

you press 5 to select the disk. 
If you'd like to drag the disk, press the D 

Czert4 key; it locks the mouse button 

in place so that you can drag objects. 

The decimal-point key unlocks the mouse 

button. 

Installing and activating Sticky Keys and 

Mouse Keys are easy. First, boot your GS 

with your System 6 startup disk. (If you 

don't have System 6. you can purchase it 

for $39 from the National ApplelNurks 

Users Group, The Apple Catalog, and many 

otner sources.) 

After the system loads and you see the 

Finder Desktop, Insert the System S 

install  disk into a drive. Double-click on the 

Install  disk icon to open ;t. Then double-

click on the Installer  program Icon to start 

up Apple UGS Installer 2.0, 

MOUSING AROUND 
Alternative-input devices and software 

can speed up cumbersome operations 

and boost your productivity. 
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LINK UP 
• MultiTech Systems, a modem manu-

facturer, is offering a free 42-page 

booklet titled Modem Communications: 

The Basics of Modem Operations, 
with easy-to-understand answers to 

questions such as "What is a modem?" 

"How do I install a modem?" and "How 

do I install communications software'" 

Endorsed by the National Apple-
Works Users Group (NAL10), this 

introductory primer is an excellent 

starting point far Apple II Users 

considering buying a modem. It can 

also serve as an excellent text for a 

unit on telecommunications in a high-

School or post-secondary setting, 

For more information, contact Multi-

Tech Systems. 2205 Woodale Drive. 

Mounds View, MN 55112.16001 328-

9717, (812) 765-3500 

• If you've been thinking about 

connecting your GS to a Hewlett-
Packard color ink-jet printer, act now. 

Vitesse [P.O. Box 929, La Puente. CA 

91747-0929, 600-777-73443 has 

begun shipping Harmonie 2.1 ($59.95, 

upgrade $14.95), an updated interface 

package that includes the all-new 

GS/OS color printer drivers for the 

HP DeskJet and DeskWriter models 

500C and 55 ❑0, With Harmonle 

installed, you'll be able to print beau-

tiful color documents from all standard 

GS programs. 

If you don't already own Hermonie, 

you can also get those same drivers 

In Vitesse's lower-cose HP Printer 
Peck ($29.95), which covers Hewlett-

Packard LaserJet II, LaserJet lip. 

LaserJet III, DeskJet. DeskJet 500, 

DeskWriter, DeskWriter0, PairitJet, 

and PaintWriter printers. Looking 000d 

in print has never been so easy. 

• Apple Ile andllc modem enthusiasts 

now have a familiar-looking, easy-to-run 

utility that can expand IBM files 

compressed with the MS-DOS utility 

ZIP. Useful mainly for text files, Russ 
Viloodruffe's $10 shareware program 

UnZip Ile locks and operates Just like 

the Ile version of Shrinklt. 

You can download UnZip Ile from 

America Online, where you can find 

It in the Utility Foeern's ProDOS 

1..lejlity section as UNZIPIle.SHK, 

or from GEnie's A2 library, where its 

file #20121 

BULLETINS 
• Want to start your own electronic 

bulletin-board system? The Morgan 
Davis Group has announced a major 

price reduction for ProLine, the 

popular Apple II-based BBS, awarded 

five stars in the December 1992 issue 

of inCider/A+ [Reviews, p. 27]. You can 

operate ProLine as an independent 

on-line system, you can network it with 

other ProLine sites, or you can link it 

to the Internet, giving local callers the 

ability to send and receive worldwide 

electronic-mail messages 

ProLine 2,0 requires an enhanced lie 

or Apple IIGS, a modem. and a hard-disk 

drive. It's available from the Morgan 

Davis Group, 10079 Nuerto Lane. 

Rancho San Diego. CA 91977-7132. 

[619) 670-0563, $159.95 plus 

$6 shipping U.S., $25 overseas 

[California residents add sales taxi 

• Programmers interested in setting 

up their own BBSes should note that 

T.C. Wilson has authorized the free 

distribution of his powerful and flexible 

Apple II-based telecommunications 

language METAL. Previously available 

for $95. METAL is now bundled with 

Joshua Thompson's freevvare Future-
Vision, a state-of-the-art BBS package. 

Where do you get its Call the Virtual 
Space Industries BBS at [313]9424 

6739 (V.32 BIB) and download the 

program and associated file archives. 

You'll get your own personal serial 

number. You can also cell one of the 

other METAL support systems and 

download a copy, but atpress time we 

couldn't determine whether personal-

ized serial-number stamping is avail-

able at these sites or not Call Damage 

Incorporated (V.32 BIS/HST 14.400) 

at [216) 328-0374 or-  The Atomic 
Playground (16.9K dual standard) at 

[B14]297-7051 for more information. 

You can also download METAL and 

FutureVision from GEnie's A2 area. 

In addition, Joshua Thompson will be 

offering tech support on GEnie's A2 

area and Usenet's alc.bbs.metal news-

group. 

— Joe Kohn, Contributing Editor 

GRAPEvINE IS A NioN -1 HIS COLL' NIN OF 

ON-LINC IPS, ORA I. AN L' (A)L511 , . CON LACY 

JOE KOHN AT JOKO  [AMERICA ONLINE). 

767112,565 (Cenerl aieaele, 	(Grerie. 
76702.56561,comeuseevetmei oe laihiJ 

(ri 'AO]_Cf2M (INTERNele. 

GR A P E V I N E 

When the Installer  program loads, click on 

the Customize  button. You'll be installing 

Easy Access features on your startup disk, 

so make sure your startup disk's name is 

displayed in the upper left-hard corner of 

the Customize  screen. If the wrong disk 

name appears. click on the Mel button 

until you see your startup disk's name. 

Scroll through the System 6 enhance-

ments directory until you find Soecial 

Aide: Easy Access.  Select it and click on 

the Install button. The G5 will scan your 

drives end ask you to insert SyStenITDOIS2. 

one of the half-dozen disks that make up 

the System 6 collection, 

Click on the OK  button when the suCceSS -

tilieetallation dialog box appeere. Then click 

on the Oete button to leave the !nee&ler 

program. 

A warning box will appear to tell you that 

you must reboot your computer for the 

Easy Access tools to take effect. Just click 

on the Beetiett System button. 

Because the Installer program places 

Special Aids: Easy Access into the System( 

System. Starti in  folder on your startup disk. 

both Sticky Keys and Mouse Keys are avail-

able each time you start up your GS. You 

simply have to "activate" these features 

to use them. 

To activate Sticky Keys, press the shift 

key five times. An icon resembling a pressed 

key appears at the far right-hand side of 

the menu bar to tell you that Sticky Keys 

is working. 

When you press a modifier key, the icon 

changes appearance to show you that the 

system has received the input; a down 

arrow appears on top of the icon. You can 

lock a modifier key for repeated use by 

pressing it twice. You deactivate Sticky 

Keys the same way you activate it: Press 

the shift key five times, 

You turn Mouse Keys on or off by pressing 

Open apple-Shift-Clear or by using Sticky 

Keys to press the open-apple key, then the 

shift key, then the clear key. As discussed 

above, Mouse Keys, when active, transforms 

the keypad numbers into mouse moves. 

In a column published last year we 

reported that another System 6 enhance-

ment — CloseVIew, for visually impaired 

users — Is incompatible with AppleWorks 

GS 1 1 ['Nearness of You," Apple Clinic, 

December 1992, p. 16). ChaseView, which 

magnifies the GS screen, worked with 
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APPLE CLINIC 

other GS programs we tried, however. We 

tested both Sticky Keys and Mouse Keys 

with AppleWorks GS, and they seem 

to work fine. We opened a new word-

processing document, entered some text, 

selectbd it, made it boldface, saved it, and 

printed it with no untoward effects. 

Using Special Aids is probably your least-

expensive alternative. Gary. But you 

mention that you can use a joystick. 

Depending on how much motor control you 

have in your hand, you might consider using 

a trackball (less than 5100 in most 

instances) instead of either a mouse or 

Mouse Keys. 

Any ADS (age Desktoo  Bus) trackball 

should work on your GS. A trackball origi-

nally purchased for my Mac LC sometimes 

does double duty on my GS. Plug the track-

ball into the port an the side of the key-

board you'd ordinarily use for the mouse. 

(Just be sure your system is turned off 

before plugging or unplugging anything.) 

SPECIAL. ASSISTANCE 
The Apple Catalog 

1 Apple Raze 

P.3 Box 9001 

Efearwater. FL 34519.9001 

(8041 7-55 - 1000 
(302) 678-9200 Fax 

National AppleWorks Users Group 

Box E17453 

Canon. MI 4131E17 

ralm 454-1115 

f312) 45-4-1095 fax 

,1815) 359-5239 999 

HARD SLOTS 

THANKS FOR THE DETAILED 

description of networking an Apple 
RGS, ImageWriter II, Laser printer, 

and Macintosh ("Network News," Apple 
Clinic, March 1993, p. 16). 

I have one additional question: Can you 
set up a network as described and still use 
a hard-disk drive on the Apple ITC,5? My 
hard-disk controller is in slot 7, and 1 use 
a ROM 01 GS. 

Wayne Whitlow 
Cupertino, CA 

Yes, you can still use your hard drive. As 

you discovered. Wayne. you must set slot 7  

in the Control Panel of ROM 01 GSes to 

either kopleTaik  or Your Card.  You can't 

have it both ways. With your SCSI card in 

slot 7. you have a conflict if you also want to 

connect to an AppleTalk network. (Note that 

ROM 03 GS owners don't have this diffi-

culty.) The problem's easily solved — install 

the hard-disk's SCSI card in another slot. 

You may want to experiment. and you 

should check the manual that came with 

your card to see what the manufacturer 

recommends. The final result will depend 

on the presence of other peripherals. At 

various times, I've used slot 2 and slot 1 for 

my hard-drive controller with no III effects. 

Slot 2 works fine if you don't have a modem. 

Also note that even though you plug the 

AppleTalk connector into serial port 1, 

which is typically associated with slot 1, 

the slots setting in the Control Panel has 

no direct effect on AppleTalk — you can go 

ahead and set slot 1 to Your Care  and 

than install your hard drive there without 

any conflicts. 

Follow the usual precautions regarding 

static electricity before moving your 

hard-drive controller card from slot 7 to 

another location. After the card's installed, 

access the Control Panel and set Startup 

Blot  to conform to the hard-disk drive 

controller's new location. 

DRIVIN' 

IUSE AN APPLE IIG8 AND SYSTEM 6 
with a StyleWriter printer at work. When 
1 inquired at my local Apple dealership 

about purchasing a StyleWriter to use at 
home, the support personnel told me 
that. the currently available model — the 
StyleWriter II — comes with new drivers 
for the Mac and no software or documenta-
tion for the GS. Will the new printer work 
with the current System 6 StyleWriter driver? 

Ken Miller 
Wellington, Ks 

Don't you lust hate it when Apple ignores 

the GS. Ken? According to a spokesman 

at Sun Remarketing. the GS System 6 

StyleWriter driver should work with the 

new-model StyleWriter II. But other 

sources we contacted were less reassur-

ing. At press time. Vitesse's Jim Carson 

explained that Apple's latest StyleWriter II 

ink-jet printer is so 'radically different" 

from its predecessor that even his  

company's about-to-be-released driver 

(in Harmonic 2.1) doesn't work with it. 

Vitesse's driver is said to be significantly 

faster than the StyleWriter driver you're 

using now. (See "High Resolution," What's 

New, p. 14 in this issue, for additional 

information on Vitesse's latest products. ) 
You may be able to save money and 

aggravation by purchasing the same 

model printer you use at work. At press 

time Sun Remarketing had some BOO of 
the original StyleWriters in stock. Where 

else can you get a printer that's capable of 

generating 380 dpi (dots  oaf inch  a 
measure of resolution) for only $229 (Ous 

$19 for the cable)? 

As you may know from your experience at 

work, the GS' StyleWriter driver isn't 

perfect. For one thing. it doesn't commu-

nicate properly with Seven Hills' Express 

print spooler. Ink-jet printing can be a slow 

process even with a print spooler — but 

at least a spooler frees up your computer 

so that you can work on other projects 

while the printer is doing its thing. 

Printing a single page at the Style-

Writer's highest resolution with Apple's 

StyleWriter driver can take as long as 

two minutes. Vitesse's driver is not only 

faster then Apple's driver, but is also 

compatible with Express. 

PRINT IT 
Apple StyleWrIter 
Sun R2markating 

Bcrx 4E159 
Logan, UT 84323-4059 
19001921-3221 
(8011 75 -5-3360 

$229 plus $19 cable 

h armonie 2.1 
Vitesse. Inc: 
13909 Amer Road 
.9611:e 2A 
▪ O. Box 829 
La Puente. CA 91747 -0929 
(8001 777.7344 
1031B) 513 - 1270 
[B183 913-1273 Fax 

i359.95 

JUST YOUR TYPE 

I
HAVE WESTCODE'S GS TRLTETYPE 
interpreter Pointless and 14 font 
Families. I'm trying to convert some of 

them for a friend to use on a Mac LC IL 

Jason A. Partyka 
Chicago. H. 
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2 	dark blue 

perpie 

4 	dark green 

5 	dark gray 

medium blue 

12 	light green 

13 	VE1110Y11  

14 	aqua 

15 	white 

Table 1. Codes corresponding to Apple 
UGS border colors. 

Remember, fonts are software, too. 

Jason. You could inadvertently breach a 

company's copyright by giving TrueType 

fonts to your friend. Unless the fonts are in  

the public domain or are offered as share-

ware, call the publisher to find out how you 

can acquire a license for your friend. 

Performing the actual conversion Is a 

snap. says Marty Knight, Apple  Forum  
leader on America Online, (His screen 

address is AELMar14.) Knight explains that 

Apple 1169 and Macintosh computers use 

the same TrueType fonts. but the Mac 

can't recognize your TrueType fonts until 

you fix each font's filetype and creator. 

Use a Macintosh utility such as Hex or 

FileTyper Lite. both of which are available 

for downloading from America Online and 

probably from other Mac software libraries, 

as well. Hax is freeware, while FileType Lite 

requires a $10 shareware registration fee. 

Change the TrueType fonts' filetype to TTRCI 
and the creator to OMOV.  Knight cautions 

you to use all uppercase letters. 

FONT SOURCE 
America Online 
Duenturn Computer Services 
13619 Westwood Center Drive 
Suite 200 
Vienna- , 'JA 22182-22E5 
0300) 527,6354, [703144B-13700 
59.951month includes Iva free hours 
53 50/ha L:r the•eaTher 

COLOR BIND 

I 'D LIKE TO FOLLOW UP ON THE 
item "BASIC Needs" (Apple Clinic, 
April 1993, p. 18), in which inCitier/A+ 

reader Jeremy LaCivita asked about 
Applesoft commands he could use to 
change background, text, and border 
colors on his Apple JIGS. 

To change border color, the command 
is POKE 49204,X where X is one of the 
GS' primary color numbers 0 through 15. 
To change background and text color, you 
have two options: POKE 49186,(14(Z*16)), 
where Y is the desired background color 
and 2 indicates the text hue: or just POKE 
49186, W where W is a value that corre-
sponds to a text-and-background color-
combo value derived from a table you 
published in your January 1991 issue. 

Colin Williamson 
Elizabethtown. PA 

You're right. Colin. In "The Screening Room: 

BASIC Color Match" (Hints & Techniques. 

January 1991. n. 961 Chris Duggan of Yukon, 

Oklahoma, described the use of the POKEs 

you mention. Tables "I and 2 show the color 

codes Applesoft BASIC programmers like 

Jeremy and Chris employ. ID 

BACKAGROUN D 

TEXT 
black red d. blue purple d. green d. grey m. blue I. blue brown orange I. gray pink 	I. green yellow aqua 	white 

bleak 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

red 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3D 31 

d. blue 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 

purple 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 

d. green 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 

d. gray 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 

m. blue 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 

I. blue 112 '113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 

brown 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 

orange 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 

I. gray 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 

pink 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 

I. green 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 

yellow 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 

aqua 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 228 239 

white 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 

Table 2. GS text and background color combinations. Read across for background color and dawn for text color. 
Use the selected value as W in the POKE  49186.W  command. 
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Little ones learn their vowels as they 
blast off into an Outer Space Adventure. 

REVIEWS 
N 	 )1 ,  

CINNAMON BEARS 
AOYEI caffiE 

CINNAMON BEAR'S 
OUTER SPACE ADVENTURE 
& UNDERSEA ADVENTURE 

C
'mon, admit it — of course you still love teddy bears. 
They're pretty irresistible: Cute, fuzzy, and lovable, 
they make everyone feel comfortable and secure. That's 
why Cinnamon Bear's Outer Space Adventure (for 

grades K through 3) and Undersea Adventure (for grades 1 
through 3) are hits with adults and children alike. 

The cost of these packages is "hear-1y" patterns {consonant-sowed-consonant and 
believable because it includes a site consonant-vowel-consonant-e). Cinnamon 
license. That means every dassroom in Bear's Undersea Adventure gives kids 
your school can have its own copy of the practice with vowel combinations: ai, are, 
software. Both 5.5- and 5.25-inch disks ea, es, igh, 00, on (as infood), oo (as in book), 
are included. I tested these delightful ow (as in cow), ow as in WO, and ou. 
programs on an Apple IIGS in my home Each Cinnamon Bear adventure 
office as well as on an elementary begins with a two-page story appearing 
school's Apple Iles and its Mac LC II in on screen in a large, readable font. It's a 
Apple He emulation mode. 	 perfect way to introduce the software to 

Cinnamon Bear's Outer Space Adven- the whole class. While you have the chil-
ture helps beginning readers practice dren's attention, you can use the Photo 
long and short vowel sounds with word Album option to let the class preview the 

program's pictures, words, and associated 
vowel or combination sounds. You'll 
like the colorful, animated images and 
the easy-to-read on-screen directions. 

Children can work at 
their own pace — with no 
pressure to "beat the 
clock" — because the 
games aren't timed. 

GO EXPLORING 

In Cinnamon Bear's 
Outer Space Adventure, 
the cuddly teddy sits at 
the controls of his space-
ship as he gazes at the 

stars and planets. A picture from 
the Photo Album, framed by a border, 
appears, accompanied by vowels and 
their short and long symbols. Using the 
arrow keys, you move the highlighted 
cursor to the correct vowel/symbol associ-
ated with the picture's name, and press 
the return key. If you're correct, the 
word appears in a box with the picture. 
Cinnamon Bear smiles and a tiny space-
ship moves ahead on the galaxy game 
board. If you're wrong, C.B. looks puz-
zled, the word appears, and a highlight 
box flashes on the correct vowel sound. 

After eight correct answers you get to 
play a game in which you maneuver a 
spaceship through a maze. Using the 
arrow keys, you must be careful not to 
touch either walls or whirling objects. 
You control your spaceship by pressing 
the spacebar to stop and restart. Before 
you begin each game you can slow the 
ship down by pressing the minus key or 
speed it up with the plus key. Apple IIGS 

*  * 
McCarthy-McCormack, Inc. 
2085 Downhill Drive 

Colorado Springs, CO 90918 
MOO) 869-1446 
17191598-5579 fax 

• early language-skills builders 

• 12BK Apple lle,11c. (lc Plus, IIGS, 

Mac LC with Apple lle Card 

• $49.95 each 

• includes site license 
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BULLSEYE TRUETYPE 
FONT COLLECTION 

II Productive 
4613 Red River 
Austin, TX 78751 
15121323-6937 

• TrueType font package 
• 1.25MB App!e IIGS 
• requires System 6.0.4 er later 
• System 6 recommended 
• requires Pointless 

• 585 

users should set System Speed in the 
Control Panel to Normal. 

Cinnamon Bear's Undersea Adventure 
works in much the same way. If you're a 
busy elementary-school teacher or 
parent, you'll be grateful for the contin-
uity — students can play much more 
independently when software is truly 
user friendly. 

Cinnamon Bear's little submarine is 
surrounded by colorful sea creatures. A 
picture from the Photo Album appears in 
the box; you must move the underline 
cursor to the correct vowel combination 
and press the return key. C.B. flashes a 
smile and gives a thumbs-up for each 
correct answer. In addition, the word 
appears in a box above the picture as a 
miniature submarine advances through 
the undersea game board. 

If you're incorrect. Cinnamon Bear 
gives you a puzzled look, the correct 
word appears, the underlined bar flashes 
on the correct vowel combination, and 
the tiny sub stays put. Again, after eight 
correct answers, a game appears; this 
time you help Cinnamon Bear capture 
creatures for his aquarium. You have 12 
chances to cast your line (by pressing the 
spacebar) to fill an empty net. 

To win a Cinnamon Bear adventure 
game, you must move the tiny spaceship 
or sub all the way around the game 
board_ When you succeed, you're rewarded 
with an animated scene (and accompany-
ing music) featuring Cinnamon Bear and 
friends congratulating you. 

THUMBS-VP 

"Awesome!" was the cry of the second-
graders who were my official classroom 
testers. Quickly mastering the appro-
priate keys, they whizzed through Cinna-
mon Bear's Outer Space Adventure. 
(They had learned short and long vowels 

C.B. and friends dive into an ocean of 
vowel combos in Undersea Adventure. 

in first grade,) "Great program!" added 
their teachers, who immediately marked 
this- software for use early in the school 
year. The children plotted Maze routes 
and manipulated the ship carefully to 
the exit_ Being video experts, though, 
the kids expected more 'lives" with each 
game. They shut off the sound when 
they discovered that the game runs faster 
without it — they wanted to have as 
much time at the computer as possible. 

Cinnamon Bear's Undersea Adventure 
was an even bigger hit. "Excellent curric-
ulum integration," remarked the adults, 
noting that the program was teaching 
vowel-combination skills at the same 
time the children were testing the soft-
ware. The underwater theme also fit 
nicely into the students' current science 
unit on whale migration. The children 
felt the undersea game was more chal-
lenging, too — probably because they 
hadn't yet mastered all the vowel combi-
nations it teaches. 

The Cinnamon Bear manuals cover 
the essentials; teachers will appreciate 
their brevity arid concise wording. A 
printout of the pictures in the Photo 
Album would be a useful addition, howev-
er. Using a FingerPrint GSi card, I made 
a screen shot of the graphics myself; the 
teachers preferred that students consult 
these printed pictures rather than just 
guess at the answers. 

While I was printing the graphics, I 
discovered that Cinnamon Bear's Outer 
Space Adventure lacks pictures repre-
senting the long e sound. Dr. Kay 
McCormack, president of McCarthy-
McCormack, explained that long e words 
fitting the consonant-vowel-consonant or 
consonant-vowel-consonant-e pattern can't 
be represented by pictures. Classroom 
teachers whom I questioned agreed and 
said that using long e as a distraction in 
the game actually helped students distin-
guish between long e and short e sounds. 

It's rare when early-elementary soft-
ware meshes so perfectly with skills 
taught in the classroom, a partnership 
that makes the computer a truly useful 
learning tool. Take it from me and my 
enthusiastic second-graders: You and 
your class will love Cinnamon Bear's 
adventures. He's simply irresistible, 

Midge Films! 
Bridgewater, MA 

lungs grow bigger in Texas: hats, 

1 steaks, supercolliders, even font 
packages. Bullseye TrueType Font 
Collection from II Productive boasts 16 
3.5-inch disks containing some 300 
archived TrueType fonts. Three bonus 
disks in the Ballseye package offer a 
number of extra goodies, among them a 
one-month trial membership on America 
Online and the necessary telecommuni-
cations software. 

If you work in a mixed environment 
populated by Macintosh and Apple IIGs 
computers, the ability to share docu-
ments that use a common library of fonts 
is a powerful incentive for making the 
move to TrueType technology. But even 
the lone GS user with a trusty Image-
Writer II or high-resolution ink-jet printer 
can benefit from the largess included in 
this impressive bundle. 

NEW KID ON THE BLOCK 

Until just a couple of years ago, most 
GS enthusiasts had to satisfy themselves 
with standard ASCII text characters or 
plain-vanilla fonts like Shaston and 
Geneva, supplied with the Apple IIGn 
operating system. These bit-mapped 
fonts are designed to be legible on the 
computer screen and on dot-matrix 
printers. Bit-mapped fonts aren't with-
out problems, though. 
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Ideally, every bit-mapped font size 
should have its own set of character 
images. For best results in creating. text 
in Geneva, say, you need separate files 
containing 9-, 10-, 12-, and 18-point 
Geneva characters. (A point equals one 
72nd of an inch.) At this pace, it doesn't 
take long for bit-mapped fonts to mono-
polize space on a floppy or hard disk. 
The GS generates uncommon point sizes 
by resizing characters from the nearest 
bit-map size available, but the resulting 
text usually looks jagged and ugly — not 
the stuff of which easy-on-the-eyes term 
papers or top-flight resumes are made. 

By contrast, so-called PostScript printers 
such as the Apple LaserWriter use special 
fonts (written in Adobe Systems' page-
description computer language Post-
Script) stored permanently in the printer's 
memory or downloaded from the com-
puter or a dedicated hard-disk drive. 
Because each PostScript character is 
defined by a mathematical formula 
describing the character's outline, these 
fonts are scalable: A single file contains 
information for every imaginable size. A 
PostScript printer can create characters 
of any size automatically by extrapolating 
from a single set of outline formulas. Even 
the smallest printed text looks terrific, but 
PostScript technology is expensive. 

Several years ago Apple developed a 
third font. technology — TrueType. These 
fonts are scalable, compact. and easy to 
install; they generate both screen display 
and printer data from a single file. 
Perhaps more compelling for Apple IIGS 
users in school, at home, or in the small 
office, TrueType fonts work well with 
less-expensive printers. That's because 
the computer — rather than the printer 

does the hard work of rasterizing the 
image (converting equations defining 
each letterform into concrete data the 
computer or printer uses to draw the 
character). 

Apple built TrueType into the Mac-
intosh and licensed the technology to 
Microsoft for use in Windows 3.1, a move 
that expanded the potential market for 
TrueType fonts to millions of users of 
IBM PCs and compatibles. WestCode 
Software filled the void for GS owners by 
developing Pointless, a GS/OS system 
extension that brings TrueType font 
capability to the Apple IIGS. 

Pointless comes with a basic set of 
familiar fonts (Chicago, Courier, Courier 
Bold, Geneva. Monaco, New York, and 
Symbol). but you can install additional 
TrueType fonts, as well — a boon to GS 
users because amateur fontographers 
have designed countless TrueType fonts 
and donated them to the public domain. 
So how do you obtain these "free" fonts? 

It would take hours of expensive 
connect time to download the hundreds 
of fonts available from on-line services 
and bulletin boards. Add to that the time 
it takes to catalog the collection. For 
those who would rather spend their 
hours creating publications instead of 
organizing files, II Productive has per-
formed an important service. Bullseye 
TrueType Font Collection retails for 
$85, but mail-order distributors, includ-
ing Resource Central, Roger Wagner 
Publishing. and TMS Peripherals, offer 
the collection at "street -  prices, bringing 
the cost down to nickels per font. 

The TrueType fonts in the Bullseye 
package have been compressed to maxi-
mize available disk space; before you can 
use one, you must first decompress its 
"archive." For your convenience, the 
package includes the latest version of 
GS-Shrinklt. After you decompress a 
selected font, use the Pointless control 
panel to add the new typeface to your GS 
system. The fonts you install appear on 
the Font menu of GS applications such as 
AppleWorks GS. 

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY 

Keeping track of more than 300 fonts 
would be a challenge if it weren't for the 
HyperCard IIGS Reference stack provided 
in the II Productive package. (A run-time 
version of HyperCard IIGS and some free 
stacks are included, as well.) The cards 
(screens) in the Reference stack provide 
information and visual previews of Bulls-
eye's fonts. You can browse through the 
cards manually, select information about 
a specific font from an on-line index, or 
activate a self-running demo that flips 
through the cards. You can use Teach, 
System 6's document-reading utility, to 
display and print a text file listing all 
fonts — from Adjutant to Zingnats. 

Many of the fonts in this collection 
sport only uppercase letters. Presumably 
you'd use these fonts for rides, headlines,  

and subheads, and not for body text. 
Most of the Bullseye fonts lack extended 
sets of foreign or accented characters, 
such as it, 4 G 0, and d. Several "dingbat" 
fonts (graphics symbols) are included, 
though. as well as Hebrew and Cyrillic 
fonts, a Braille font, and at least two 
fonts made up entirely of fractions —
great for math teachers. Perhaps the 
most bizarre is Ylwourebbaj(Jabberwocky 
spelled backwards), in which all letters 
are mirror images of their former selves. 

Depending on number of characters 
and their graphics complexity, a True-
Type font file varies in the amount of 
disk space required for its storage. A font 
may also include multiple styles. such as 
boldface, italic, and condensed, which 
can double or even triple the magnetic 
real estate required. The Reference stack 
can help you choose the right font and 
conserve hard-disk space, as well. 

RIGHT ON TARGET 

Take note of a few drawbacks here. 
Some fonts look good on screen, while 
others look good only when printed. 
Moreover, GS applications limit the max-
imum type size you can incorporate into 
your documents. You should be able to 
create stylish and effective newsletter 
headlines, but if you need gargantuan 
letters, try a specialized program such 
as Broderbund's Bannermania or The 
Print Shop IIGS. 

Generally speaking, the more power-
ful your system the happier you'll be 
with TrueType fonts. The ideal setup 
includes a roorny.hard drive, several 
megabytes of RAM, an accelerator card, 
the latest version of GS/OS, and a high-
resolution printer such as Hewlett-
Packard's DeskJet or Apple's StyleWriter. 
But even if you use an ImageWriter II 
and one or two floppy disk drives, you 
can still manage. Pointless alone requires 
only 32K of disk space. and by ruthlessly 
eliminating unnecessary files you can 
install it along with a few fonts on the 
working copy of your startup disk. 

Whatever your next desktop-publish-
ing project, the sheer variety of True-
Type fonts offered by 11 Productive can 
keep you and your work looking great 
for months and years to come. 

Mike Markowitz 
Long Beach, CA 
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ULTRAKEY 2.0 
Bytes of Learning, Ina. 
906 Niagara Falls Blvd. #240 
North Tonawanda, NY 14120-2060 
16001465-6428 
1418)495.9913 
14161495-9548 fax 

• Wrig7inaL -ruction progrant 
• Bil‹.Appfe fl 

• odor tunitor reourornendect .  
• $E39 single user 

• $29 single flu peck 
(per additional oornpunr1 

• $448 site-Ncen5e edition 
..1375 site-license Upgrade 

Oh, no, not keyboarding," groaned 
my 12-year-old daughter when I 

asked her to help me evaluate UltraKey 
2.0. She'd bad an unpleasant time in a 
mandatory keyboarding class at school 
last fall. Shed had precisely the same 
experience I'd had in school — sitting at 
attention, feet flat on the floor, body 
centered in front of the keyboard, wrists 
up and fingers curled, while the teacher 
droned, "A-a-a, s-s-s, d-d-d, f-f-f," patrol-
ling the classroom to make sure nobody 
looked down. at his or her fingers. 

There are better ways to learn how to 
type. As more and more computers have 
appeared in the workplace, "keyboard-
ing,' as my daughter calls it, has become 
a required skill for employed adults as 
well as students. Responding to a need 
for friendlier instruction, a number of 
computerized tutors have appeared over 
the years. The variety of available pro-
grams ensures that there's one just right 
for every age and learning style. 

UltraKey 2.0 is the culmination of 
Bytes of Learning's nine years' experi-
ence publishing keyboarding instruction 
software. Its a straightforward tutor with 
no loud sound effects to disrupt a class 
and no flashy graphics to divert atten-
tion. Instead, keystrokes produce soft, 
typewriter-like clicks from the computer 
speaker. There's no need to look down 
at your fingers, because the screen dis-
plays a keyboard and hands that prompt 
you for the correct stroke. It's effective 
and compelling. 

POWER UP 

The package includes a handy 14-page 
reproducible Student Guide, containing a  

table of contents, a keyboarding glossary, 
and clearly written steps for starting and 
using the program. All necessary operat-
ing instructions. featuring text cues and 
animated graphics, appear on screen as 
you progress through each Lesson. 

The Teacher's Guide assumes little 
computer expertise on the part of the 
instructor. It features 11 program 
options, including turning audio feed-
back on and off, saving the best or the 
last test result, requiring one or two 
spaces between sentences, and specifying 
speed and accuracy criteria required for 
passing each skill check. The guide also 
contains helpful tips you can share with 
students as they practice their lessons 
and attempt the proficiency tests. 

While UltraKey assumes little computer 
expertise, it does assume some degree of 
motivation on the part of student and 
teacher alike. Instructors who participate 
actively in their classrooms by directing 
and developing activities to reinforce 
students' keyboarding skills will probably 
benefit most from UltraKey. The Teacher's 
Guide includes suggestions for using the 
program in classrooms with limited 
access to computers, ideas for class activ-
ities that employ keyboarding, and tips 
for extending the curriculum beyond 
simple keyboard geography. UltraKey's 
classroom pedigree shows in the guide. 

The program rewards progress with 
on-screen messages, gives immediate 
analysis and feedback after lessons and 
skill checks, and lets students and teachers 
view detailed progress reports on screen 
or paper. UltraKey maintains student 
records in a central disk directory or on 
each student's personal disk. If you 
choose to store data in one place, the 
3.5-inch program disk can hold more 
than 500 student records. 

Ultral(ey 2.0 is also appropriate for 
computer labs. It's available in Apple IL 
Mac, and MS-DOS versions so that you 
can provide uniform instruction. The 
manual offers troubleshooting tips and 
tech-support phone and fax numbers. 
You can also make an archive backup, 
guaranteeing quick recovery should you 
damage the program disk. 

NO-FRILLS EFFICIENCY 

Like any instructional program, Ultra-
Key is more appropriate for some  

students than for others. Lacking any 
games disguising its exercises or any of 
the other "bells and whistles" that have 
crept into educational software, UltraKey 
seems better suited to older students or 
to smaller classes where the teacher can 
provide close supervision. It's also 
appropriate for introducing adult 
students to the keyboard. 

Later this year Bytes of Learning 
promises to release a companion pro-
gram, UltraKey Manager, that will let 
teachers modify skill checks and add 
their own practice material to the pro-
gram's Challengers. These paragraph-
centered typing tests are especially 
important in advanced or adult classes. 

UltraKey teaches only the standard 
QWERTY keyboard, so-named after the 
keycaps on the upper left row of letters. 
The typewriter was patented in 1867, 
and the QWERTY layout was developed 
intentionally to make typing difficult, so 
that the slow-moving mechanical works 
inside those first machines could keep 
up with the typist. 

Typewriter technology eventually 
improved, and in 1936 a second stan-
dard keyboard layout was patented by 
August Dvorak, an efficiency expert. 
Although the Dvorak keyboard never 
caught on, it's still around. Most Apple 
computers let you flip between Dvorak 
and QWERTY from the Control Panel 
(if you're using a GS) or a switch at the 
top left of the keyboard. 

But for the rime being, if you want to 
learn the more-efficient Dvorak key-
board, you'll need to look for some other 
typing program — although a program-
mer at Bytes of Learning says that the 
company could easily produce a Dvorak 
tutor if demand for one materialized. 

UltraKey 2.0 is a solid, well-documented, 
bask tutor, developed and refined by 
teachers for classroom use. It lacks all 

those flashy special effects and games 
commonly found in today's educational 
programs; the absence of razzle-darzle 
makes the teacher more responsible for 

ensuring his or her students' continued 
interest and motivation. If you want a 
straightforward, no-frills typing tutor, 

even my daughter concurs that UltraKey 
2.0 is the program for you. ❑ 

Jon McCreight 
Princeton, MN 
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THE APPLE II REPORT 

    

 

• MUST BUY! 

• FORGET IT 

• WORTH A SECOND LOOK 

 

■ GRAMMAR MADNESS 

MECC 
5150 Summit Drive North 
Minneapolis, MN 55430-4033 
(8001 585-6322, 16121 569-1500 

• new science program 
• 48K Apple II 
• 539.95 

This interactive program features 
four game-style activities for grades 4 
through 6, designed to reinforce ideas 
and pictures presented in Frog, a bock 
by Michael ChInery. CA copy of Chinery's 
text Is included in the package.] My Life 
.Gtory Invites kids to identify true/false 
statements about the "bright-eyed 
common frog." Each correct answer 
earns a special photo for the frog's 
family photo album. If players fill in all 
nine photos, they can play a challenging 
round of F roglr Toe.  In Remember  
When players help frogs remember 
Information about the four stages of 
their life cycle. Letter Leap has frogs 
catching letters to form answers to 
frog-related questions. Pushy Word, 
the final activity, requires players to 
classify objects in appropriate sate-
genies. Challengers must be familiar 
with a frog's enemies, foods, habitats, 
and body parts to answer correctly. 
This is a great program for stimulating 
interest in beginning biology. 

   

 

• ANIMALS WITH AN ATTITUDE 

 

    

 

Toucan/Queue 
338 Commerce Drive 
Fairfield, CT 06430 
18001 232-2224, (2031 33 5-0 90 6 

• new creative-writing software 
■ 128K Apple II 

• $49.95 

The cast of comical characters in 

this entry-level desktop-publishing 
package encourage even reluctant 
young authors to take Apple keyboard 
in hand and create comic books, story-
books, posters, and other written art-
works. Kids select colorful back-
grounds, animal cartoon graphics, end 
clip-art props to design original story 
settings, then use the program's 
simple text processor to write stories. 
They can even enter text in special 
speech bubbles for a comic-book effect. 
If the computer is equipped with an 
Echo or Cricket speech synthesizer, it 
speaks any words a child has written. 
Completed stories print in a variety of 
sizes, from miniature to poster. The 
manual contains a hurnber of sugges-
tions for creative-writing activities. 
Animals with an Attitude is a great 
writing tool for young children. 

• FISH SCHOOL 

MECC 
5160 Summit Drive North 
Minneapolis, MN 55430-4003 
18001 6E15-6322, (512) 569-1500 

■ new reading-comprehension software  
• 128K Apple II 
• $69 

Fish School sends young readers 
(grades 2 and 3) on an arcade-style 
quest for paper notes in bottles scat-

tered underwater. Kids must gather 
the bottles (while avoiding puffer fish 
and crabs), read the notes. answer 
questions, and return papers to their 
proper locations. Activities develop 
reading skills: questions ask players 
to identify topic, main idea, and 
supporting facts; determine cause or 
sequence of events; and make infer-
ences. Management options let 
teachers set the program's difficulty 
level and track student performance. 
These software activities are fun and 
motivate children to read. 

 

• new grammar tutor 
• 128K Apple II 
• 959 

This grammar game (with age-appro-
priate vocabulary. writing styles, and 
reading content) gives students prac-
tice with parts of speech. Activities ask 
players to select an adjective, adverb. 
possessive noun, present-tense verb, 
and so on from an on-screen word Net; 
if youngsters make a wrong choipa, the 
program offers on-line help. The soft-
ware then inserts the selected word 
into a prepared paragraph, often with 
humorous results. Management 
Options let teachers customize game 
activities and track performance. 
Although it encourages children to 
recognize parts of speaph, the game 
becomes boring fast. Even with multiple 
difficulty levers, it's not entertaining 
enough to motivate play. 

    

  

• BIKING THROUGH HABITATS 

Toucan/Queue 
330 Commerce Drive 
Fairfield, CT 06430 
18081 232-2224. (2031 335-0905 

• new writing and creativity package 
• 128K Apple II 
• $49.95 

This desktop publisher invites young-
sters to decorate scenic backgrounds 
with clip art, then use a simple text 
processor to write stories about their 
settings. Kids can also add text-filled 

speech bubbles to any scene fOr a 
comic-book effect. When the work is 
done, they can print illustrated banner-

sized books up to 9❑ feet long. Completed 
banners print in three sizes• miniature for 
small comic books, standard for regular 
banners, or large [each panel two 
pages wide]. The manual includes a 
number of ideas for creative writing 
projects. Hiking Through Habitats not 
only lets children express their ideas in 

pictures and wards, but teaches them 
about ecological diversity, as well. 

• LIFE STORY: FROG 

Troll Associates 
100 Corporate Drive 
Mahwah, NJ 07430 
(800) 526-5289, 12011 529-4000 

• LOVE IS 

McCarthy-McCormack, Inc. 
2885 Downhill Drive 
Colorado Springs, CO 80918 
(8001 889-1448 

• new reading program 
• 126K Apple II 
• $59.95 

Featuring both on-line and off-line 
activities for beginning readers, the 
Love Is package also includes a 12-page 
poster-sized Big  Book  that teachers 
read to their students, plus a smaller 
reproducible edition so that each 

student can have a copy to color. Three 
disk-based self-directed reading activi-
ties [Love Is a Game  Prime Time  

admit and Magic  Toy Box) reinforce 
the coloring book's vocabulary. Each 
activity includes a game children can 
play after completing their work. The 
package aleo contains a simple text 
editor far teacher-directed language 
activities, plus black-line masters. 
There's also a disk with motivational 

awards, bookmarks, and charts so that 
teachers can reward children for their 
reading efforts. This well-designed 
classroom kit combines entertaining 
games and reading material to create 
a rich learning environment. 

— Carol S. Holzhcrg, Ph.D., 
Contributing Editor 
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Maser It: Virtual sally  an  your OGS. Cross a 
farFtesy adventure. with a Ilightslmdamor,then .acia 
a greet deal more of something anexpectsrd, end 
you have Mazer II. Enter a world of Continuous 
movement with real-time point-of-View graphics 
far arcade action plus adventure Plectulres 1_2§ 
Melts and System En or higher. Order r FED lot 
329 for membere or $25 for non-members. 

Tdle 

Trbf some 
patterns__ Mr 

NiIi 
1p-r 

Exclusive Source for the Best IIGS Programs 
Out of This World DuelTris: Limited Edition Mazer II"' Twilight 

r11.4.1.w.f IN_ 

I 11...•1 	 111, 1111.7 

Oul of this Wald -7 HIGHEST RATED GAME 
EVER by Computer Game Review' Wing the 
now technology Of poi ygrxhagraphics, Oeitredxis 
knottesa masterpiece in action/adventure games. 
Hurtled through space and the by a nuclear 
orpiment gone wrong you must blend logic and 
skill to survive fie alien rand. Order product 
number tow for only 549.95. 

DuefTtle't Say good bye to your free time 
because DuefTris will definitely captivate your 
attention. It's arnrler lo Taint. hut you can play 
against another human or against the computer. 
When one player filie out a FM, ire moved to the 
other players field making it more difficult. Firs 
the re are spadai pleias like agun , a bomb and ar. 
anyti to riven things up. Order DOSE llon 520. 

Twilight 11-  by DigiSoft Imorahms. A revolu-
tionary newscreen saver conholpanel I hat fakes 
complete advantage of your 1103. There are OM 
40 effect modules Including wirefrarna anima-
ton, Fireworks. TV static, a bouncing clack, raln, 
Moire, and kaleidoscope. This program requires 2 
Moos and System 6.0. A hard drive is rectri. 
mended_ Order TW50. The price Is $29. 

'1 NiegaByte RAM-GS" 

riluw - 

nnm. c 
	

-  A t:14" • 

Sequential Systeme PAM-OS': With memory 
ex pension this:cheap. there's no erase fox 'Out 
of Memory' errors. RAM-GS is a low-cool, 4 
Megabyte memory empansonforthe Ik35. Easily 
lostailed, It he IuNy corrodible with GS/OS, DMA 
and all software. Ito mutl.layer circuit design 
makes d run cool end draw lass power Order 
product number 8050 for only $125. 

Ja m Session 

Jam &aslant': Only Broderburd could make. 
playing music so May. Aral Put your linger On a 
key. You can't make a mistake because any key 
you press makes great sounang music that al-
ways Its perfectly with the rest of the bend You 
can pick your lavorlie style of must from country 
to jazz to rock io class cal. OrderEISE3 for S20 for 
members or 525 for non-members. 

her 
kilafteve 
Elaiance of Power 1090 
Captain Blood 
Raja Ve I 
Stadowgela 
E7iechreic Ms 
Bads Tale] or II 
Colonels 
Instant Music 
Instant Synthesizer 
Deluxe Paint 11 
Met the The 
The lermatal 
Zany Gulf 
Intlefplay 
Nouromancer 
Dragon Wan 
Mena On-Line 
Bed Cauldron 
Kilgs Guest I, II, a Ill 
KingS Guest IV 
Geld Resin 
Manhunter— flow York 
Ponce Guest 
Space Quest I or It 
Theorist 
Ids 
Bled** Academy 
Firs Power 
korefeetst 
Jock Nicklaus' Golf 
Mourn will 
The Theo ormrier 
Facture,* 
Fr.-4 
Phatonui II 
ifdicro Reyaceons 
Yencelhe 

nava& 
Basic Paint 

Great Apple IIGS Programs 
Members Norheerrilers 	111Ie 	 Mertens Nal-Members 
Pros 	Pete 	 Pnce 	Price 

$15 	$20 	GBA Baskefool 	$20 
$15 	$20 	Hacker it 	 $20 
$14 	$15 	The Last Ninja 	$20 
$10 	$15 	FailiNerke Gold 	$34 

Musio Studio 2.0 	$84 
$15 	$20 	Shanital 	 $20 
$10 	$15 	Afehtean 
$10 	$16 	Alta 	 $20 
515 	$20 	Caietornig &Rams 
$10 	$15 	Tunnels 01 Armageddon 	515 
$15 	520 	Club Backgammon 	$13 
324 	330 	'limp 	 $8 
$20 	$25 	Vegas Craps 	$10 

Vegas Gambia 	$10 
$10 	$15 	Brhenx,w 
Vs 	$120 	Great Western Shootout $10 	$16 

Jigsaw + 	 $10 	516 
920 

 
$25 	F72 Seffitare 

$20 	525 	Dungeon Master 	$20 
$20 	125 	PHEW 6,4 .2107/0 
$20 	$25 	warlock 	 $10 
$i 5 	526 	Dark Caolie 	 $10 
$20 	525 	Cava* 4 011911,17 

$20 	$25 	Crystal Guest 	$20 
$16 	$20 	Sewn Me Salaam 

Egress 	 $30 
$20 	520 	Gala 	 $30 
$20 	$26 	Space Fox 	 $30 

The Manager 	 $45 
520 	$25 	Kangaroo 	 $30 
$20 	$24 	Trensprog Hi 	$30 
$20 	$25 	Evil reehnoves 
510 	$15 	Auto Ark 	 $26 

Resoii/tykr.5oravers 
$15 	$20 	DrearaGralix 	$59 

&Womb &Aram 
$15 	$20 	Pointless 	 $42 

$45 

$20 
$20 
$20 
$30 
$22 
$20 

$20 

$20 
$10 
$10 
$15 
$15 

$25 

$15 
$15 

$20 

$30 
$20 
$30 
$46 
$30 
$30 

528 

$69 

$42 

Free Shipping & Handling 

Shanghai II: Dragon's Eye"' 

Shanghai II: Dragon' e 	Shertfghal II glues 
you 8 beautifully detailed tile sets, over a &uteri 
different layouts, animated Weskits and over 100 
sound effects. Severe! ways to play - Solitaire. 
Challenge & Tournament. Beyond at this there Is 
the interactive ver5/00 of the Dragon's Eye, a 
special challenge for superior Shanghai players. 
Order product number BEIM for $49.05. 

T he Lest 

TR 
Lost Treasures of Inlocure'. A compilation of 
20 captivating games rn c ite package Including 
Zork Planetfall. Deadline, Sorcerer, Spelllseakar, 
wade!, Ballyhoo. Suspect. Winoas and othercles-
sloe. A fortune In Interedive M yalery,Fanlasy and 
Science fiction Adverhures. Now available in GS 
apocillic formal with menus and GSADS cormat-
hallilyr Order product number BR93 for S50.05. 

Fran Shipping to U.S. and Canada 
Fast Service. Order by Fax 1402) 379-31151 

Neetereard or Visa Accepted 
You don't have lo be a membortoorder but member 
onces are from $2 to $10 less per title. You can 
became a member nor only $19.55 and place your 
ode r attire sante linekteaVe BIgRnhke - Pine you'll 
raceme twelve issues of our great newsletter called 
Scarien and our full catalog. School- purchase 
orders eocepled. 

423 Norfolk Avenue, Norfolk, NE 65701 

Battle Chess 

1:9 

.r,A1 	:4110 

wa- 
in: *I F7J  • 

Ofs  - 
Bella Ohms': The mast unchanging game on 
earth noes to ifs In Battle Chess. An swim 
medieval world at war is reflected on the check-
wed held. Battle Chess not only captures the 
beer Logic of chess ii brings it to life with oolorkii, 
humorous, and dramatic 2-0 animations_ Match 
with fascination as your pieces act out your 
maws- Order Product. number IPSO for 3 -25. 

The Lost Tribe " 

The Lost Tribe; Volcanic emetic:iris have devas-
tated the area, leaving a small tribe of hematess 
survivors. You must lead them on a perilous jour-
ney to an ancient homeland. A unique strategy 
game sal in prehistoric times. The Lost Tribe will 
help children ages 8 and older lo build declaim 
making and leadership snits. For the 1105 with 
125 Mega, Order OV65 for only 539. 

The Manager': The only true MultiFinder" far 
your FIGS. Now you can have multiple applica-
tions open simultaneously arid move among them 
by *why clicking In a dMertani window. You can 
easily hop bark and forth between your favorite 
applications without quilling and when you come 
back you'll be right where you left. System 6.0and 
2 Megs required. Order 5V69 tar only Pt 

ElE 

For Free Catalog and To Order - Call Now! - (402) 379-4680 
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APPLE 	PERIPHERALS • UPGRADES • SERVICE PARTS • HARD DISKS 
SCHOOL ST UNIVERSITY P.O.s ACCEPTED! • SCHOOL QTY. DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE*  

RAM  CHIPS 
RAM Chips for your-. 
Apple / /e or 	4164 /4116-50c 
Expanding your._ Apple lip MerriQry 
Card, lEGRAM, RAMWork.5, Super 
Expander & Comp tibleF 
768K Exp. Set (24 41256) 	$24.00 
41256 	 $1.25 
Expanding Your GS Juice+, S&S LEGS 
RAM + J II , CV Tech or Chinook 40W 
41024 (1 Meg) ..........  $4.00 
Bank of 8 	 $32.00 
Expanding Your ,E GS-RAM Ultra or 
RAMPak4 GS 
44256 (256x4) ............ : 	 $4.00 
Sank of 8 	 $32.00 
Expa;nding Your OctoRAM, G'S Sauce, 
Q -RAM tM, l'aremark 414es RAM Ca rd 
1 Meg SIMM $24.00 
RA/41Fast / CV Tech RAM lIvleg 
Upgrade Set 2 441024410 540,00 

PC Transporter 
101 Keyboard for PCT 	529.00 
PCT IBM Keyboard Cable 	57.00 
MS DOS 5.0 Package 	$49.00 
3.5" 720K Ad-on Drive 	$59.00 
4464 Zip /KT Mem. Exp 	$2. ea. 

Motherboards/Service Parts 

11+,//e Power Supply Exch. 43.5.00 
+ , //e P/S-No Exch 	$45,00 

_gs Power Supply Exch .. 	 59.00 
itgs Power Supply No Exch 	79,00 
tic Replacement Ext P/S 	'29.00 
//c External Power Sup lv, 9,00 
//eor //cM/13W/Exc .._. 9. 
/ /e or //c Motherboard 	$129.00 
//e Keyboard Exch 	$45.00 
n-i- Keyboard 	$29.00 
II+ Motherboard 	$49.00 
Ile, I le, / Hp Case $25.1.535.00 

Refurbished Printers 
C-Rob Pro Writer Jr (9 Pin) ..-589.00 
Image Writer I 	 $179.00 
ImageWriter 1 (Wide) 	$199.00 
ImageWriter II 	$259-00 
9 Pin Parallel Printer... ..... ...-589.00 
IW-1/11 Ribbons...-.--.6 for.$12-00 

Print Heads 
Star Gemeni 10X 	$29.00 
IW-I (Exch Only) 	...........$35.00 
IW-II(Exch. Only) 	$79.00 
Epson 9 Pin Heads (Mast) -559.00 

We rebuilt print heads 

Accessories 
Plastic ICYBDC_over,j(+, //e 	$2.95 
/ /e Drive & Monitor Stand 	59.95 
I Pin Joystick 1[-F,//e- ........ 
9 Pin Joystick ,IIfis 	$12.95 
MousePad (Siahc Free)........- 	$295 
IC.oala Pad _..„...._...-.-- .$29.00 
Rgs Internal Tan 

115R 1200 Modem (NEW) ....$19.00 
Hayes 51141200 (Refurb).. ..... $29.00 
NEC 2400 Refurb External ....$59.00 

PERIPHERAL CARDS 

Zip GS 7Mhz / BK Cache ....$139.00 
Zip Chip 8 Mhz (//e, fie) .....-$139.00 
Super Serial Card $52.00 
Ileasy 	32K Buffer 	530.00 
20 Pin 5/5' Disk Cunt 	$39.00 
19 Pin 5.25" Disk Cont. 	$45.00 
EA- 80 Column Card 	$45.00 
Graf:Star II Graphic Parallel - $35,00 
Graphic Parallel. (Grappler) 	$45.00 
AEC SCSI Card 	$59.00 
16K 1.2ngo.age Card (][+) 	$17.00 
No Slot Clock 	 $23.00 
Vision Plus Enhanced Ilgs Video 
Digitizer. B&W & Color! 	$209.00 

Cables & Switch Boxes 
METAL. GBBS Sysops. HST/v-32bis 
harotwarehralshkalil.t. 	)414.95 
DuoDisk Repiacerneot Cable ..$19.00 
19 Pin Drive Converter 	$14.00 
Ilgs,e,c to frnagelArri ter 1/11 	59.95 
Laser 128 Parallel Cable 	$14.95 
Fullnet Connector 	$14.95 
Switch Boxes 	$19.00 - $29.00 
ADS Replacement cable 	$9.95 
SCSI Cable, 25-50 or 50-50 	59.95 

APPLE CHIPS & ROMs 
Call for Chips Not Listed! 

/ /e Related 
1011./MM1J 344-0010/0020429.00 
ROM 342-0303 or 0304... ....... .519.00 
ROM 322-0134 or 0133. 	 59.00 
ROM. 342-0133 or 0265..  	$9.00 
Keyboard ROM 342-0132......$9.00 
HAL 342-0170 	515.00 
6502D Encoder AY3600PRO 	$

$3. 
 29.
00

00 

65012 	 $7.00 
//c Related 
IOU /IVENIU 344-0011 /0021 	529.00 
ROM 3440272_ 	$9.00 
ROM (3.5' Drive) 344-0033 -529.00 
TMG or 	.............. 	15.0.0 
65CO2 	  7.00 
6551 	  .00 
IWM 344-0041 .. ..... 	....... 	9.00 
Keyboard Map 342-0132  9.00 
Keyboard ROM 342-00265 .- .00 
II Related 
WDC65C816-7 (Di❑❑ ) 	$49.00 
VGC 34450046-C (Upgrade) 	$29.00 
LI+ Related 
ROM Set '(CO-FS) 	$29.00 
Other 11+Chips..$3.00 to.$7.00 Call 

Manuals & Software 
MouscWrite 1.5.7 	59.95 
Copy I I Plus V.8.x 	$14.95 
Pro-DOS Users Disk & Man 	$15.00 

uiz (4 Player) ... 	$19.95 
sc. Software. Games, Utils, 

More. $5.95 to $19.95. Ask For List. 
Apple Manuals Avail. Ask For List 

1•111111211111=1 

Vision Plus Enhanced 
$209.00 

IncludcsAllisonThl 2.0 DigaiAng Ssafiware. 
Real Time Video Digitizer. 3D Fl B&W. 

Movie Mode &Morel p ode s availahle 
for current Vision Pius OKArners. Call (or 
derails Allison lx to 7.0 Upgrade-W.95 

ALLTECH ELECTRONICS CO. 

5.25' DSDD Disks 100 for -.516.00 
3.5" DSDD Disks 50 for 
3.5" nsfir, Disks 10 for ........$6,50 

602 Garrison St. Oceartskle, CA 93054 
9-6 PM Mon.-Fri. • 9-5 PM Sat. 

Orders Only: 	 All other inquiries: & Tech Support 619/721-7733 

800/995-7773 FBBsaX  rod Mste151 CILICiteSt  
#30) 	31 6611 99/7"2211-4:170523  

Monitors 
Llgs Compatible (Atari) RGB Monitor 	5149.00 
AppleCoLor RG13, ags (Refurb) 	.5225.00 
Apple Monitor 1( or /11 (Refurb) 	.549.00 
9' Mono. (111M) Like Monitor / /c ...... 
Apple Monitor 1/c (Refurb) 	$79.00 
Apple Color Comp or Color 100 (each) .- 	5109.00 
A le Color Composite (Refurb) ....... 
C A. Monitor w/RGB Option for //c 	$149,00 
Composite Green (Refurb)  	.$35.00 
Color Composite (Not for 80 Col Txt) 	569.00 

5EQ1JENT► LSy57E1015 
Sequential Systems RAM-GS 4096K.....$139. 
Meg 80 Z (1 Meg, Apple //e) $79.00 
Q:TaIk LTO (AppleTalk & 32K for PN-1.0-$69.00 
RAM //c with 1024K (Ur or //c+)...-...   $119. 
bit Mouse card $49.00 __with mouse.,--$65,00 
SuperCOMM 554.00.....SuperCOM114 le $45.00 

RAM Cards 
Conning Soon! / /e AEC 1-4 Meg STMM Card! 
Extended 80 Column Card  $25. 
Super Expander / /r (Older / /c 's, 1024FQ____.$119. 
GS SuperRAM 4 Meg with 1 Meg-  474. 
GS Super RAM w/2 Meg 599.00. 4 Meg$149. 
CV Tech Memory Board 4 Meg 5205. 5-8 Call 

SCSI Hard Disks 
40 Meg External $219.00 w /AEC Card...5259. 
80 Meg Ext 	$279.00 w /Apl SCSI 	$379. 
SyQuest 44 	$299.00 SyQuEst 88. 
RAMFast SCSI 256K $169.00 / 1 Meg 	$199 . 

External Drive Cases 
SCSI Case & P/S for 35" or 525" HE 	549. 
SCSI Case & P/5 far Pull Hight 5.25  	569. 

Disk Drives 
5.25" Generic Full Height (Refurb) 	$59.00 
5.25" Generic Full Height w/19 Pin 	569,00 
5-25" Apple Disk II (Refurb) add $10.00 for above. 
5,25" AMR HH (Mac LC, ROM 03 Ilgs) -5109.00 
Apple DuoDisk 5.25" Exch 	$129.00 
Apple DuoDisk 5.25" (Refurb) - 	$159.00 
Apple UniDisk 3 3" (NEW) 	$159.00 
AppleDisk 5.25" (Refurb): 	 $165.00 
Apple 5.5" 800K Drive Service Exchange $95.00 

CA RI:alder& please acid 7.75 .t Sale, Tax • COD Order t,Cash (Oath:led Ftvid* Only • Minimum SKI pping C HAndl 	ClInge.S.1 	covrrs mut orders) • 5ntte products Are ten rbiShant prat icrs and  eal,y  a  125Lby 
warranty. • Now prod.:KU aro toy rIrd by a one year warranty, All itcpairvan-warranted fur 12(1 days, • Same RAM ChlpA may. lit slew but pulled, all RAM hoe A one your Warranty. • NC? Serums ,  il hurt! on 514A.nooth*,, 

please cell before shipping anything bar* to us. • A 211`.; Restocking rue is applied to all tenant dub N tricampatibility Pr unneeded product or Pradurts purchased in care. naval be 'tire 10711 curnputur you haeu Were 
pl at:ingr n ordee. - Pilunatianal P.O. Accepted. Others an ACK: oily. $ Prices and availability sulsiect to change a tiny time withou t any putifiestirrn ivhaisceser. •Discrairrib on curtainanenthandite only and nth,. Qty Applies. 

0Irolo 103 on Reeder Sorrico Cord. 
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ThinItyou can lead this hunch home? 
Pali Sci 101 meets The 	Flintstones in Lawrence's new sim, The Lost Tribe. 

Practice your spear throwing, hone up on spell casting, 
test your executive decision-making skills — 

and keep those troglodytes happy. 



NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS 

CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL 
U 

All the beasts of the lures( 

and the tundra, the desert, 

and the jungle, too — come 

together in the Software 

Toolworks' new CO-ROM, 

The Animals!. Your Mac takes 

you to San Diego to explore 

the riches of one of the world's 

great zoological parks. 

Z oos  have a bad reputation. The old 
notion that the best way to study wild 
animals is in cages is gradually giving 

way to the modern idea that animals 
should live in enclosures that simulate 
their natural environments. If that sounds 
strange, just imagine how odd it was in 
1916, when Dr. Henry Wegeforth founded 
the San Diego Zoological Society. 

Dr. Wegeforth's vision was a zoo that 
would make visitors believe they were in 
the wild. Eighty years later, his radical con-
cept is conventional wisdom among 
zookeepers. Simulated environments are 
common now, but even if you can't make 
the trip to San Diego or another habitat 
closer to home, you can experience The 
Animals!, a new CD-ROM for the Mac-
intosh from The Software Toolworks. 

LIONS & TIGERS & BEARS ... 
The Animals! features QuickTime 

movies, photographs, and recordings from 
the San Diego Zoo — you can see and hear 
200 animals in 60 minutes of video clips. 
Best of all, using The Animals! is liter-
ally as easy as visiting the zoo: You can 
explore ten different climates, from Arctic 
tundra to tropical rainforest, by clicking 
an icon on a map of the zoo on screen. 

Plants are an important part of the San 
Diego Zoo, too, providing more than just 
food and shelter for the animals. Studying 
the vegetation of various environments 

a wonderful way to learn about the 
delicate balance that exists among all 
living things. That's a theme wherever 
you wander in The Animals! — and it's 
a lesson that's fun to learn from the 
animals of the San Diego Zoo. 

For a more-focused look, you can 
also take one of nine thematic multi-
media tours as you watch and listen to 
animated stories about the zoo's wild 
inhabitants. To use The Animals! as a 
reference work, you can call up the 
media library to search for a particular 
animal or plant. 

Explore the riches of one of the world's 
biggest zoological parks. The Animals! 
carries a suggested retail price of $99.95 
and requires a color Macintosh with a 
CD-ROM drive, QuickTime, 4 mega-
bytes of RAM, and a 20-megabyte 
or larger hard-disk drive. For more 
information, contact The Software 
Toolworks, 60 Leveroni Court, 
Novato, CA 94949, (800) 234-3088, 
(4-15) 883-3000, or circle number 370 
on the Reader Service card, — P.S. 

28 • inCider/A+ • July 1993 
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SPECIAL!  --  Used Apple  IIGS  1105 

memory boards with 256K 

installed  Great  condition. 

30 day warranty $39! 

Over 1 
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Mac  Cloak II.  Frrforma 200 
famMath Classic II w/68882-16MHz........SIM 

Mac LC LC11. Perform 400. Cabe Crank 
TransWarp 432 .  

TransVslarp 43-25f, 25Mhz FP1.1..._........ ....... ..541 c,  
TransWarp 4333v 	 54179 
TrareMarp 4333vr, 31MItr FPU, 	35114 
TransWarp 4340 ......... ...... ..........•.... ... ......S35q 
TransWerp 4340. 401k4hz -FPU ..... . .... .. ,5.4?-19 

Mar LC IR 
LC ill Math Chip 25MHz FPU . .... . 	. J9•2 
l.0 Ill Power Supply 	_....,...... 	. _592 

Mac PowerBook 
Dais Link PIA 1 .6r Pn.WerBook.. ........... 
Axeell (Cellular Phone luteriaLe 	 Sgt •r 
Axed (Motorola Cellular IntErrace) . ._.._.....515 ,, 

 /CP0Aver13ook Battery ChargeoConditinher 
rE Po...vergook Auto Aclispcer  	- _$6=. 

Appl lxci 
Tirioire 
CS-Rum ill U.,c.s the 
new 
pr_i-r&n-,..-Lee !Kb 	chips 
to ertww11:1w.  ppwcf Densumptiuu 
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Preferred Computing 

■11:101:1EIE 
1-Ram Ultrit I Memory Cant with 5, 12K 	 $99 

‘,PP1 I 	01\1 
1.0K Pack( Poc.ket Memory Card__ 	..... 	$09 
!_ower Case RPIvl C9vp. 	• 	• . 	. . ._......_.$19 
ViewMoster 80 Column Cord ....... 	..... ......... .... ...SI19 

.1 N u ll li• 0\1.5 
Extended .80 Column Cord wit h 641 	 .179 
KamWorks III Memory Card with OK.... ........ .... ....... ...... Si 19 
RarnWorks ill Memory Cord with 256K ... 	. 	. $134 
PsiraWorks 111 Memory Card with 5121( 	 3109 
RamWorks ILI MernoryCard with 1k411 	 5729 
KarriWnrks Ill Memory Card with. 1.5MB.......,,..,.,.,.. ...... . 5319 
512K Expander Piggyback Card with 5121 	 3139 
Digital Prism KGB istigiial RGE option) 	 eau 

pm i II P. li• 0\11 
TransWat•) Ai:ctirraror Card 
tiezvy Duty Power 	 .... .... 	- 	SU4,, 
Fhrsor Sound Cord,.  

65-karo ill memory (Arc! with OK 	. .589 
GS-Ram 111 Memory Card with 111E _ 	$139 
G$-Ram Ill Memory Card with 2ME 	. 	 9189 
GS-Ran-1111 Memory Card with 3ME 	$249 

G5- Fain .III Memory Card with 41.45 	 .....$294 
.5ralcan 40MB Hard Dis1,-. 	. 	 ....5569 
Vulcan 100ME Hard Disk . 	 ...384[9 
Vulcan Gold. Cache Upgrade. 	 . . 	,. 349 
COTI.5e11.1t DrlyE Cubic 	 $19 • 
TrierksWasp CS Argelennor with 814 Cache _ ..... _..._. ..... $199 .  
TransWarn GS Ar_r_ekrator with 32K Cache 	 3289' 
TramWorp GS 32K Cache Upgrade . 	 .S79 

ATP] E 	1165 
Storage Media 

AE 3.51  MK Disk Drive- 	. . 
AE 5.25" Disk Drive. with 20 Pin 	..... 	 ....... $149 
AE 5. 257 Prrvcc.oni roller 	....... 	........ 	........ . ..... 
lle/LICS 	Drive Cahle(1381 ,9) 	 . 319 
lie Contfuller &cud 20 Pit Adapter Cable 	 ...$19 

Memory 
KatuFatior Ran:Drive OK 	 359 
itarnPacior RamDrive 256K.. 	 589 
RarriFaetor Rand:rive 51 ) 1( 	8109 
Rartifattar RareDrivt [MI 	 $L39 
RarnCharter Battery 8acItup 	 -5139 

RamCharger Grll Bandy 
7--90 plus C:FTM Card with Soli Ware. 	 -$139 

Printer Interfaces, Clocks, 
Parallel Pro Parallel .111.1.[Eligie 'kilt Cable . 	 ,579 
Serial Pm (serial card & 	 $89 
TimeMaster H.Cr. Time Card 

Commortirarkina 
Daal_lak lmental 2400 Tips 	 5119 
DalaLink Express with V.421315... 	 $195 
Datalank ExprEMirii 8 cable   	$19 
ReadyLlnk Si:thwart 

Memory Clops 
256K DPAMS her of 8, 120ms). 	 , 	, .1,24 
Memory tor the CS Ram Ill 	...... 	........ 
Memory far the GS Ram Plus 
Memory for the GS .  gm. Ultra 	 •  • 	324 

Software Upgrades 
AppleWorics 3:0 Expander s. 1.3 2 	 Sit 
Vulcan Dillities 
Time Pitch PruDOS S v 1.9 	 
PC Tiiiit1Sporter 1.03 	 , 

Time Reasons 
to Buy Preferred 

I5-Day Money Bark 614traitiee  no 
hardware purchims returned in new 
condition. Sorry, no refunds out 
software. 

in-Stadi Same Day Skipping.  items 
ordered hewer3:00pin L.STweekdrlys 
ship the Rim. clay. LIPS teal Peden] 
Express Next Dtiy Service available 

We Carry  foil  Apple 0 and 
Maxi/gash  Prodetts, Matra"-  your 
needs. we carry a fall lint ((Applied 
EnginKsenng hardware and cofrwam 

To FAX Your Orden.  Crd11-214-247-8151 
Tech. S-upponiCustomer Service Call 1-214-484-5464 

Monday-Friday 1:00 to 5:00 PM CST 

1-800-327-7234 

01943 Pretericri Computing Visa, MasterCard arid COD nrdeni au, rptrd. Order by phone. nazi or FAX. Ittsiont.E.11. 	Luvernmani 
Purchase Ordera weIcaroe.Spertal and Si* items may Sr limited in yuunriry. Priers and tipetillearions are subject co change without notice. 
Please verify pmeloci compatihilLy helots ordering. Tex.'s residenn please add EL756 salts tax_ 

Saks Hours: Monday-Friday 4:00 am to 6:00 F'm CST. 
P.O. Box 81582E • Dallas, Texas 753E31 • FAX (214) 247-81i1 
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THE ART OF LANGUAGE 
Logo Computer Systems (LCSI) has 

announced the first product in its Micro-
Worlds series. MicroWorlds Language 
Art ($79, six-user lab pack $350, site/net-
work license $1095) helps teachers 
encourage students to explore words, 
images, and the graphic arts. By com-
bining text and drawing tools with a 
unique feature that lets students write in 
any direction. Language An 
gives them new ways to think 
about expressing themselves. 
The program includes projects 
for writing visual poetry, 
ads, haiku, cinquain, and 
more. A teacher's resource 
guide is available. 

Language Art will be fol-
lowed by Project Builder 
($99/$350/$1095) and Math 
Links ($794350/$1095). The 
core of all three packages is 
the MicroWorlds program, 
which combines the best fea-
tures of LogoWriter with easy-
to-use graphics, sound, and 
multimedia tools. For more 
information, contact LCSI, 
P.O. Box 162, Highgate 
Springs, VI-  05460, (800) 321-
5646, or circle number 371 on 
the Reader Service card. 

ALL THE WORLD'S 
A STACK 

One of the world's great romances has 
found a new home in HyperCard. 
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, a new 
stack from Learning Tomorrow, lets you 
read the bard's text, of course, but also 
brings the script to life: Click a button, 
and animated actors move across your 
Mac's screen. 

This Romeo and Juliet is full of historical 
details about the real Feud between the 
Montagues and the Capulets and includes 
some of Shakespeare's sources. Professor 
Andrev.,  Gun- of the University of Reading, 
England, advised the creators of the stack 
on its content. 

You may also choose to study the play 
from the actors perspective, learning from 

the experience of a number of successful 
productions. 

Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet 
requires HyperCard 2.0 and is priced at 
$69. School discounts are available. A 
companion stack, Shakespeare and the 
Globe Theatre. is available for $129 from 
Learning Tomorrow, 1 East Main Street, 
Bloomsburg, PA 17815, (800) 722-1978. 
Circle number 372 on the Reader Service 
card for more information. 

ATLAS UPGRADED 
The expanded MacUSA 2.0 includes 

more than 300 new categories of data, in 
addition to the latest Facts and figures. 
Offering more than just computerized 
maps of the 30 states, Puerto Rico, and 
the District of Colombia, MacliSA also 
includes a vast array of demographic and 
economic data, such as age distribution 
and crime rates. Information about 
the political leaders of each state, 
as well as historical events, tourist 
attractions, and climate charts., 
make MacUSA an invaluable refer-
ence. You can even view each state's 
flag and hear its anthem played. 

You can export all MacUSA 
maps, charts, and text to any Mac-
intosh desktop-publishing. word-
processing, or graphics program for 
use in reports or research papers. 
MacUSA carries a suggested retail 
price a $49.95; registered owners 
can upgrade for $15 by calling (800) 
521-6263. For more information, 

contact Broderbund Software, 500 Red-
wood Boulevard, Novato, CA 949948, (415) 
382-4400, or circle number 373 on the 
Reader Service card. 

WORD WORK 
A Zillion Rajillion Rhymes, a compu-

terized rhyming dictionary for the Mac-
intosh from Eccentric Software, is a prod-
uct surely in the "who needs it?" tradition 

of, say, desktop pub-
lishing. It works like a 
thesaurus of rhyme, 
rather than meaning. 
Type a word, click, and 
scroll through thr 
list of possibilities. A 
proprietary dictionary 
includes technical, lit-
erary, and slang words, 
as well as thousands of 
proper and place 
names. The software 
can also search intelli-
gently for single, dou-
ble, and triple rhymes, 

The authors of A 
Zillion  Kajillion Rhymes 
are—you guessed it —
songwriters, but Neil 
Radisch and David 
Goldstein think their 
hyperbolically named 

software shouldn't appeal to budding Cole 
Porters and Noel Cowards alone. Rhym-
ing dictionaries are standard bookshelf 
references, after all — so why not on the 
Macintosh, too? 

A Zillion Kajillion Rhymes sells for 
$49.95, from Eccentric Software, P.O. Box 
2777, Seattle, WA 98111-2777, (206) 628-
2687, (800) 436-6758. Circle 374 on the 
Reader Service card for more information. 
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a  It's done with mirrors, they used to say of an inrornprthensible hit of magic. 
Now computing is also clone with mirrors: The first optical computer is up and 
running at the Op roelectronic Computing Center  at  the University of Colorado 

in Boulder. Not only does it have fiber-optic cable where your Mac has wires, 
it  also  has no stored data; programs and data are all dynamic.  (Sciew Went, 1/23/93) 
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Apple  II Parts  
11+ keyboard 	 $29. 
All+/Ire power supply    59 
Al le keyboard 	 79. 
Alle platinum keyboard 	89. 
Alle logic board 	 129. 
Alle case 	 19. 
Allc logic board 	 179. 
Mc keyboard 	 69. 
Al lc case.... 	 19. 
AI Igs case.. 	 39. 
Allgs logic board 	249 
Al Igs power supply 	 89. 
Riggs keyboard 	 99. 

Apple  II Specials  
LC/ Ile Emulation 	  $99, 
Applied Eng. Datalink 1200 modem.49, 
Ilgs ROB monitor (genuine Appie)..229. 
llgs 3.5 floppy 169. 
1195 5.25 unidisk   .169. 
Apple personal modem 1200 	49. 
3.5 Unidisk(NEW) 	 159. 
Ilc monochrome monitor 	89. 
Imagewriter l (w/cable) 	179. 
Ilgs 256k memory expansion board..49. 
Ile 64kI80 col board 	 45. 

Apple Ilgs system  includes: 
1.25-meg of RAM, ROB monitor, 

Apple 3.5 drive, keyboard and mouse. 
Only 	 $749. 

Powerbooks!! 
100 2/20 	$849. 
140 2/20 	1399. 
170 4/40 	1999. 
160 4140 	2099. 
Duo 210 4/80 	1599 . 

1-meg of RAM, 20-meg internal hard 
drive, keyboard and mouse. 

Only 	 $499. 

Macintosh SE includes: 

**Worlds least expensive color Macintosh!!** 
(irir,{urfes Mac LC, 2-meg HAM, 40-meg hard drive 
color monitor, 600k drive, keyboard, and mouse) 

Mac LC 2/40 	$849. 
Apple  II CPU's  

All p us 	 99. 
Apple Ile w1128k 	 199. 
Apple Ilc 	  249. 
Apple Ilc plus 	 299. 
Apple Ilgs 	 349. 

a; 

Apple II I Macintosh 

Exchange Specials  
Ilgs logic 	 $199. 
Ile logic 	 99. 
I lc logic 	 99. 
Mac Plus logic 	99. 
Mac SE logic 	 99. 
Mac Plus power supply 	75. 
Mac SE analog bd 	75. 
Mac SE power supply 	99. 
Mac LC logic bd 	299. 

Mac CPU's 
Mac Plus 	$349. 
Mac Classic 1/0....589. 
Mac LC 2/0 	649. 
Mac II 1/0..... 	799, 
Mac Ilex 1/0 	999. 
Mac ilci 0/0 	1599. 
Mac Ilfx 0/0._ 	1999. 

School and Government P.O.'s accepted 

1200 Marshall St Shreveport LA 71101 
FAX 318-424-9771 Tech. 318-424-7987 800-227-3971 

Circle 29 ea Abider Scruke Curd. 
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THE LOST TRIBE 

Lawrence Productions 
1800 South 35th Street 
Galesburg, MI 49003 
(6001 421-4157 

Davidson & Assoc./distributors 
19840 Pioneer Avenue 
Torrance, CA 90503 
(8001 545-7G77 sales 
(8001 556-6141 

customer support 
(3101 793-0601 fax 

• social-studies game 
• ages 8 to adult 
■ color Mac 
• System 6.05 or later 
• 8-bit color video (256 colors) 
■ 1MB free RAM 
• 849.95 

THE LOST TRIBE 
■ 

The Lost Tribe 

brings prehistory 

to life and helps 

kids develop 

leadership and 

decision-making 

REVIEWS 

Fans of The Flintstores and Clan of the 
Cave Bear will get a kick out of this 
one — The Lost Tribe, a simulation 

set in prehistoric times, combining dry 
humor and some solid anthropological 
information with digitized photos and 
realistic motion-video dips. 

Along the way, kids will learn to test 
their strategic-thinking and map-reading 
skills while developing a feel for effective 
leadership. 

YABBA-DABRA 
The basic premise is that a volcanic 

eruption destroys your village, and the 
remaining clan members elect you as their 
new leader. You'll use the tribe's sacred 
mapskin to lead the villagers to their 
ancestral lands. 

As you and the gang head for the 
volcano you'll call home, you must 
decide what actions the tribe should take 
when faced with basic survival needs, 
natural disasters, and the disgruntled 
types among you. 

Beware those restless cavemen: Don't 
pull too many boners, because after you've 
made a few wrong decisions, the tribe 
may banish you. 

GETTING THE HANG OF IT 
Make no mistake — The Lost Tribe's 

not for every student_ Any program has a 
learning curve you must negotiate before 

you're comfortable using the software, 
but this one's steep enough to discour-
age some kids from going on. 

As in real life, your ability to make 
proper decisions in a simulation often 
depends on your store of knowledge. With 
The Lost Tribe, kids can find the infor-
mation they need in the program's 
on-line encyclopedia. Learning to draw 
conclusions from facts is an invaluable 
skill, but the game doesn't always make it 
easy to obtain those facts. 

For instance, my test group of kids 
decided to bunt in the forest and were 
hying to figure out what kind of animal to 
track. They decided to consult the ency-
clopedia, but it isn't available at certain 
key points in the program; they had to 
backtrack to a point at which they could 
search for information on woodland 
animals. This raised frustration levels, 
making it more difficult for the players 
to wade through the entry on forests 
until they found the data they were look-
ing for. 

Note also that the game's graphics 
images, while entertaining, are static, not 
interactive. For example, when the tribe 
is hunting, you see an amusing picture 
on screen, but can't affect the scene 
directly; you click on buttons to make 
decisions. The same holds true when 
Gupf, a villager who feels he's the rightful 
leader of the group, complains about your 
decision making. You can respond only 
by clicking on buttons and hoping that 
the next series of decisions ends his 
complaints. 

PERSEVERANCE PAYS OFF 
The Lost Tribe attempts to be both 

educational and entertaining, but at times 
you get the impression its developers 
just couldn't decide what kind of program 
they wanted to create. It's ironic that 
the program suffers from something 
of an identity crisis, because the software 
is designed to teach strategy and leader-
ship skills. 

Nevertheless. although it may not be a 
simulation every kid will take to on his or 
her own, it can prove effective for educa-
tors who take the time to incorporate it 
into their curricula — perhaps introduc-
ing it by setting up a successful set of 
decisions as a model. 

Once students master the game's basic 
level, they can hone their skills in five 
different and increasingly challenging 
scenarios. Used this way, The Lost Tribe 
can bring prehistory to life while teaching 
the essentials of decision making. 

K.C. Gerizmer 
New York, NY 
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IntelliTools 
(formerly Unicorn 
5221 Central Aven 	 
Richmond, CA 9481  M1. 1',0•0-  
(510) 528-0670 
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JAM SESSION 
J•rn OpIlona 

* * * 
Bogas Productions 
751 Laurel Street #213 

an Carlos, CA 94070 
14151592-5129 
1415) 592-5196 fax 
• music-performance software 
• Mac Plus or higher 
• includes b/w and color versions 
• requires no external hardware 
• 959.95 
• $29.95 Classic Songs 
• S79.95 bundle 

Deep in your heart beats the spirit of a 
true rock monster — but the connec- 

tion between those sparkling notes and 
your clumsy fingers is frayed at best. You 
hear the music inside vou, but you just 
can't express that internal bop. The 
dazzling solos within have no release. 
What to do? 

WE'RE GONNA MAKE YOU A STAR 
You could spend the next ten years 

learning to play an instrument, and then 
hire a backup band and go on the road. 
But in the meantime try this temporary 
solution: Jain Session from Bogas Produc- 

dons. jam Session may be the musical 
answer for everyone who ever wanted to 
bebop with the best, but lacked the 
resources, time, or talent, Load one of 
the 20 songs included with the program 
(additional songs are also available .) and 
you'll call up one of ten scenes — a smoky 
jazz club or a sock hop, for instance —
and hear the audience applauding. 

The music begins. The on-screen instru-
mentalists start moving to the beat. With 
a-one, a-two, and a press of the keys, music 
issues from your Mac. Stunning guitar riffs 
dance up the scales- Electric piano keys 
tinkle in time. The tom-toms beat out 
rhythms, and there's never a sour note 
— no experience, no practice, no musical 
ability required. With Jan Session even an 
orangutan could get down and rock out. 

The secret of closet Jam Session tones-
tros is the program's dozens of musical 
riffi — short repeated phrases. Pressing a 
letter or number key plays a riff, and each 
one is tuned and timed for its song. Songs 
may include up to 60 different riffs, rang-
ing from single notes to complicated 
passages — and if that isn't enough you 
can press the option or command key to 
slide the notes up or down while playing. 

You can also edit and save changes to 
riffs. (That doesn't take a lot of musical 
ability, either, but note that you may edit 
a riff out of tune if you don't know what 
you're doing.) 

You can add, modify, 	erase notes . 
and rests, and even change instruments. 
If your efforts are worth preserving, you 
can record them for playback. If it didn't 
sound right, you can do multiple "takes." 

THE SOUL OF THIS MACHINE 
Jam Session comes compressed on four 

disks. It's easy to install on a bard drive 
with about 4 free megabytes. You start 
with 20 songs, 60 instrument files, and 
ten animated scenes. Bogas offers a 
coupon good for a disk of ten additional 
songs as an encouragement to register, 
and you can buy Jam Session's Classic 
Songs with rock-and-roll oldies such as 
Wipeout and Louie !Buie, new instruments, 
and better scenes. Jam Session offers a 
couple of "classical" pieces to play along 
with, but the improvisational style of rock, 
country, and jazz (jazz players invented 
the riff) makes that type of music a. more 
natural fit for the program. 

Getting started is just about as easy as 
playing along. The manual is compre- 
hensive and dearly written. Just open a 
song, selectpiay, and off you go. You can 
either let the program pick the appro- 

priate scene or select one yourself. If 
you like you can have jam Session play 
the song for you, putting in riffs when 
appropriate. In another mode you 
can press as many keys as you like 

and the program will play one after the 
other, waiting far the beginning of a new 

measure to start each riff. Jam Session 
will also load and save Studio Session 
and Super Studio Session formats (both 
from Bogas Productions). 

HIT IT 
The program is easy to use, the songs 

and riffs are put together well, and the 
animations are nicely done (though not 
spectacular). One problem I encountered 
after editing riffs, however. was that the 
save-changes feature, designed to keep 
you from losing your work, saved alter-
ations automatically in Studio Session 
format — thereby losing both the modi-
fied and the original riffs. (Keep your 
original disks handy.) Other annoyances 
include an inability to edit riffs until 
you've played the song at least once, or to 
write riffs from scratch. 

But jam Session is fun to play with —
and after all, that's the main idea. True 
musicians will find the program limited, 
but might still enjoy its entertainment 
qualities. Even though the program is 
simple and more-or-less idiot-proof, you'll 
feel satisfied — and at least a few notes 
closer to rock-and-roll stardom. 

Guy Wright 
Temple, NH 

INTELLITAII 

The first clocks had no faces: they 
simply tolled the hours. People took 
centuries to accustom themselves to 
the clock's 'visual interface,• Today 

* * * 
IntelliTools 
5221 Central Avenue 
Suite 205 
Richmond, CA 94004 
I5101 528-o67o 
■ talking word processor 
▪ $39.95 

$380–$450 IntelliKeys 
• $69.95 Overlay Maker 

software for keyboard 
programming 

• Apple II version available 
($39.95): requires Echo 
speech synthesizer 
(Echo Speech Corporation. 
805-684-4593) 

The first docks had no faces; Piney simply 
tolled the hours. It wok centuries for 

people to get accustomed to the clock's 
"visual interface," Today an ancient "face- 
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4 Meg Memory Card for the Apple rigs Computer 

The figs Super Ram uses today's popular 
SEAM modules. Easy to upgrade at any time! 

The 1.1gs Super Ram adds an additional 1, 2, or 4 Meg of RAM 
to your existing Apple Ilgs computer. This added memory is 
vital to running today's more intensive software. And nothing 
could be easier than to just plug the card in and begin to enjoy 
the benefits of added memory. Your computer will soar to 
new heights with the figs Super Ram! 

—Special-Intractucto 

ilgs Super Ram with 2 Meg Memory 
Easily  Expandable to 4 Megabytes! $99.95 

  

PaceMark Technologies, mr, 

  

3174 Doolittle Drive 
Northbrook, IL 60062 

I= 708-564-0030 
801:1-888-5240 Toll Free 
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less" timepiece looks odd. Some centuries 
hence, ancient word processors, such as 
Word 5.1 or MacWrite Pro, in which 
words are typed on a screen, may look 
just as odd to our descendants. The 
written word has no natural advantage 
over the spoken, and talking word proces-
sors for future computers will make 
today's versions look clumsy. 

A talking word processor you can hear 
today is IntelliTalk, a writing and com-
munication tool for all Macs. les designed 
for students who need a simple talking 
word processor and for nonverbal 
persons who want to use IntelliKeys, an 
alternative keyboard (also from Intelli-
Tools, reviewed in May 1993, p. 32), as a  

communication device. You can instruct 
IntelliTalk to speak every letter, word, 
and sentence as you type, review what's 
written in any standard text file, print and 
save documents, and change font size, 
typeface, and color — everything you 
expect a Mac word processor to do. 

In addition, a quick glance at my files 
reveals IntelliTalk as the only talking Mac 
word processor. (Davidson's KidWorks 2 
speaks, but it's designed as a plaything.) 
There is one other alternative: Berkeley 
Systems' OutSpoken can speak aloud 
everything that appears an a Mac screen: 
icons, menus, and mouse emulation. It's a 
talking interface for a graphics computer;  
you really  have.  to hear it  to  believe it, 

(Call 800-877-5535.) It's got a price to 
match, though — $495. 

STRAY DOGS AND MOOSE 
IntelliTalk works well with any Mac key-

board, but when coupled with the Intelli-
Keys programmable keyboard and a 
special sheet you create with the Overlay 
Maker program, it really Shines. 

True, it's a simple word processor. In 
reviewing a text-processing package, it's 
hard to break the habit of counting the 
number of rulers, fonts, and styles it offers 
— but remember that all that fancy 
formatting is lost on a typist who can't 
see. IntelliTalk has the basics. Some of its 
features are designed for typists with 
needs other than speech, as well. For 
instance, it offers picture menus and 
colored backgrounds as well as text. 

Most important, though, is IntelliTalk's 
speech editing. It uses lVfneinTalk, a 
system extension Apple included in early 
Macs. (Apple now advises developers 
not to use it.) According to Apple, you 
may experience problems using virtual 
memory or other extensions. I didn't 

MacinTalk is an old dog, but at least 
you can teach it new tricks; you can train 
it to say just about anything. Of course, 
you can add hundreds of.words and tune 
their pronunciation ever so finely, and 
IntelliTalk still sounds like Talking 
Moose. They both use MacinTalk, and 
the voice sounds like a computer talk-
ing. It isn't natural, but Talking Moose 
fans will agree that it does grow on you. 

I was a bit put out, however, when I 
tried typing this article with both eyes 
shut. All the Mac alert boxes forced me to 
peek at the screen and the "visual" inter-
face. Even Microsoft Word 5.1 lets you 
just type the letter Y or N instead clicking 
the Yes or No button in response to the 
question "Do want to save your work?" 

Of course, Berkeley's OutSpoken can 
do that But it costs ten times what 
IntelliTalk does. If you can't see and want 
to use a Mac all the time, OutSpoken is 
probably what you need. But if you need 
speech only occasionally or have other 
special needs, IntelliTalk's a bargain. 

THE NEW KNOWLEDGE NAVIGATOR 
Apple's vision of the future is. less visual 

than today's Mac interface. Not only has 
Apple revealed long-term plans such as 
"Casper' technology — the digital assis-
tant who talks when you speak to him 
— but the company is also expected to 
release a new text -to-speech tool next year 
that will rival the best talking computers 
for clarity. In the meantime, IntelliTalk is 
a law-cost way to turn printed words into 
spoken ones in the Mac's most common 
— and wordiest — application. 

Paul Statt 
Senior Editor 

Clralm 54 on Memder earvkle Cori. 
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I really want 

MacComputing, 

The Personal 

Macintosh 

Resource! 

Charter Discount Offer 

MACCOMPUTING 
The Magazine that Helps You 
Get the Max from Your Mac 

m acComputing  brings you everything you need to get the most 
from your Macintosh. Whether you use an LC, Classic or Perform, 
learn how to take advantage of all your Mac's capabilities. Be up-to-

date on the hottest software for small office and personal productivity educa-
tion and entertainment. Get affordable solutions to all of your computing needs. 

MacComputing: What it's got 
• Dozens of product reviews so you'll know what'll work best for you 
• Critical product ratings scaled from  1  to  10 
• Hot-off-the-press new  product  announcements 
•Unbiased, reliable product comparisons  to  help you buy  smart 
• Hints and tips  for beginners and experts 

• Practical solutions  to your  technical needs 
• Useful hands-on projects with step-by-step guidance 
• Respected authors and Mac experts 

MacComputing: What it's not 
'Bewildering  -  its written in  clear,  real-people language, not "computerese" 
• Expensive - it's only $19.951 
• Hard to get - just complete the mall-in  coupon below or fax your 

order to 603-924-9384. 

❑ 1 year (12 issues) of IllacComputing for only $19.95. I save 58%! 

❑ 2 years (24 issues) of  MacComputing  for only $32.95.  I save 65%! 

1:1 Bill me laterl 

Name 

Address 

City/Staire•p 	 537A 

Ifr:regn orders mum ht: prrpicl m  U,5.  funds  with Id1Ition,11 pomp. Afkl /13-10 fur Gorifla (inkludea 077): S1200 for:Memo, L45.0) lur all 
uthrr vngirries red ytlix aisle annual' subs-Apt:on ti 127 fig Savings based tir annual nra.%itafirl Fee  of  $47,4a MR% 	weeks  fur delivery. 

MaCCOinputing  •  PO Box  802  0  Peterborough, NH 03458 
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Connecting to a Universe of Information 
By CYN'•'H1A E. FIELD, Ph.D. • CO N SliUf !NG ED! .  I i )1sZ 

1 
 n ancient times, seekers of wisdom 
would look to the heavens for 
answers to their most-daunting ques-
tions. At first only kings and scholars 
were privy to the divine plan written 

in the stars, but you know how these things 
go. Word spread, demand soared, and a 
new bunch of professional seers known as 
astrologers began to hang out their shin-
gles and invite the common folk in. Of 
course, that was B.C. —before computers. 

Today, millions of computer users reg-
ularly consult a contemporary constella-
tion of knowledge sources called the 
Internet. More than an on-line service or 
computerized bulletin-board system (BBS), 
the Internet is a worldwide super-network 
made up of thousands of independent 
computer networks in universities, research 
centers, government agencies, and com-
mercial enterprises, From an Internet host 
computer you can download text and 

INTERNET READING LIST 

Computer Literacy Bookshops 
14013) 435-0744 
1:4011 435-1623 fax 
e-mail• infneclbooks.com  

The  Internet Companion: A Beginner's 
Guide to Global Networking.  1993. 
T. LaQuey Arith ..1,0 Ryer. Addison-
Wesley Publishing Company. Reading_ 
MA. ISBN# 0-201•62224-6 910.95 

Internet: Getting Started  1993. 
A. Marine, E. Kirkpatrick, V. Nem. 
and C, Ward. P1 Prentice Hall, 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 
IS8N# 0-13-327933-2. $213 

The Whole Internet User's Guide 
S Catalog  1992 E Kral O'Reilly 
& Associates. Inc Sebastopol. CA. 
IS2N# 1-56592-025-2, 924.95 

program files of all descriptions. Thou-
sands of special-interest groups, or news-
groups, gather on the Internet to share 
information on everything from astronomy 
to pets to family health to home brewing. 
You can chat "live" with other users or 
transfer information from an Internet 
server to your Apple II. 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE 
When progressive leaders in our gov-

ernment speak of a "national data super-
highway," they envision a computer net-
work as powerful — and as empowering 
— as the Internet, which serves as the 
prototype for a worldwide communications 
network supported by officials such as Vice 
President Al Gore. That's not surprising: 
The U.S. government has been helping to 
fund the Internet since its inception. It 
began in the late 1960s as ARPANET, a 
network that let users share software and 
hardware resources within the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency at the Depart-
ment of Defense. More than a decade later, 
ARPANET spawned Milnet, an unclassified 
military network. Milnet continued to 
support interne-work communications with 
ARPANET, which by that time was known 
as the DARPA Internet. Eventually, the 
name was shortened to Internet. 

What was once the domain of the military 
and defense contractors grew to embrace 
worldwide academic and research commu-
nity networks, thanks largely to the influ-
ence of NSFNET, the National Science Foun-
dation Network, founded in 1986 to link 
university researchers throughout the U.S. 
(It eventually displaced ARPANET.) Similar 
nets arose in other countries when research 
centers forged new links with the Internet — 
and the rest, as they say, is history. 

Despite a lack of centralized adminis-
tration, the Internet is now believed to 
include some 5 million people connected to 
10,000 networks in four dozen countries 
on all seven continents. Some observers  

guess the Internet is growing at the rate 
of 20 percent each month, a figure that 
precludes a firm estimate of the worldwide 
network's actual size. What we do know is 
that business users, computing enthusiasts, 
and even elementary-school children log 
onto the Internet every day. The Internet 
has evolved from a holy-of-holies for the 
chosen few to an all-encompassing infor-
mation resource for the rest of us. 

PUSHING THE ENVELOPE 
To many users, the Internet's complex-

ity and the sheer amount of information 
it provides make it as inscrutable as the 
constellations. But although some high 
priests of computing might [ike you to 
think that the Internet is beyond your 
grasp, it's both easy and inexpensive to get 
connected once you know the secret pass-
word (more on that below). M for equip-
ment, all you need is an Apple II — or any 
other personal computer — plus a modem, 
communications software, and a phone line. 

So equipped, you can dial a phone 
number that links you to one or more of 
the Internet's more-useful features: e-mail, 
telnet, and FTP (file-transfer protocol 

—master enough acronyms and you, too, can 
be an Internet guru), 

E-mail, or electronic mail, is even faster 
than Federal Express when it comes to 
communicating with other Internet users. 
Like snail /nag (a derogatory term for the 
U.S. Postal Service), e-mail letters must 
include the recipient's address. On the 
Internet, each address conforms to the 
domain name system, a format analogous 
in many ways to the name/street/city/state 
setup you use every day. 

One of my Internet addresses, for 
example, is cefield@aacom. That famil-
iar phrase preceding the @ sign is my user 
name on America Online; you can proba-
bly guess then what the and immediately 
following the @ sign refers to. The suffix 
corn is just one of several that indicate a 
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For fun, for business, for research, the Internet 
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NIXPUB S HORT LIST 
Open-Access Internet Sites 

   

PHONE # OBS LOCATION BAUD lx1001 FEE? 

201-759-8450 tronebox Belleville NJ 3/12/24/96 no 
203-861-1279 admiral Greenwich CT 3/12/24196 r10 

206-328-4944 poleri Seattle WA 12 yes 
206-367-3837 eskimo Seattle WA 3/12/24 yes 
206-382-6245 halcyon Seattle WA 3/12/24/98 yes 
212-420-0527 magpie New York NY 3112/24/9 6 na 
212-431-1944 borsaidnn New York NY 3/12124/96 yes 
212-675-7059 rnarob New York NY 3/12/24/98 no 
214-254-3404 Reis Dallas IX 3/12/24/96 yes 
214-436-3281 sdf Dallas TX 3112/24/96 no 
215-348-9727 jabber D ❑ ylestown PA 3/ 1 2/2 4/89 na 
215-654-9184 caller -Horsham PA 3/12/24/98 Ya5 
216-481-9445 warier; Cleveland CH 3/12/24/98 yes 
216-582-2460 ncoast Cleveland OH 12/24/96 yes 
217-789-7E188 pallas Springfield IL 3/12124/98 yes 
213-289-0282 Qatar South Rend IN 24/96 yes 
301-22❑ -0482 digex Greenbelt MO 3/12/24 yes 
301-953-7233 highlite .Laurel 12/24/98 yes 
303-871-4624 nyx Denver CO 3/12/24 no 
309-879- ❑409 has Peoria IL 3/12/24/96 no 
310-397-3137 sub Sante Monica CA 3112124196 no 
312-248-0900 ddswl Chicago IL 3112124/96 yes 
312-293-0559 chinet Chicago IL 3112124/96 yes 
312-338-0632 paint Chicago IL 3112/24196 no 
312-714-6568 gagme Chicago IL 12/24/96 yes. 
313-523-6309 nucleus Clarkston Ml 12/24 no 
313-996-4644 rn-net Ann Arbor Ml 3112/24 yes 
401-455-0347 anomaly Esmond RI 3/12/24196 no 
4 ❑7-299-3681 vicstoy Orlando FL 12/24 no 
407-438-7138 iwt. Orlando FL 12/24/96 no 
4 ❑8-241-9760 netcorn San Jose CA 12/24/96 yes 
4❑8-245-7726 uuwest Sunnyvale CA W12/24 no 
408-249-9630 quack Santa Clara CA 3/12/24/96 yes 
408-254-0246 zorch San Jose CA 12/24/96 yes 
408-254- ❑246 aruzio Santa Cruz CA 12/24 yes 
408-4513-2299 Born Santa Cruz CA 3/12/24/96 
408-725-0561 portal Cupertino CA 3/12124196 yes 
408-739-1520 szebra Sunnyvale CA 3112124/95 no 
410-625- ❑817 whafv Baltimore MD 12/24/98 CC! 

412-431-8649 eklektik Pittsburgh PA 3/12/24 yes 
414-241-5469 mixcbm Milwaukee WI 12/24/96 yes 

414 -734-2499 edsi Appleton WI 3/12/24 yes 
415-332-6106 well Sausalito CA 12/24 yes 
415-926-0397 wet San Francisco CA 12/24 yes 
415-949-3133 starnet Los Altos CA an 2/24/29 yes 
415-867-9443 btr Mountain VIew CA 3/12/24/90 yes 
416-452-0926 telly Brampton ON CAN 12/24/96 yes 
416-461-26 ❑ 8 tmsoft Toronto ON CAN 3/12/24/98 ye 
5 ❑2-957-42❑ 0 disk Louisville KY 3/12124  yes 
503-254-0458 bucket Portland OP 3/12/24/96 Yes 
503-297-3211 m2xenix Portland OR 3112/24196 no 
503-640-4262 agora -_Fox ❑ R 12/24/96 yes 
503-544-8125 techbook Portland OR 12/24/96 yes 
508-655-3548 unixland Natick MA 12/24/96 yes 
508-334-0149 genesis North Reading MA 12/24/96 no 
509-536-4052 visual Spokane WA 12/24/96/19 no 
510-223-9768 herbage El SPIN-ante CA 3112/24/49 no 
510-294-8591 wo❑dowl Livermore CA 12/24/19.2 no 
510-530-9382 but Claklent CA 12/24/96 no 
510-623-8552 jack Fremont CA 3/12/24/96 no 
512-34.6-2339 bigtex Austin TX 96 no 
513-779-6209 ainnet Cincinnati OH 12/24/96 yes 
514-435-8996 ichlibix Bleinville CE CAN 3/12/24/96 no 
517-497-3356 lunepark E. Lansing MI 12/24 ¶1 ❑ 

contin“ed in  p. 
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ON-LINE SERVICES 

America Online 
Quantum Computer Services, 

 8619 Westwood Center Drive 
Suite 20 ❑ 
Vienna. VA 22182-2285 
[900) 827-6364 

CompuServe 
P.O. Box 20212 
Cniumhus, OH 43220 
C9 ❑❑) 9 21B-B199 

Delphi 
General Videotex CorporatIOni 
1030 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge MA 02138 
t8 ❑❑3 B95-4❑❑5 
(817) 491-3393 

GEnie 
General Electric Information Services 
4❑ 1 North Washingtnn St. 
Rookvirla, MO 20E150 
1900) 639-2633 

Other services cost as little as $20 or as 
much as several hundred dollars per 
month. To locate a service in your area, 
download two files from America Online: 
pdia/0/0.txt (Pub& Dialup Internet Access 
List) and triepeb-server.txt (Open Acces$ 
UNIX Sites). Other on-line services proba-
bly offer them, as well. Or see the accom-
panying "NIXPUB Short List" to fmd an 
Internet access site in your calling area. 

SECRET'S OUT 
There's still another way to access the 

Internet — and it'll seem familiar to those 
of you who are already avid telecommuni-
cators. Recently, several cemtnercial 
information services — including America 
Online, CompuServe, GEnie, and Delphi 
— opened gateways letting -  Internet users 
around the world communicate with each 
other via e-mail. For instance, I regularly 
receive press releases from Bright Software, 
an Apple IlGe developer in Switzerland, 
via the Internet. 

America Online also maintains an active 
Internet forum and provides informational 
text files you can download, print, and read 
to learn more about the Internet. Among 
the more-helpful files is zenfOext. an  elec-
tronic version of Brendan P. Kehoe's book 
Zeta and the Art of the Internet. (For a list of 
other resources, see the accompanying 
sidebar "Internet Reading List.") 

America Online, CompuServe, and 
GEnie don't provide access to the Internet's 
more-sophisticated features — telnet and 
FTP — however. You read it here first: 
Short of getting a free ride courtesy of your 
school's computer-center hookup, the 
easiest and least-expensive means of 
accessing the Internet is to sign up for a 
trial membership on Delphi. The unsung 
hero of commercial on-line services, Delphi 
is unique in offering its members direct 
connection to khe Internet for only $3 per 
month. On-line time costs as little as $1 
per hour. Even from my semirural home 
office, I can connect to Delphi with a 
local phone call. The savings in telephone 
charges alone more than pay for my late-
night meandering around the Internet and 
Delphi's considerable number of other 
services, including a lively Apple II forum. 

At press time, Delphi was offering five 
hours of free connect time and waiving the 
$3 Internet surcharge for new subscribers 
during those free hours. You can even sign 
Up toll-free by dialing (800) 365-4636 with 
your modem: Press the return key when 
the connection's made; at the user-name 
prompt type JOINDELPIII; at the pass-
word type NCA3 7. 

EASY DOES IT 
So what do you get for your money —

how does it all work? From Delphi's main 
menu, choosing Internet Services shunts you 
to the Internet Special Interest Grate. Press  

the return key. From the Internet SIG menu 
you can send e-mail or explore Delphi's 
simple-to-use Auto-Connect Services, which 
make circling the globe on the Internet as 
easy asp. Orchoose Delphi's PIP or Telnet 
option to connect to your favorite Internet 
host computer directly. 

Delphi offers one other vital feature —
not only easy Internet Logan, but easy 
Internet search. In many respects the 
Internet is a UNIX club where UNIX-
speak is the mother tongue. Fortunately, 
just a few hours' practice is all it takes to 
become accustomed to the Internet's hier-
archical file structure, which is. after all, a 
lot like ProDOS. Noodling around the 
Internet and finding the files you want 
is still something of a challenge, but it's 
greatly simplified thanks to database search 
utilities such as Archie and Internet 
Gopher. Delphi provides access to both. 
Try Archie first: 
e Select the Utilities option from the internee 

SIG menu. 
e Choose Archie. FTP .File Search. 
a Select one of the Archie servers listed 

(host computers with Archie software 
installed). 

a When the login prompt appears, type 
archie and press the return key. 

e At the archie> prompt type the keyword 
you'd like Archie to search for. During 
one Archie session, for example, I was 
looking for files related to HyperCard. 
At archie> I typed grog  hypercard and 
pressed the return key. Archie searched 
among the 849 network sites stored in its 
database and came up with a few dozen 
locations nationwide where HyperCard-
related files are stored. 

e Because Archie doesn't let you print the 
list directly to disk or send it to your 
printer, I used the command mail 
cefield@aol.corn to instruct Archie to 
e-mail the list to me. Within hours it 
appeared in my America Online mail-
box. (I could just as easily have instructed 
Archie to send the report to my Delphi 
mailbox: cefield@delphi.eorn .) 

Gopher, a menu-driven information 
server, works more transparently. Searches 
occur in the background as Gopher 
"telnets" to different Internet sites from a 
main menu sporting plain-English entries 
such as Periodicals, journals, eg Newsletters; 
Reference Books; and Services at Other 
Institutions. Gopher is So named because 
the utility can "go fee you rather than 
leave you (1? your own devices as you 
maneuver through countless databases 
consisting Of hundreds of directorieS with 
arcane names. 

AROUND THE WORLD 
Archie and Gopher are designed to 

make searching the Internet a less frus-
trating experience for new users and old 
hands alike. But it's-also fun to explore the 
Internet free-style with telnet and FTP. 
All you need is a list of Internet domain 
addresses before you log on. (You can find 
addresses for dozens of public-access 
Internet sites in the books listed in the 
accompanying reading list.) Let's try some 
simple "telnetting" to start with: 
e To access the Weather Underground net 

(mentioned above), for example, select 
Telnet from Delphi's Internet .SIG menu. 

* When the system requests the host 
computer's- address, type madlab.sprl 
.untich.edu  3000. (The number 3000 is 
the part address — something like a 
suite number in an office building. The 
offices share the same street address, but 
have different suite numbers.) 

a Weather Underground's system is menu 
driven, a lot like many of the Apple II 
programs you already use. 

FTP is somewhat more exacting. Follow 
along as we try this one out 
e From Delphi's Internet SIG menu 

choose FTP. 
e When the system requests the Internet 

host address, type the domain name 
for the remote computer you want to 
access. 

• Generally speaking, you'll log on as 
anonymous; choose this default name by 
pressing the return key when the login: 
prompt appears. 

s At the password: prompt, your Delphi 
address appears automatically. Press the 
return key to accept it. 

a At theftp> prompt, use the appropriate 
commands to change directories, list 
files, and download them. 
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If you want to du a trial run on the 
Internet. you can practice F- 1 Ping from 
Deiphi'sAulo-Criimeci Services menu without 
knowing or typing in any domain names. 
+  Choose FTP 

At the Auto-FTP> Erater Tour selection: 
prompt type Recipes and press the 
return key. 
At the ftp> prompt type rizr and press 
the return key. 

.r A list of directories, including one titled 
pub, will appear. Public directories are 
available to all users, including guests. 
At theflp-> prompt type cd pub and press 
the return key to change to the pub 
directory. (As in the MS-DOS world, the 
command cd means dui-rage directory.) 
Atflp> type dir and press the return key 
to list subdirectories within the pub 
directory. 

+  You'll see a directory named recipes. At 
the lip> prompt type rd. recipes and 
press the return key to change to that 
directory. 

+ At 	type Use and press the return key 
to see the many recipes in the directory. 
Let's download a recipe for dog biscuits 
your favorite canine will drool over. 
(Proponents even say "people find them 
better tasting than many health foods." 
I can buy that.) At ftp> type.get "dog-
Wscuits" dog and press the return key. 
(Thee; command selects the file whose 
name appears in quotes, The name 
following the quotes is the title under 
which the file will be stored after its sent 
to your Delphi udorkpare — a storage 
place for transferred files and e-mail_) 
When the ftp> prompt reappears, type 
exit to quit FTP and leave the remote 
computer system. 
Within seconds you're back at Delphi 
where you can enter your workspace, 
"catalog" your holdings, and download 
that mouth-watering dog-biscuit recipe 
file to your Apple II. 

WINDOW ON THE FUTURE 
Imagine what a few hours on the 

Internet can do 16 enrich the computing 
experience for you and your family, 
officemates, or students. The "data super-
highway" of the future is a reality today. 
For fun, for business, for research. Internet 
lets you tap into thousands of databases 
and information banks around the globe. 
A modem, a telecom program, and a 
loco/ phone call are all you need to travel 
the world on line. L 

CONSULT1Nc. EDITOR CYNTHIA E. FIELD IS 

THE AUTHOR. OF MIC/DEIWA+'S APPLE CLINIC 

AND WHAT'S NEW DEPARTMENTS. WRITE TO 
HER CVO A+ PUBLISHING, 80 ELM STREET, 

PETTABOROUGH, NH 03458. ENCLOSE A SFI  

ADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE IF YOU'D 
LIKE A PERSONAL REPLY, 

.confinasecifrom p. 38 

PHONE # BEE LOCATION BAUD IK1001 FEE? 

517-789-5175 anuhis Jackson MI 3/12 no 
518-346-6033 sochub upstate NY 3/12/24 yes 
602-293-3728 coyote Tucson AZ 3/12/24/98 no 
602-649-9099 telesys Mesa AZ 12/24/96 yes 
602-941-2005 xroads Phoenix AZ 12/24 yes 
803-429-1735 mu Litchfield NH 12/24/96 yes 
604-576-9214 Indlink Vancouver BC 3/12/24/96 yes 
605-348-2735 oft386 Rapid City SD 3/12/24/96 yes 
606-283-5103 unatix Lexington KY 3/12/24 no 
607-273-3233 anana Ithaca NY 3/12124/98 no 
608-273-2657 adnix Madison WI 3/12/24 no 
612-473-2295 net51 Minneapolis MN 3/12/24 no 
613-237-0792 atour Ottawa ON CAN 3/12/24 no 
613-837-3029 icor Orleans ON CAN 3/12/24/95 no 
614-868-9980 luemoon Feynaldsburg OH 3/12/24/96 no 
515-288-3957 edsys Kingsport TN 12/24/96/19 no 
615-896-9715 alder Murfreesboro TN 12/24/96 no 
616-457-1964 ybbe Jenison MI 3/12/24193 no 
617-471-9675 csys Quincy MA 3/12124/96 no 
017-739-8753 arid Brookline MA 3/12/24/99 yes 
319-259-7757 net12 Del Mar CA 3/12/24/93 yes 
619-569-4072 net ❑ 1 El Cajon CA 3/12/24 yes 
703-281-7997 grebyn Vienna VA 3/12/24 yes 
703-803-0391 tnc Fairfax State VA 3/12/24/98 no 
708-833-8128 vpnet Villa Park IL 12/24/96 no 
708-983-5147 waSaek Lisle IL 12/24/96 no 
713-568-0480 taronga Houston TX 3/12)24/961 no 
713-668-7176 nuohat Houston TX 3/12/24/96 no 
713-684-5900 sugar Houston TX 3/12/24/96 no 
714-278-0862 alchemy Corona CA 12/24/98/19 no 
714-635-2863 dhvv6Elk Anaheim CA 12/24/96 no 
714-B21-9671 alphaorn Cypress CA 12/24/96 no 
714-842-5851 conexch Santa Ana CA 3112/24 yes 
714-894-2243 stanton Irvine CA 3/12/24 yes 
717-657-4997 campnect Harrisburg PA 3/12/24/96 no 
718-832-1525 panix New York NY 12/24/96119 yes 
719-632-4111 oicloolo Colo Spgs CO 12/24/98 yes 
801-566-6283 bitsko Salt Lake UT 3112/24/96 no 
804-627-7841 wyvern Norfolk VA 12/24/96 no 
812-333-0450 sir-elan Bloomington IN 12/24/12. 2/ no 
812-421-6523 aquila Evansville IN 3/12/24 yes 
814-353-0566 ❑ pumagic Bellefonte PA 12/24/96114 no 
818-287-5115 abode El Monte CA 24/98 yes 
818-793-910E1 atrium Pasadena CA 3/12/24 no 
900-438-7727 uunet Falls Church VA 3/12/24/96 yes 
804-456-2003 amaranth Pensacola FL 12/24/96 no 
906-228-4399 lopez Marquette MI 12/24 yes 
908-297 -9713 kb2eer Kendall Park NJ 3/12/24/93 no 
916-649-D161 sactoh0 Sacramento CA 12/24/96 yes 
919-248-1177 rook RTP NC 3/12/24/96 yes 
919-453-7111 wolves Durham NC 3/12/24 no 
+33-1-40-35-23-49 gna Paris FRANCE 12/12/96 no 
+39-541-27E156 etc Rimini ITALY 3112/24/96 no 
+41-61-8115492 ixgch Kaiseraugst CZECH 3/12/24 no 
+44-81-317-2222 diroon London UK 3/12/24 yes 
+44-81-883-6646 ibmpcug Middlesex UK 3/12/24/96 yes 
+49-30-691-95-20 scuzzy Berlin GERMANY 3/12/24/96 no 
+49-40-494887 isys-hh Hamburg GERMANY 3/12/24/96/ no 
+49-8106-34593 gold Baldham GERMANY 3/12/24/90 1113 
+61 -2-337-1183 kralizec Sydney AUSTRALIA 12/24/96 yes 
+84•4-3139-5478 ectrix Wellington NZ 3/12/24/96 yes 
+64-4-564-2317 cavebbs Wellington NZ 12124 no 
+34-9-917-3725 kcbbs Auckland NZ 12/24/96 no 

Linings are as current as possible. 
Send additions, deletions, or corrections to philExls.com . 

—Joe Abernathy, Senior Editor, FC World 
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Apple Drives 
Ilgs, Ile, Mac, Laser 128 

IA" x 5.5" x 7.5" 
i► cL Apple Hi Speed SCSI Card 

and the GSOS 6.0 
add $60 for RamFav SCSI Card 

§ the hard drive that is 
30% smaller than 
the floppy drive § 

42MB (19ms) - $379 
85MB (17ms)  -  $389 
170MB (17ms) - $439 
210M13 05ms) - $519 

READER SERVICE INDEX 
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Reader Service Page Reader Service Page 
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New & Exciting  
ADD to your Apple Ilgs 

with your Apple SCSI card 
and share with your Mac 

Floptical Drive 
21 ME Fast Floppy Drive $369 

Tape Drive 
155MB $519 

Optical Drive 
35" 128MB $1229 

CD ROM Drive 
$519 

New--2.5" drive enclosure 
for your PowerBook drive 

Tulin Technology 
2156H O'Toole Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95131 
Tel: 408-432-9057 
Fax: 408-943-0782 
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By GARRY HOWARD 

YOU'LL GET A POTENT REMINDER OF JUST WHAT THOSE 

"Mac-style" interface is powered by a superior graphks and sound 

Apple II line. Your system pays a price for all those windows and 

icons, though: hefty memory requirements. Big integrated pack-

ages such as AppleWorks GS, sophisticated creativity programs like 

HyperStudio, fast-and-furious games like Space Fox — all run 

more efficiently with extra RAM. Even if you can squeeze a program 

into the GS-standard 1 megabyte, chances are 2 megs or more will 

give you speedier operation and access to optional Features. 

Thanks to the laws of supply and demand — the popular use 

of computer chips in everything from cars to microwave ovens —

the cost of beefing up your system is dropping every day. Let's take 

a look at three of the newest RAM-card models on the market: 

RAM GS from Sequential Systems, PaceMark's Iics Super Ram, 

and C.V. Technologies' CV-Ram. To even the playing field, I tested 

all three boards with 4 megabytes (MB) installed, (Other configu-

rations are also available.) All are top performers and are priced at 

less than $200 for 4 megabytes. Several additional criteria — type 

of memory expansion, ease of installation, quality of documenta-

tion and included utilities, and availability of technical support —

can help you decide which board is right for your system. 

BOOT UP A GS PROGRAM AND  

initials stand for: That comfortable 

engine that's state-of-the-art for the 

3  new 

GS RAM boards 

give you the 

power you need 

to run today's 

silicon-hungry 

programs. 
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equential Systems' 

RAM GS comes with extensive 

documentation and carries 

a two-year warranty. 

ILi•IJI11.1ii 	1.1 

w ith  the biggest capacity 

of the three cards reviewed 

here, C. V.'s CV-Ram gives you 

a potential 8 megabytes 

of additional memory. 

aceMark's Super Ram 

uses SIMM units you can 

recycle between your GS 

and your Macintosh. 
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Basic Stats 

	

• 	AM GS is a full-sized board (about 3 by 7.5 inches) — i 
a "zip" package holding 1-megabit CMOS DRAM _I (complementary metallic -oxide semiconductor dynamic 

random -access memory) chips with a typical access speed of 
80 to 10Ons (nanoseconds). CMOS chips ensure low power 
consumption and relatively low heat generation in your 
system. Zip doesn't refer to speed here. Superficially 
speaking, the smaller the nanoseconds number, the faster 
the memory chip, but memory access is ultimately limited 
by the computer's microprocessor speed. Used here, zip is 
a coined expression that describes the pins on the bottom 
of the chip: They're arranged like teeth in a zipper. Each 
tabular-style chip is soldered to the board. 

You can purchase the RAM GS card in two configura-
boos: 2 or 4 megabytes. The 4-megabyte board is fully 
populated With four hanks holding eight chips each. The 
2-megabyte card includes two banks of eight chips each, 
with another two banks containing 16 sockets that let you 
increase memory to a maximum of 4 megabytes by insert-
ing chips sold by Sequential and other third-party companies 
(approximately $50 for 2 megabytes at press time). A 
company spokesman notes that 98 percent of Sequential's 
customers purchase the fully populated 4-megabyte board. 

As spelled out in the documentation, you set the RAM 
configuration via a single on-board jumper — a small 
plastic-and-metal bridge that indicates whether 2 or 4 mega-
bytes are installed. Sequential packs an eight-page manual 
and a 3.5-inch diagnostic utilities disk (to test whether the 
hoard's individual chips are working) with RAM GS, which 
is warranted for two years. The company also offers toll-
free technical support within the U.S. and Canada. 

By contrast, IIGS Super Ram is a half-sized board: about 
3 by 4 inches. (GS owners who have already upgraded  

memory by installing Quality Computers' Q-RAM GS will 
recognize this card. Both are manufactured by PaceMark 
Technologies.) The Super Ram board uses 1-megabyte 
DRAM SIMMs (single in-dine memory modules) with an access 
speed of 120ns or faster. These units are similar to those 
used in Macintosh computers, although different Mac 
models may require SIMMs with different speeds. 

The memory modules on the 'Ws Super Ram card are 
mounted in four low-profile slots. SIMMs win the prize 
for ease of expansion hands down: Adding memory is as 
simple as snapping SIMMs into their slots and then 
setting the two DIP (dual in-line package) switches on the 
Super Ram board. The documentation describes this basic 
procedure and what the switches' on and off positions 
indicate to your system. 

If you prefer to shop around for the least-expensive 
SIMMs you can find, you can purchase a bare-bones Super 
Ram board for only $50 and add 1-megabyte SIMMs for 
total memory expansion of 1, 2, or 4 megabytes. A 
PaceMark Technologies spokesman says you can purchase 
appropriate SIMMs for as little as $18 each by mail order, 
at computer shows, or at swap meets. When schools 
upgrade their Mac LCs with 4-megabyte SIMMs, he adds, 
they often recycle the LCs' original 1-megabyte. SIMMs in 
GSes equipped with Super Rarn boards. 

PaceMark includes a three-page instruction pamphlet 
and a RAM-test utility on 3.5-inch disk in the Super Ram 
package. The board is warranted for one year in addition, 
PaceMark provides a toll-free support number for 
the U.S. and Canada. 

CV-Ram is also a half-sized card. It uses standard 
4-megabit DRAM chips with an access speed of 120ns or 
faster. Its the only one of the three boards reviewed here 
that's expandable to a total of 8 megabytes in increments 
of 1 megabyte. The board comes with eight soldered chips 

minimum configuration 

maximum configuration 

4MB board price 

board size 

board installation 

DMA compatible? 

maximum DMA access 

chip hype 
chip installation 

chip cost 

recycle chips? 

test software included? 

warranty 

toll-free support? 

SEQUENTIAL RAM GS 

2MB 

4MB 

$199.95 

full 

easy 

yes 

4MB 

zip 

difficult 

low 

no 

yes 

2 years 

yes 

PACEMARK SUPER RAM 

OMB 

4MB 

$150 

half 

difficult 

Yes 
4MB 

SIMM 

easy 

low 

yes 

yes 

1 year 

yes 

CV-RAM 

4MB 

8MB 

$199 
half 

difficult 

yes 

4M13/8MB* 

standard DRAM 

difficult 

high 

no 

no 

1 year 

no 

*8MB with C.V.'S RAMFast SCSI Card only 

Table. Feature-comparison chart for three RAM-card models. 
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PREMN.2CT h\IFORMATION 

CV-Ram 
C.V. Technologies 
1800 East Whipp Road 
Suite 200 
Kettering, OH 4544 ❑ 
(513) 435-5743 
TMS Peripherals/ 
distributors 
1120 Holland Drive 

DUO %too, FL 33487 
(4071999-9929 
(407) 998-9983 fax 
$109 4MB 
$235 5MB 
5269 6MB 
$299 7MB 
$339 8MB 

RAM GS 
Sequential Systems 
120❑ Diamond Circle 
Lafayette, CO 80026 

Wail 759-4549 sales 
(B ❑ O) 999-1717 
customer service 
(303) 066-4549 
[3 ❑ 3] 665-0933 fax 
$149.95 2MB 
$199.95 4MB 
GEnie: SEDLIENTIAL 

Iles Super Ram 
PeceMerk Technologies 
3174 Doolittle Drfve 
Northbrook., IL 600E2 
[1300] 888-5240 
salesItech support 
[7031 564-0030 
[7 ❑8) 564-7707 fax 
$50 OMB 
$75 1MB 
$100 2MB 
$150 4MB 

and eight empty expansion sockets. The documentation 
accompanying the card provides part numbers of compat-
ible chips manufactured by Samsung, Texas Instruments, 
and Toshiba. At press time. a C.V. Technologies spokes-
man estimated the cost of chips at about $30 to $40 per 
megabyte, but he cautioned that prices fluctuate on a 
biweekly basis. The position of an on-board jumper indi-
cates the total amount of memory installed on the 
CV-Ram card. 

The CV-Ram "manual" is three photocopied pages. The 
package includes no RAM test utilities. (C.V. Technologies 
recommends using the diagnostics that come with 
AppleWorks GS 1.1 — fine if you already own that $300 
program.) The board carries a one-year warranty. The 
company offers no technical support or toll-free phone 
line and in fact recommends that you purchase the 
CV-Ram board from an authorized mail-order distributor 
such as TMS Peripherals. 

All three RAM cards reviewed here are DMA (direct 
memory access) compatible in configurations of up to 4 
megabytes with both the Apple High-Speed SCSI Card 
and C.V. Technologies' RAMFast SCSI Card. DMA tech-
nology means that the SCSI (. nail-compnter system interface) 
card linking your computer and hard drive (or other SCSI 
peripheral) can bypass your system's CPU (central process-
ing unit) to access memory directly, resulting in speedier 
operations. The CV-Ram board is unique in its DMA 
compatibility above 4 megabytes, but that feature is avail-
able only with the company's own SCSI hard-drive 
controller board. In a nutshell, if you have C.V.'s RAMFast 
SCSI Card, the CV-Rain board will take you to 8 mega-
bytes with HI DMA capability. You can use the memory 
card with any other SCSI controller by turning DMA off 
— if you don't mind giving up direct memory access in 
return for 8 megabytes of RAM. 

Plug 'n' Play? 

j
nstalling any of the three RAM-expansion boards 
reviewed here is a straightforward process. The basic 
procedure goes like this: 

• Make sure your computer's turned off 
• Pop the lid on the GS. 
• Ground yourself by touching the power supply or 
wearing an anti-static wrist strap to dissipate harmful 
static electricity. 
• Insert the RAM card into slot 8, the GS' dedicated 
memory-expansion slot. It's offset from the motherboard's 
other slots — it's toward the front right as you face the GS. 
• Boot your computer with a diagnostic disk to check the 

amount of RAM on board. 
Sonic RAM cards are physically easier to install than 

others, though. Sequential's RAM GS board with its high-
profile zip-style chips leaves a clearance of only one 16th 
of an inch between the memory card itself and an adjacent 
SCSI card. By contrast, thanks to its conventional design, 
the CV-Ram board leaves lots of room for air circulation 
— but it's difficult to insert. Despite its low-profile SIMM 

slots, the Super Ram board results in a tight fit; in fact, 
its SIMMs touched the surface of the SCSI card in my GS. 
Moreover, the Super Ram card is difficult to insert and 
remove. 

According to a PaceMark spokesman, the close proxi-
mity has no effect on performance. There's no contact 
between conductive surfaces. The SIMMs incorporate low-
power CMOS components, and even an accelerated 
8-megahertz GS doesn't generate the significant amounts 
of heat more commonly associated with, say, the 66-mega-
hertz microprocessors found in accelerated IBM PCs, for 
instance. The company claims to have sold more than 
10,000 Super Ram cards in the past year alone with no 
reported problems. 

There's no doubt that the quality of the three RAM cards 
reviewed here is first class. Each board has characteristics 
that make it appealing to different types of GS users, 
though, so it's worthwhile to take a moment to assess your 
needs. if you want a simple, reliable, low-priced 4-
megabyte card, for example, Sequential's RAM GS is the 
best choice. If you're satisfied with a maximum of 4 
megabytes but would like to add that memory in stages —
with the potential to recycle SIMMs to or from a Macintosh 
— PaceMark's (Ins Super RAM can't be beat. 

If you have a RAMFast SCSI Card and consider yourself 
a "power user," however, the CV-Ram hoard will take 
you all the way to 8 megabytes with full DMA capability —
maximum operational speed and efficiency with even the 
biggest GS programs on the market. ❑ 

GARRY HOWARD IS A GEOLOGIST WITH A PRIVATE COMPANY, BASED 

IN ALBERTA, CANADA. WRITE TO HIM. cio A+ PUBLISHING, 80 

ELM STREET, PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458. ENCLOSE A SELF-

ADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE IF YOU'D LIKE A PERSONAL REPLY. 
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MFG CGFIP 

• A quality source of your external 
SCSI hard disks, tape backups, and 
combo units. Apple. Mac. IBM 
com patible. 

An exclusive manufacturer of all 
FIRST CLASS PERIPHERAL 
SIDERS. Also provide service. 
7epalr, and upgrade on existing 
models. 

• See our AD to the upcoming issues 
of this magazine. 

1700 Forrest Way 
Carson City, NV 59706 

Sales: 1300-982-3232 
Tech SW: 702-687-2800 

' PLEASE MENTION THIS AD 

Circle 16 an Reader Service Card. 

For all repairs. 
Additional charge 1hr parts and 

shipping, Maximum price 
quote guaranteed. 
Apple II+, Ile, He 

parts repaired. 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY 
Call fir more information! 

We buy dead Apple. Mac, and PO; 
Hours: I2.00-5:00 PM ET 

6.30-I0.110 PM rr 
IVION-SN I 

Arminies Pubs. and Prods. Inc. 
15519 Orchard Avenue 

Merchantville, NJ 08109 
(609) 662-3420 
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Best Value 
In Apple II Series Public 

Domain & Shareware 
targesltielixbion avoidable unywhere over QM 

BOOTabk eniJMENildlperated Progtai a Disks, full tr. 

Frikrtainrnent -Raciness • Education .litiliths -Print 

S hap 1; reph in • Appir14'u tits • EahILIME 

Teleconame 	lie; • Virrirly .1fAM Radii? • novelty • 

GS. Sperbge -PRODOS.Sperifie..._aod Marc...! 

Programs far Apple 11+.11e,11c+, lie, Iigx &Alai 

wi lh fie Simulator Card. Mora are available in :US and 3..3 
Femur. I.ew as 41. A Disk • SIC & ViSA AerePigil • 

Next Day Shipping is available .Special nlFrrs for •ew' 

oacoaners: Si:MS.220 for Chnstribi's 0c-it riptivccittalog 

and Done Bale Re Maundy Surprised 

Christella Enterprise
*. P.O. Box 82205 

Rochester, 'Michigan 485084205 
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Computer e/Amter oCelor 

LASER 128 	289 	414 	488 
LASER 128EX 	359 	484 	558 

Joyguo. ..... .._25 
lagiA 

	

No-s'oll. Clog* 	36 

Repair 	 Laosr monitor trancL 	
•
_25 

CW1i0f 	 Login SOK. Mod cm- ......... 
Education 	 Laser 125 Expeneior Box 	55 
Dealer 	 Lexie, PC-e. 	11134...109 	Mee..2111 

PCB to Apple 11. 'Bridge rec App1oWorks 3C 15 
Ward ERNE,  wic.esd - Laser 128, Ile: 20/40 meo....289 f 339 
Mouse: for Ile wfaard...89, lor Laser 128, lb, c+ 70 
Salsa kin Keyboard Protector for Laser VS, 	20 
Lauer 825 Drive...99 1.93G.....60 	Lesor 3.5 OriVo...139 
Goldstar Amber Coricipaite Moll 110i 	 . 129 
RG2 14' color w groan r lilt & swivel For Laser 	213 
Magnavox ROEUCturposite Cabe: re. 	to 	zos 
Goldstar Super VGA 14.  Color lor Mae LC ill 299' 
lie Primer Card erleablo Parallel .49 Super Seriel...62 
irrageWriler1Coevetible Printer. 145 Wee carrier .325 

LASER Experts 
	1-800-726-7086 

Memory 	sthco[ POs.Chogo & COD. 

RAM Chips: 119a  I  moo...45 	Lees & Axide 255t. _18 
AM Gerd: 	In 43 11.0 ...19 lb. .53 user 128.. 02 

Priam-n.1 Local Orden' 	12657 Coral Breeze Drive 
(407i 79o-1070 	W. Palm Bch, FL 33414 
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Bible Software 

 

  

Find any verse in the Bible, 
search for any word or phrase. 
Easily find the exact verse you 
need for your study. Build per-
sonal condcordanixs to the Bible. 
We also offer a topical index and 
a Greek transliterator. For 
ProDos, Macintosh & MSDOS. 
Call for a FREE brochure. 

(800) 423-1228 

Bible Research Systems 
2013 Wells Branch Pkwy 4304 

Austin. Texas 78722 
(512),51-7541 

 

     

    

  

  

WIN LOTTERIES NOW! 
LOTTO PICKER"' for Aopid II is a must purchase if you are 

SERIOUS about winning larger fedi:101S and gentratIrk) 
More frequent smaller winnings on a routine Deals] LOT-

TO PICKER works oy uncovering hidden biases in your fel-

tary game and exploring tern in Order ID prDvide youl wrth 

qualified plays to make. Your cad will be loaded with num-

bers ihat have proven to be statislically Signilicant for your 
lottery game. Works !or all lotteries oorldivede linciuding 

numser games). $241.65 (44.5$  VI-1). NY residents 

please add applicable sales tax. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEEDI 
Order 1 ,80S-484-1062 s-code 0644 

 

   

   

r- 
	GE RIDGE SERVICES, INC. 

8I6 Fieftssetaef Ave 
Debt- IC 
Staten Island, N.Y. 10102 

 

   

FACTORY FISH RIBBONS 
Ribbon 	 Stuck Color 
Apple Imaeetvrier I. II 	 $219 
lillEilearnier I. II Colors rain,tieer She. a>13211, VOOW. PY ,VD) 6220 
Irrepaoter I.II Exotic Colors tOranee.1daroen..8oKI 
thrd.omfter II-4 Calor 

(1.5951 	wri 4  
irnagovairet LO 	Madill-414 calol 
8410169715e 
Partatiento 	 rein ,  
PEmeionir 1125€4190 
Paresam 10?45 1524 
Ciller. 120- OlG5X t 	124.cli are a c., .71 
Slar SWI 000 

e601-} $4 -50 
$9.16 
57.25 

2100 
00.59 
53.05 
$5.25 

54.50 
$,D 

21335 

$1450 
66.55 
19,59 

511.55 
1900 

Hundreds more. Volume Oi.scewits 
For Orders of ass than 6, please add 75c each, 

Stterdard Colors LE, EEC, GREEN. PURPLE) 

CUSTOM COLORS AVAILABLE 
- PREMILlit CS ALL WE SELL! - MONEY SACK GUARANTEE - 
ShirciriVriarigric oidor 575.We gay 5111 •1'. 0 .0 

Canada add 15795+1 (ntnirnumS5e 195 
SC/8874.66.50talard pow.. ALErap P05 we.0.3rne: 

ISLAND COMPUTER SUPPLY „alb 
305 Grand Bouievard 
Massapeaua Park, NY t 1762 
516) 798-650.0 (516.) 788495 {FAX) 
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And your Earls and Viscounts. If you've got 
royal ancetors. we have the noble software 
that can help you trace them down. Family 
Roots and your Apple. IBM or Macintosh oi-
ler individual and group sheet.% charts, 
name indices. gene r.11 . ,4iarch and text cepab- 

Put u 	Adapts tp to mord 
ptinters, and 

screens. Includes a corn- 

your preherNiee manual. 

We have oilier genealog- 

dukes' --"eft--t- 
Write or al today for 
more information and 
tree brochure. 

44,14/)41141.• 
 

Quinsept, Inc. 
P 0 Bin ..11e 
Lexington,  NIA 2217S 

• • 	Telephone: f617/ 541-2930 Family  l.509) .63.7-76ell,  
nuri. 	ra4131, 

ami Set,..hre-Cat4 	S1.711,1 
ROCyltS • 71,6,p. ■%. 

:n!el 
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THE MARKETPLACE 

!!!$19!!! Apple II Public Domain 

Request FREE catalog or send 
$2 for demo disk and catalog {refund-
abie}. Categories include 
Education, Utilities, Games, 
Business, Print Shop 
Graphics, Shareware, Eamon 
and more. Buy as low as B00 per disk. 

A 520 order gets 4 tree disks of your 
choice and a S30 order gots an oven 
bigger surprise! 

■ In business since 1966 
• Purchase Orders Welcome 
• Next Day Shipping 

Caloke Industries {inept. Sx) = PO Box 18477 ar 
	.J Baytown, MO 64133 W., 
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Let F &NMI( TREE automatically 

link together your family's 
history into an easy 10 operate 

Land JIM 10 u.Se) data file. 	 
Print a wide variety of charts, 
namelists. ainnentefels and 4.-1 
group sheets to your printer or 
AppleWorks files, la even thews 
jam fity refariorzsbyasr Imports data 
from AppleWorks nr LDS-PAF data files. For 
Apple enhanced LEe, 1.1c or FIGS. 
Truly aliESTEtCratthislow, prepublication 
price of only 349'5 +2 50  S&H (CA add tax 1 , 

 With ray 90 day satisfaction guarantee. you 
cannot loser Specify 3.5 or 5.25 disk and send 
check or money order to the author: 

FAMILY-  TREE 
GELN-EA1.0147. RE,C:RFATMN 
FAST - TLtN - EASY T( USE 

Free 
Catalog 

Used Apple 
Computers 

Apple /lc, gs, Macs & More 
While all the (Abell come and go, we keep dung what 
we do hest. We've been rehirbishing and selling used 
computers for ten years. Our quality control depart-
ment em urea you lire heal machine available for the 
money--or your nioney-hark—ixerusteed. 

Call Anytime 
1-800-821-3221 

PO Box 4059 
Logan. UT 114323- 4059 

Fax: (801) 755-3311 

• 
Sun %mittens:. Inc. 
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F so 
T16:65Ate' 

 irl&I  For Apple II, 
AppleGS, or 

Choose from 	*Macintosh. 

*GAMES a KIDS 
*FONTS ■ *CLIP ART 

HOME AND BUSINESS 
Receive 3/3.5' or 5/5.25' disks_ 

Pay a service charge of $2.95 per 
collection. Credit cords only. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed Since 1985 
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Sf -pty 

e_ 12 	litevy very !Ninny 
ler nek• Crto:ollemder Re

farm 
 

• 10 You Mar Lifc 
Thousands of sodded moors • Foolack Storm 

have round that  replacement 
halter. kit ie the bell way to 
',enlace a dead snide r.rd dock 
batters en early models .ROM 
1.09 Apple lira and MAC IL 

Tadiran TI,2154/S Battery replacement 
for New ROM 3 Apple FIGS Ez MAC II - $10 

Best of Share Ware & Public Domain 
1 Odi ek  collection for Apple HOS - $35 

Nits Owl Journal & WRAITH adventure 
for any Apple TT with 3.5" disk - $9.95 ea. 

Include $2 Sit-I per Order ($5 overseas) 

Nlte Owl Productions 
5734 Lamar Street 
Mission, KS 66202 

11- Gs Battery 

Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 

$14.95 ea. 
io Kits fen 5130 

Apple I 	Ile Systems from 
	

$249:99 

Apple I Igs COlOr System 
	

$874,99 
Apple Hi-Speed SCSI Cards 

	
$104.00 

MAC-ii/Mac SE 1/20 
	

$4-25/3649 
MAC 101ex/11k/1ft from 

	
$1249 

MAC SE0301Portable 
	

$1499/CALL 
MAC Classic/LC 
	

$795/$895 

MAC Classic IPLC was 
	

LOWEST 
MAC 110 51120 (NEW) 

	
$2999 

MAC Pawerbooks 
	

CALL 
MAC Cuadra 700/900/950 

	
LOWEST 

MAXTOR 120 Meg Hard drive 
	

$529,99 
imagewriter I/II from 
	

$199.99 

Apple Talk Connectors (Mini-Din 8) 	$9.99 
All Peripherals (Apple & MAC) 	LOWEST 
Radius, RasterOps, AE. Outbound 	CALL 

Also open evenings & weekends 

M.P.-COMPUTER MICRO SYSTEMS 
3004 Lawrence Expressway. Santa Clara, CA 95051 

008)481-9800 (VOICE) • (408) 481- 9604 (FAX) 

AppleWorks 3.11 
Compatible! 

APPLEWORKS ft IBM 
CROSS-WORKS 2.6 can exchange AppleWorks data files with the most popular MS-DOS programs: 

AppleWorks 4t  Microsoft Works 
AppleWorks Word Proc. ft  WordPerfect 
AppleWorks Spreadsheet ft  Lotus 1-2-3 

AppleWorks Data Base so dBase III , IV , etc. 
In seconds, CROSS-WORKS copies files either way between your 
Apple /land IBM PC, and translates the file formals. Ward Processor 
files maintain underlining, margins, centering, etc. Spreadsheets 
transfer data and formulas' Transfers ASCII text files too. Includes 
universal 19,200 baud cable to =nen fie (with Super Serial Card 
119, ficPlus & figs to PC, XT. AT, PS/2 & compatibles. Also supports 
modem transfers Both 5V4 and 3V., inch disks included. 

"...took no further. SoftSpokerr's CROSS-WORKS cartips the biggest stick in the file translation/ 
transpOrtation bustriess... Rang: ****" — InCuler 	rtes 

CROSS- WORKS Tm  899. es Shipping I band 
JO Day money-tack esialanie-e ,  'Some! P C.s welcome. 

(919) 870-5694 for tree inlormatron.  
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SoftSpoken 
P.O. Box 18343 

Raleigh, NG 27619 

THE MARKETPLACE 

Robert M. Merrill 
61 SO Via Real A-2 5 

Carpinteria. CA 93013-2863 
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13 	your one source for  M 
discount music-MIDI products 

Apple if, GS, Mae, 11131, .-itrerigri, ..lrerri, L'i5.1 

SOUND MANAGEMENT 
Electronic Music Products 
P.O. Box 3053 Peabody, MA 01961 

800-548-4907 and 5013-531-8192 
MIDI Buying Guide/Ed. Catalog $3.00 

	

= 
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Check • At 	PO • Canadian  W creamed 

MiDll SOFTWARE INTERFACES +. S399 KEYBOARDS 
ENTER THE FASGIN All NG WORLD CIF MUSIC • MID[! 

Learn  Practice Compose I'leyll]kk Edit Fleceird Print Create 
Kew lilLil ael udid: SA. h:. DS MDI.Volue Pack 2.:35. hi - 	 e 1Jia..4track 
Sea Dr Ta KOS tE93, Iie6eiCeerral 25 Stai, 5 I aa lie Slek MIDI Men. D.2- 

69:41 55 SO% 054le  Starter Foca  BequeilLyr, NotElen Z Cad., MIDI 
IT-Wale 5305. MIDI Irileeee lint taS.bles R-S II-, In $12 N117t1012 
kkailr,LEarl 56quentar Nalalor, Interface, 2 Caolus.3215 ,  Vslel.5.}.4, 
Finale 5544, 0.-1.-i Bc.x 5?9 Cu-er-c, $90. Tree $05., Beyond 3115 
PerrwrigeRVATneose-  SM. t Mue.Bcroile. .4,p* KDI Fle1.319, MCI Jan 
D-M.$17, Cafq Dual, 0 ,0., MIDI Mac /la Mete MXII. Ed. Leaning aerial 
tii 01 Fdrog, Choi* Bales 53,.-5751, MIDI al:4. 513. A. tramez-r-Gaso 
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a • 	Wm:eke:oda-Intro PAW MO) • Kertnaro :•Selvara Us:GS-de 
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Software Of The Month Club® 

619-931-8111 Ext 511  

SUPER DEALS ON MACS & APPLES! 
BUY• SELL (TRADE • USED•NEVV 

A+ Howe Organizer 
Don't be caught off guard when you 

need vital information fear 
Keep all your eSserdal household inlOrrdation Bally IttfaSi-
hie with A-F Home Organizer for AppleWorks OT or 
ClansWoriss'. Designed by inCiderl,4+ columnist, Cynthia 
Held, 1:14 Now Organizer makes lighi worknl maintaining de-
tafled records of ban's atounLs, InsUrance policies . rneaal Ms, 

 lodes and mare. These ternplabas produce clear. concise doc-
urne,-its in well-designed lad -rats. Plus. They re so simple to 
us-e ,  Complete inetructione are provided right on Ire oisk. 

Great Value! Just $29,95! 
Ten templates as l pros, that call. betteta• 

11-18 ,:s leas ;hen ID per template. 

Insurance Policies Fite • Add mese Labels 
home Inventory Onianizer • Inleresl-Eorning Account 

Personal valance Sheet • Vacation manner 
Mortgage coal worksheet • Friends & Farts 

MO ngsgiggEg: add Lt...salan 	ForiEgna4 met aaeSt d4, Fcrgyn prdops 

ha.Ewat N !J.& tv ,s1 damn on a U.S. Sent Appra,alatia is a tvoss.tai 
imoomark of Apple Oacryhaer. cc. !lemma iv Gem Carp. agns a. a krexte-
Twk 01 C61 ,4.17,7ffp. 

ZrSiCrit!l(}1.211  Tinedras 1c:11O-lgt-.7 1-800-582-7006 
At Special Products PG 13as 1 Bd r Salisbury MD 2'1601 
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SHAREWARE SOLUTIONS 
BY JOE KOHN 

GS Fu) AND GAMES 
ather than risk a sunburn this summer, why not spend 

ri all your time safely inside, basking hi the phosphor glow 
of your GS' monitor? You'll have a lot more fun than your 

computerless friends. While they head for the beach or go off 
on vacation to Europe, you can travel to faraway worlds your 
Mende can't even begin to imagine. Summertime is a time 
for fun and games, and there's en Incredible collection of low. 
cost freeware and shareware entertainment titles available 
that should keep you busy ell summer long. So, get that 
mouse finger ready — no GS owner needs to get the summer-
time blues this year. 

'  Ant Wars  is the latest in a long series of $1 ❑ shareware 

wonders by Karl Bunker. Part board game, part strategy 

arcade game, you'll maneuver your good-guy red ants around a 

grid, as you attempt to surround the computer-controlled bad-

guy black ants and kill them — all while avoiding getting done in 

yourself. Quick reflexes and creative strategic thinking are  a 
must for chalking up high scores. Just watch out for those 

beserker ants. 

•••  Bilge  Art  is  a  freeware strategy arcade game from Brutal 

Deluxe, a new group of French programmers. it's fun yet chal-

lenging — requiring goad coordination and mouse mastery. The 

play screen looks like a standard billiards table, but game play is 

more bumper-pool-meets-Pong. The goal of the game is eo rico-

chet  a  billiard ball successfully off an increasing number of 

bumpers. One bumper's a snap: two makes life a little more diffi-

cult; three bumpers makes it a challenge of the first magnitude. 

Bowl  GS,  a freeware bowling-alley simulation by Terry 

Burdett, is a top-notch game — the next-best thing to spend-

ing an evening down at your local lanes. With great graphics, 
realistic digitized sounds, and a multiwindow animated display, 

Bowl GS is suitable for one to three players. Use the mouse to 

position your bowler, then double-click to release the ball. Time 

your mouse clicks carefully, as they control whether the ball 

will roll straight down the lane or be delivered with  a  hook. It 

takes practice to get the hang of it, but once you do. you'll on 

your way to a near-perfect 3100 score. 

••• Dr Mario,  modeled after the coin-operated arcade game of 

the same name, is an addicting freeware implementation from 

Blue Adept. It's a Tetris-style game: lining up multicolored falling 

capsules in a test of speed, skill, and strategy. What sets Or 

Mario apart from other Tetris knockoffs are the many obstacles 

and viruses on the play screen. But you're the doctor — you can 

remove those little hindrances with lots of fast action and quick 

thinking. The game includes a module to save high scores. 

Several revisions of this game exist; some work better than oth-

ers on certain GS systems. So if you can't get Or Mario to work 

quite right at first, look for another version. It'll be well worth it; 

this is one of the better games ever released for the GS. 

r Pente GS  is the "latest and greatest" $10 shareware chal-

lenge from the noted GS programmer Kenrick Mock_ Pente is a 
super-hi-res board game based on the ancient game Go, similar 

to Chinese checkers and tic-tae-tas. Played against another 

human or against the computer, the goal is straightforward. 

but owing to the software's utilization of a variety of artificial-

intelligence techniques, winning is difficult, Played on  a  19-by-19 

grid, you and your opponent attempt to place five pieces in a 

row. Complete with beautiful graphics, music, and sound 

effects, Pente GS helps you develop your strategic-thinking 

skills, while providing some late-night summer entertainment. 

•w^ 
 

Plotting  is an incredible $25 strategy arcade shareware 

game by the French programmer Philippe Leclerc°. In one- or 

two-player mode, the goal is to eliminate blocks from a pile by 

shooting similarly marked blocks at them. Remove them all and 

move up to the next challenging level. All it takes is a minute or 

two observing the animated instructional demo to understand 

all aspects of game play completely. Plotting even comes with 

an editor that lets players create their own levels and includes 

a two-player timed tournament mode as well. Complete with 

music and amusing animations, Plotting is a first-rate game far 

all ages. 

ThreenTris,  by Jason Simmons, is a remarkable 3-D free-

ware variant of the game Tetris. Shapes drop from the top of 

the screen: you must manipulate them in three dimensions as 

you try to fill  a  level completely with solid cubes. When you 

complete a level, it disappears. The software then redraws the 

entire play field one cube at a time, giving you a chance to find 

the locations of gaps you need fill. The game ends when cubes 

accumulate to the top of the grid. This is a challenging game 

that requires lots of practice to master. 

Virtual Art Gallery  is Jason Harper's mind-boggling futur-
istic graphics-display freeware program. It's unlike anything 

you've ever experienced before on a GS. Working with any stan-

dard GS graphics file, Virtual Art Gallery converts images to 

gray scale and displays them as though they were hanging an  a 
wall in a multidimensional moving maze Creating the illusion of 

flying through space at warp speed, this fast-moving kinetic 

slide show has to be seen to be believed. It's a "must have" 

program for all GS graphics enthusiasts. 

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR JOE KOHN HAS WRITTEN THE SHAREWARE 

SOLUTIONS COLUMN SINCE LATE 1990. IT'S BEEN A LOT OF FUN, BUT 

IT'S TIME FOR HIM TO MOVE ON TO BIGGER AND BETTER THINGS. 

HE'LL RE LAUNCHING SHAREWARE SOLUTIONS II: THE NEWSLETTER, A 
MONTHLY APPLE II-ORIENTED PUBLICATION THAT WILL PICK UP 

WHERE 'SFIAREwARE SOLUTIONS: THE COLUMN" LEFT OFF. FOR SUB-

SCR[VI'ION INFORMATION OR FOR INFORMATION ON OBTAINING GAMES 

MENTIONED ABOVE, SEND A SELF-ADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE TO 
JOE KOHN, 166 ALPINE STREET, SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901. (SOME TITLES 
MAY ALSO BE AVAILABLE FROM APPLE II USER GROUPS OR BY DOWN-

LOADING VIA MODEM FROM THE INFORMATION NETWORKS AMERICA 

ONLINE, COMPUSERVE, AND GENIE.) APPLE II FOREVER! 
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TMS Sherd° ii 

'VW Palphosig 
Ell MIN 
QUANTU'  AUTHORIZED 

SHADOW/ PRO STANDARD FEATURES: 
Quantum. SyOuesz r TEAC rneChanisms 
System 7.1 25q- Ribs of PD sharewere 
• DitkWriter Fon -net-Mg Shweror & Manual 
Shadow or Pro Series User's Guide 
25/50 system or 50/50 'delay-chain cable 
International euto-swItching power suably 
Thermostatically controlled fan 

(Shadow does nut require fan!) 
External SCSI ID switch 
Dual courtesy AC Woks (Pro Series only! 
SOSI• -oe or pass-thrOugh cable (for daisy-

ch(Shado
ng) or 138-25 floppy port power cable 

w only•—NO EKTRA CHARGE!) 
EXCELLENT Customer & Teuh SanaCe 
30 Day Mormy 550k Guarantee 
One or Two Year Full Warranty 
ESP Warranty Program (optional) 

Summer's here & the 
heat is on!  Check out 
the very cool prices 
on all our very cool 
Apple II products. 
Prices shown good through August 1 '0! 

r IIGS  Products From 

Seven Ellis 
CEMEIZID 

MultiFinded 
Tie  MANAGER $49 
GRAPHICWIRITEFI 
	

589 
SHOEBOX"" 
	

$35 
Si(PRESS". 
	

$24 
KANGAROO"' 
	

$29 
MANSPHD0 IIlTM 
	

S25 
ERNE CLEANER7m 
	

$25 

II PRODUCTIVE 
940 TruaTyprom Fonts. Includes HyperCard 
IIGS with Relerente Stack, Shrinkit OS A 
FREE AOL Software A In time ONLY $46111 

True Type Font Collection 
POINTLESS BUNDLE $89 

Vttesse 
SALVATION SUPREME 

	
$90 

OOlhaaraoCa RenalaSaGoa 
	

$42 
HARMON IE 
	

$36 

pi
„Best Apple II Softwarel0 & 11" 

ProTERM  3.11  by Inasmc yr: 

Ds easnWorld Software 
DreamGralix 

WestCode 
SOFTWARE 

	■ 
19 

 INWORDS r  
POINTLESS, 
NARDPRESSED 	 $42

5  

TypeWestTr' Font Collection 
Pointless Bundle 	 $69 

Includes 7 Pointless fonts + 48 additional 
TrueTypel*  fonts .specifically for yot5 IIGS. 

CLOSEOUT 
APPLIED ENGINEERING 
DL 0a rasa 4.42 $ •Fax 	 $360 
Dill Er ui-,•94 V at Mao 	 $213 
GC 1442 1219 

es ReadyEepon Pladkano 
as nem 	PAP 	 Slag 
hantkeata- 0 Mb 	 IS1$1 
Tress Diva Data 	 2246 

BEADLE BIFIGTNEFIS 
Font Library t Vohrme 1 	 $27 
Thlackl!sFtasefTtrOl 	 $33 
TrrneOviTellsCorms 	 $37 
tonoOve GolortEpolt 	 $37 
TrrnolDer lawarcEsta 	 .$21 
Ernoan Graph 	 547 
TirnaGot Sidaaproad 	 $27 

PomarPack 	 277 
Trrne0v1 noiskToole 	 $21 
Perenkle-Pornr 	 $53 
Gra Desk Accensotres 	 $22 

ROGER WAGNER 
Stacromato 	 530 

PROCE,REPUNO. 
MON &Atha Fen Fair Maikrilalth 	 521 
Tut Playroom MadnIoNi 	 527 
KaireaFai III Macintosh 	 Skt 
MorGeo Mitokrah 	 sx, 
Old Pk Mar:onto• 	 'PO  

L'J.1.1?/../11010( 111), 
‘ f r 

We make hard drives Rani/ASTI" 

NunflIST SCSI • NAIVE CONT110111,1351 
Twee as last as the other SCSI card under 05105 Frac to 
eight limes faster under PmDOS! Supports ALL noodle and 
hes tape backup software 'Fvriften Into the  ROM wilt FULL 
LIMN program. LIFETIME WARRANTY, 

256H Rev. D V3.0 $169 
1 Mb Rey. 0 V3.0 $259 
V3.0 ROM Rev. C or 0 St 5 

MAIM • ESSIIIIIIIONY EXPANSION 
CV-Ram Comes NITI 4 trilbS instated, is used expandable to B 
Nibs a is fully DMA compatible to a Mimi Addling memory in as 
easy as plugging In two chips and moving a Jumper for 
memory intensive applications, like IneOSPOS Finder. Need a 
Plamdisk? Under GS/OS 0.0 using or addirg any kills such as 
torts or desk accessories can eat up several megabytes. in a 
hurry. Don't buy a non-expendable memory card. The 
0V-Ram is backed by a 1 Year Parte & Labor Warranty and 
a 213 Day Unconditional Haney Isecti Guarantee. 

4 Mb $189 • 5. Mb 8233 - 6 Mb 5269 • 7 Mb 5293 .5Mb taao 
r■Ir  

	4■10 ..■■•■. AM. MI 

TECHNOLOGY 

7 MHz/81( Cache- • DMA Compatible 	$138/$132' 
B MHz/lOK Cache • DMA Compatible 	$173/$165" 
B MHz/64K Cache • DMA Compatible 522W$220' 
g MHz/32K Cache • DMA Compatible $229/$220" 
2 MHz/64K Cache • DMA Compatible $2591$275' 

'This price good with the purchase of any Closeout Item 
1 Year Full warranty on ALL 2FP Technology Products 

5EQUENTIA.  ySTEM5 
VIII A ILA 0.1% 
Mir' 	■W• S — '11M 

T11=017  • M.►—IM■ ■ • 

4 Mb  $119/$112* 

"IF 	1 Mb Aux. slot Ile 
MEG 0' memory card $55 

bit MOUSE • Serial Apple II interface 	 $48 
Ott MOUSE with Mouse. 	 $65 
MegaSuil • 1 Mb IrnageWrder II Buffer aStMac 	5113 
CNBuR ' 32K irnageVitritior Buller 	 $36 
0-Print • Apple II Printer Interlace 	 $28 
0-Print II • Apple II Graphic Printer interlace 	 541 
0-System OS. • 7 R5422 Serial input Pons 	 $413 
0-System GSu • 6 Input 1 Output 	 $343 
0 -System Paraltet/Serito • Printer Sharing System $109/5259 
0•Talk LTO • LocelTelk Oplion Card 	 $08 
Ram 80 • Apple Ile 04 mg; Column Cord 	 $16 
Ram //c • I Mb Apple Ito Memory Expansion 	 $125 
SuporCOMWSuperCOMM Ic 	 $5a/$46 

When bundled with Seven Hills' The Manager 

Bundle ProTerm 3.0 
with any modern 
& get $.5 Oft 
Fax MCKIM V.32 ble $349 

	

Fax Modern V.32 	5299 

	

SWIM CO300117tICIn  Fax Modern Plus 	5159 

TIN SHADOW 
Shadow 42 ELS 	 $225 
Shadow 95 ELS 	 5249 
Shadow 127 ELS 	 $305 
Shedder 170 ELS 	 $335 
Shadow 240 LPS 	 $419 
Shadow 525 	 $939 
Shadow 1 Gig 	 $1109 

Soft-Tsui Carrying Case 	510.95 

PHI SIMMS 	bd. 	*Int. 
to 42 ELS 	 $225 	 $160 
ro 85 ELS 	 $249 	 $169 
no 127 ELS 	 $305 	 $225 
PC 170 ELS 	 $335 	 $250 
ro 240 LPS 	 $419 	 5335 
ro 525 	 $339 	 $665 
ro 1050 	 81159 	51169 

'Immo' Om for Macs. inciude =Mak bracket led 

?MS P/10 116110VABLES 
TMS Pro R45 with 1 car:nage 	$399 
TMS Pro RESc with 1 cartridge 	$539 
Extra cartridges Pht5 $64 
Extra cartridges Ruse Cell 

Tin PRO TAPE =OW 
TMS Pro 7155 a 1 tape 
Extra tapes $19 
RETROSPECT New Version! 
5100 with tape draw purchaide: 

—53ur.71'8ER A  pill iqq?.. 

kn. 	Th r  et 	II 

yrrtr• arid.  id: 

6,110. ',VIII r lard  s  0,6  • 
Mbibsirekn  LN 
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International 40 7. 998 99 2 8 • F A X 407.098 0553 Compuserve. 75306.2231 • America On Line TMS Perigh 

TMS  Perlorrerels • 1  1  2 0 Holland Dr.. St a. 	18 	• 	Roca 	Raton 	FL 	234 87 
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• More than doubles the speed 
of your Apple Iles. 

• No switches or jumpers to set. 
• Fully Compatible with all standard software and hardware. 
• 32K Cache Option increases TransWarp GS speedup to 20%. 

Retail price for the TransWarp GS with 321 Cache.. 	$399 

inCider's 
Editors' Choice 

5.25" Drive 
14.31Cfloppy drive. 

DataLink 2400 
Internal modem pr 

Apple II+, He and Has. 

4 

VISA: 

e a r 

Applied. Engineering 
Invento Price Busters 

4b4k Aitt• 
The first time ibas r Owe 

TransWarp GS 
The most popular 

accelerator for the Ilcs, 

GS Ram M 
Lou' cast memory 
expansion card for the frac. 

• 143K formatted, 35 tracks, 16 sectors. 
• Fully compatible with the lie Emulation Card for the Macintosh LC_ 
• Fully compatible with all Apple II models. 
• Proven reliability. 
• Super quiet. 
• Available now! 
• Full one-year warranty. 
Retail price for 5.25' Drive 	 $265 

114111(11°  inCider's 
Editors' Choice 

• 300, 1200, 2400 bps Hayes compatible modem. 
• Fits in any slot except three, no serial card necessary. 
• Comes with communications software and cables. 
Retail Price* the Datallnk 2400 bps modem 	 $219 

Mention MS ad and get Readylink five svitii purchase afDataLiak 

Call Ap plied Engineering Sales today and take advantage of these incredible prices! 

rm.% Call (214) 241-6060 
Texas residents add applicable sales tax.  

• Compatible with all standard IIGs hardware and software. 
• Uses new 114111x4 Chips and accepts 3MB as valid configuration. 
• Low power design for cooler operation. 
• Compact, efficient design leaves plenty of room for slot 7 cards. 
• Fully DMA compatible. 
• Super Hi-Res diagnostic software included. 
• Includes AppleWorks 3.0 print buffer and disk save features. 
• Made in the U.S.A. 
Retail Price with BIB of memory 	  $299 

PC Transporter 
Enables Apple .11 computers 10 Run MS-DOS. 

• Runs IBM PC, XT, or IBM clone software. 
■ Has 640K of memory. 
• Turns Apple II devices into IBM devices. 

COMPLTEPC TRANSPORTER PACKAGE INCLUDES- 
* PC Transporter with 640K memory. 
• Your choice of either an Apple Ile or Ilos installation 
• 3.5" platinum drive. 
• PCT Software version 2.0.5. 
Retail price for PC Transporter, installation kit and drive 	$717 

ftE 
APPLIED ENGINEERING.  

/topic 's Med and Largest Developer. 
Since 1979. 

(214) 241 -6060 
FAX: (214) 484-1365 

3210 Beltline 	
mach:
MEC 

Dallas, TX 75234 

1991 A Researck Inc. All rights reserved Brand .geld product 
names arc rogistare4 trademarks of their reepective holders 
All epecifications, i'errite and cervices are stthject to change 

withottO notice er mours-c- 


